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The impact of local political applications on voter choices
Ferdi Akbıyık1 , Ahmet Hüsrev Eroğlu2++
1,2

Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

Abstract. Voters are under the influence of several factors when they vote at the local elections, so they
determine the color of their vote and realize the act of voting considering these factors. Undoubtedly, the
most important of these factors is the practice of political marketing. The concept of political marketing is a
conceptual and factual matter entering into life of people and gaining importance with ever-increasing
competition in globalizing world, personal differences, diversify of expectations and requirements. This
understanding, differently from the traditional marketing, aims at developing ideas and internalization of
these ideas by the targeted group. Because this understanding constitutes the base of political marketing
practices, in which ideas and opinions are marketed.
Since political competition is very intensive at the present conditions and political parties struggle to create
awareness in the minds of targeted voters by taking advantage of these political works, at the present time
there is practically no party that doesn’t put into effect its political marketing works in an effective way. It
seems to be utopic to achieve success for political parties which don’t use effectively these practices. Because
political marketing sociology is fed with such science disciplines as psychology and social psychology that
research and try to explain human and human behaviors. To understand voters and make acts and promises
which will meet their expectations and requirements are the main indicators of political marketing practices.

The conceptual and institutional framework for local political marketing is represented in this work, but the
influence of political marketing practices on voters, which were applied at local elections, is tried to be
determined by a public survey conducted in Isparta province.

Keywords: political marketing, local elections, voters.
JEL codes: P19, Z19.

1. The concept of political marketing
There are various factors helping political parties and candidates get electoral votes and win the
elections. Voters, especially during the election periods, are made the centre of attention by both political
parties and candidates. Politically, creating awareness for voters is among the requirement of the global
world. The use of several political marketing practices has become compulsory to realize that awareness. In
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this context, political marketing, pleasing the voters and thus getting their votes, is an effort to create
awareness through public opinion researches and environmental analyses in order to get their votes (Wring,
2002: 173). As seen, creating awareness in the voter is one of the main objectives of the marketing concept.
Furthermore, political marketing, in its broadest definition, is an effort to determine the voting preferences of
the voters during election periods by influencing them (Butler and Collins, 1994: 19).
From a historical perspective, political marketing is a relatively new notion (Lock and Harris, 1996: 22).
Although there are some disputes among political marketers over the appearance and evolution of political
marketing, it was not until the early 20th century that it emerged and developed as a discipline in USA in the
modern sense, followed by political marketing practices applied in Western countries. That democratization
rate is higher in USA than in the countries may be the most significant factor that makes these practices
emerge in USA (Polat et al., 2004: 17-19). For instance, in the presidential elections in 1952 in USA, Dwight
D. Eisenhower, nominee of the Republican Party, made an agreement with an advertising agency for
political marketing and propaganda. The first political figure to cooperate with an advertising agency was
Dwight Eisenhower (Gegez, 1990: 39). Believing that this type of advertising would be no different than the
detergent advertisements, the Democratic Party considered that political propaganda-oriented advertisements
during election period would not work. What the election brought about was a victory for the Republicans
and a defeat for the Democrats (Gürbüz and İnal, 2004: 17).
It could be said that political marketing practices appeared in an effective way in Britain during the
election in 1970. The slogan "Yesterday's Man" by the Labour Party towards the Conservative Party failed as
it was hard and degrading even from a positive standpoint and very scornful from a negative standpoint
(www.bbc.co.uk), which, in turn, became one of the reasons behind the defeat of the Labour party in the
elections, however, the slogan became a very remarkable one in the world of political slogan (Özkan, 2009:
291).
Political marketing began end of World War II and continued to be practised in the light of scientific
data. Following these years, the practices of the parties such as advertisement, slogan and anthem were
considered to be necessary concepts in the politics, rather than only being accessories. Along with this
process, political parties and candidates realized the importance of the advertisement, and they thus began
using the advertisement as an effective propaganda tool in marketing activities in cooperation with
advertising agencies (Bauer, Huber and Herrmann, 1996: 154-155).
Jean Lecanuer came up with the image concept in presidential elections in France in 1965; besides he
was the first presidential nominee to broadcast his election campaign on television, which, in turn, creates a
basis for the realization of political marketing practices for France. Furthermore, "Great Regional
Newspapers", competing with the circulations of national newspapers, were used for the first time in this
election (Bongrand, 1992: 8-10).
Compared to the USA and other European countries, it was only later in Turkey that political
propaganda activities were realized in cooperation with professional institutions. The main reason lying
behind this was that party's top administrative staff considered such activities to be unnecessary and probably
they were reluctant to hand over their authority to the professionals. Moreover, due to their suspect attitudes,
politicians in these positions remained reluctant to perceive and learn the developments in the political
marketing and prevented these practices from developing, which, in turn delayed them to find a place in
political arena (Tan, 2002: 31).
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The first and most important political marketing movement in Turkish political history was the
Democrat's Party victory and accession to power in general elections in 1950 with the slogan "Enough!
Nation has the word!" appearing in posters and radio (Özkan, 2002: 32). During the ongoing process,
political marketing as a concept began to emerge in the late 1970s and to develop in the early 1980s.
Afterwards, it was observed that political propaganda practises were directed by mainly national
advertisement agencies as well as by foreign agencies. Later on, political marketing practices took their place
in the political literature as the most striking tool for influencing voters used in Turkey in both general and
local elections.
Political marketing practices optimize the political party and candidate for the voters. This situation is
known to have existed in the United States for many years and now it is accepted that a similar situation
affects the Europe today because voters are loyal to the political parties they vote for, however, they tend to
vote for politicians whom they feel emotionally close to themselves (De Landtsheer, De Vriesve Vertessen,
2008: 233).
In a nutshell, first appearing in the United States and later being practised in Europe and Turkey,
political marketing practices were adopted and used by both political parties and candidates. The political
parties and candidates demanding to influence the voting preference of the voter benefited to a great extent
from the volunteers who visited houses, from public relations units, non-governmental organizations and
advertising agencies.

2. The basic elements of local political marketing
The main purpose of the local political marketing is to satisfy the voters, consumers in other words,
owing to their voting preferences. In order to create and sustain this satisfaction, political marketing elements
should be utilized. These are product, price, place and promotion. These four elements were symbolized as
"4P" based on the four initials in English (Cemalcılar, 1987: 23).These elements were utilized in an effective
way by political parties during the election periods (Alnıaçık, 2009: 87).

2.1. Political party leader and mayoral candidate as product
The political leader is a person who leads a political community, channels it towards purposes, ensures
the coordination of the purposes of the members with those of the community's and attempts to get higher
positions within a political community through creating a common consciousness among the members
(Arklan, 2006: 48). Leader is the one who directs and melts the individuals in the same pot. The leader
should be credible to the voters and have an effective vision. A leader might be a reason to vote for the party.
It is observed that the voters in Turkey are under the influence of the leader to a great extent. When asked
voters for which party they voted, they tell the names of the party leaders rather than party names (İslamoğlu,
2002: 117).
Leadership is an important factor for voters to determine for which party or candidate they vote during
election periods. A research has been carried out on the political preferences in 1995, 1999 and 2002 in
Isparta. The sample group contains young housewives, unemployed and freelancers at 18-25 age groups. The
most important factor influencing the political preferences of the young people in this sample group was
found to be the ideology and the second most important factor was the leader of the party. The same study
also found out that part leader came first for the political party preference of housewives, unemployed and
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freelancers (Sitembölükbaşı, 2004: 165-169). The effective leader influences voters and leads them vote for
his/her own party. Becauseit is not the ideology but the leader himself/herself who wins the elections
(Özkan, 2002: 115).
Candidates act as the political brands of the parties (Newman, 2006: 199). To ensure this branding,
candidate need to have an image known to the public. The candidate image, the whole impression left by the
political actor in the mind of the voter, contains components such as the physical appearance of the
candidate, lifestyle, and his attitudes towards various issues and problems (Güllüpunar, 2010: 59).
One of the product mixes giving an idea concerning the identity of a political party, ideology, image and
party showcase all together is the candidate nominated by the party itself before the election. During the
elections, the candidate never loses its importance no matter which campaigns are employed by the political
parties. A face to face study has been carried out in 14 provinces by GENAR which is a survey company and
it has been revealed that candidate is twice as much important as the party itself. In the conducted study, the
voters have been asked which one is more important to them; the party or the candidate, in the elections
which will be held in on March 28, 2004. While those who said candidates are of 63.8 %, it was party which
is important when voting for those and they were of 32.3 % (Özsoy, 2004: 25). The candidate is quite
significant in local elections because the voter votes for the candidate rather than the party, for he chooses
the person who would rule him in the first place.
Although the role played by candidates is high in the preference of parties, this may vary according to
the situation (İslamoglu, 2002: 129). When the voter chooses a party with a single candidate, he may not feel
sympathy or trust for that candidate personally. However, he will vote for him as he is the candidate of the
party he supports or although he likes the ideas of a particular candidate he may not vote for the party of that
candidate as he doesn't want that party to gain strength in the government. At the same time, the voter may
vote for the party although he doesn't like it (Butler and Collins, 1994: 23-24). As seen, voter may change
during the decision-making process, and at this point party leaders or candidates should be engaged in the
process and channel the voters by making an effective propaganda.

2.2. Political party program as a product
The party programmes which tell the voters its promises are among important factors influencing the
preference of the voters in election periods. These programmes are even assumed to shape the candidate in
the form of a product. However, this case is presented as a completely trivial detail in countries where
individuals are important. Party programmes may shape the elections in countries where party programmes
and party orientation are intensive (Schröder, 2004; 52). The importance of party programmes varies
according to the countries in which political parties operate.
Political parties do not only pay attention to their own programmes. They analyse the programmes of the
rival parties, find their weak points, make counter moves and may eventually take part in a discredit process.
For this reason, preparing a party programme requires a serious preparation, effort, and also scientific
analysis and synthesis, for the party programme functions as a directive that shows the diagnosis of the
problems, the proposed solutions, the importance of the problems and their priority and the way how and
with what resources these problems could be eliminated (İslamoğlu, 2002: 123).
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2.3. Image as a product
Image from the point of political sense means that the personal and professional qualifications of the
political candidate should be received by the voters both perfectly and correctly. What is important is how
voters perceive this. Accordingly, image may have its function in partisanship or in voters’ perception to
some extend (Damlapınar and Balcı, 2005: 65).
Candidate image, which develops covering a number of characteristic features of a candidate from his
posture to speech, from education degree to religious belief, from success in family life to success in career,
from youngness and oldness to wealth, is among the main qualifications requested by the parties as high
qualifications (Canöz, 2010: 96).
Candidate image is more effective on voters’ preference in local elections than in general elections
(Doğanve Göker, 2010: 163). That is to say, there is a general acceptance that in local elections people are
more important as a person.

2.4. Party identity as a product
Party identity is an expression used to represent people who met in different classes of society that the
party stands for such as so-called working class, religious sections. Party identity must be on the same line
with the party’s position. The political history of a person nominated by the party as a candidate is directly
associated with part identity (Uztuğ, 2003: 5).
Party identities in Turkey are classified in a number of way; Nationalist, Conservative, Social Democrat,
Conservative Democrat, Socialist, Ataturkist, Islamist etc. Some of these identities are represented in right
political spectrum (Islamist, Nationalist, and Conservative etc.) and the other part is in left political spectrum
(Socialist, Social Democrat etc.) (Görmez, 1999:13). Identification that is predominantly used in Turkey as
“Rightist” (right wing) and “Leftist” (left wing) is common in U.S.A as “Republican” and “Democrat”.

3. Effects of local political marketing practices on voters / example of Isparta
province

3.1. Aim, importance, scope and method of the study
3.1.1. Aim and importance of the study
This study was made with the aim of measuring the effects of political marketing practices realized
during local elections campaign on electorates. It is important from the point of revealing factors and actors
of local political marketing that has an effect on voting behavior of electorates. The results of this study may
serve as a contribution for mayoral candidate to determine political marketing practices to be followed in
order get electorates votes which is an absolute goal during the campaign.

3.1.2. Scope and limitations of the study
The study was conducted on people living in the city center of Isparta province. The scope of this study
covers only local people living in the city center of this province who were available to make contact (with
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whom a contact was possible to make). Participants were not willing enough to answer the questions as they
were related to political issues.

3.1.3. Sampling of the study
The sample of this study includes people living in the city center of Isparta province. The participants of
this study were chosen randomly and the questionnaire study was conducted by using convenience sampling
method.

3.1.4. Data collection tools
A multiple-choice form consisting of eight parts was used in the questionnaire study. The study reached
over 580 participants. 12 question forms were not evaluated because of various reasons. The evaluation was
performed (conducted) on the other 568 question forms. Following the entry of data to SPSS 15,0 statistical
packet software descriptive analysis and hypothesis tests were made. A questionnaire form was tried to be
generated using the data obtained in the light of literature search.1 Afterwards, while a pilot study was
practiced on 40 people with these questions, some corrections were made in the latest version of the
questionnaire form.

3.1.5. Hypothesis of the study
Hypothesis tests indicated to factors effecting the decision of voters of Isparta province during the
elections campaign were performed in the hypothesis section of this study. Questions in the questionnaire
form were evaluated in the light of these hypothesis tests.
H1. Socio-economic qualities (factors) make the difference when political marketing practices are applied in
local elections, and they effect the decision of voters.

Table.1 Demographic characteristics of participants
Age

Frequency

Percentage (%)

18-27

175

30,8

Primary School

98

17.3

28-35

133

23,4

High School

118

21.0

36-43

94

16,5

University

194

34.02

77

13,6

77

13.06

52-

89

15,7

487

85.38

Total

568

100,0

44-21

Gender

Frequency

Woman

210

[1]

1

Education Level Frequency

Master's Degree
and Doctorate
Total

Percentage (%) Income
37,0

500 and below

Bayraktar, 2009: 147-148 ve Demirtaş, 2010: 291-297

Percentage (%)

Frequency

Percentage (%)

84

14,8
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358

63,0

501-1500

245

43,1

Total

568

100,0

1501-2500

157

27,6

Percentage (%) 2501-5000

65

11,4

Marital Status

Frequency

Single

341

60,0

5001 and upper

17

3,0

Married

227

40,0

Total

568

100,0

Total

568

100,0

The table above is about participants and their genders, education levels, marital status, incomes and
ages. We have encountered some problems when obtaining data due to the reluctant participants while
answering the questions.

Table.2

Determinants of party preferences in local elections
Mean

Std. Deviation

I vote for the ideology of the party

3,67

1,32673

I vote for the leader of the party

3,49

1,32004

I vote for the candidate of the party

3,72

1,21607

I vote for the doctrine of the party

3,56

1,22390

I vote for the past activities of the party

3,95

1,13756

I vote for the past activities of the candidate

4,02

1,13440

That the evaluation of each factors' averages are carried out one by one is more meaningful here.
Therefore, the factor ''I vote for the ideology of the party'' is close to ''agree'' trend (3.67). With a rate of 3.49,
the factor ''I vote for leader of the party'' is close to ''agree'' trend. The factors ''I vote for the candidate of the
party'' and ''I vote for the doctrine of the party'' are close to ''agree'' trend as well. Likewise, the factors ''I vote
for the past activities of the party'' and ''I vote for the past activities of the candidate'' are close to ''agree''
trend all the way.
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Table. 3

Hypothesis test for gender and marital status (Mann-Whıtney U)
That the
candidate sends
SMS or letter
bearing his
The election

Election

Meetings,

Election

name and

That the

campaigns

That the

office

house and

prepared

volunteered

carried out by

candidates

activities

buses, songs,

teas house

people go

(Mann-

mass media

call the voters

influence my

folk songs,

automatic

meetings

phone calls

from one door

Whıtney

influence my

influences my

choice when

posters and

influence my

influence my

to another

U) Gender

choice when

choice when

voting

flags

choice when

influence my

choice when

influences my

voting

voting

choice when

voting

choice when

Sig.

Marital

voting

Status
Gender
Marital
Status

voting
,789

,076

,793

,316

,376

,050

,269

,059

,646

,232

,618

,033

,090

,419

Table.4
Sig.
(KruskalWalls)

voting

Hypothesis test for age, education and income (Kruskal-Walls)
The election

That the

Election

Meetings,

That the

campaigns

candidates

office

house and

candidate

carried out by

call the

activities

teas house

sends SMS or

mass media

voters

influence my

meetings

Election

letter bearing

influence my

influences

choice when

influence my

buses,

his name and

That the

choice when

my choice

voting

choice when

songs, folk

prepared

volunteered

voting

when voting

voting

songs,

automatic

people go

posters and

phone calls

from one door

flags

influence my

to another

influence

choice when

influences my

my

voting

choice when

choice

when voting

voting

Age

,109

,832

,794

,759

,033

,060

,780

Education

,112

,466

,341

,362

,006

,002

,019

Income

,513

,043

,131

,282

,079

,078

,801

If sig value is ˂0.05 for Kruskal-Walls and Mann-Whitney Tests, there are differences between the
groups. Accordingly, the results for mentioned factors are below.
For the factor ''Election campaigns performed with mass media (newspaper, TV, radio, internet) affect
my vote choice'', socio-economic factors did not make any differences.
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Because the factor ''Election campaigns performed with mass media (newspaper, TV, radio, internet)
affect my vote choice'', is not ˂0.05 for all socio-economic factors, hypothesis one was rejected.
The factor ''that the candidates call the voters personally affect my vote choice'' makes difference in
income out of socio-economic factors.
Because the factor ''that the candidates call the voters personally affects my vote choice'' is ˂0.05 in
terms of ''income'', hypothesis one was accepted, however, for other factors hypothesis one was rejected.

4.

Conclusion and recommendations

Political marketing which has been in practice extensively since the beginning 1900s in Europe, is but a
new concept for our country. Although there are some political marketing practices employed by Justice
Party in the 1950s, the exact and proper usage of these applications in elections can be traced back in the late
1970s. In particular, in General Elections conducted in 2002, primarily Justice and Development Party which
participated in the elections for the first time and won it though, took benefits from these applications
extensively and so did Young Party. When examined the vote rates of these two parties (Justice and
Development Party 34.43%, Young Party, 7, 24 %), it has once again been understood how important
political marketing practices are.
In the first two parts of my work, political marketing practices and basic elements of local political
marketing, in the last part; the impacts of these practices on voters are mentioned respectively.
According to the data obtained from the survey; election buses, election songs and folk songs, posters
and flags which are indispensable tools all together for political parties and candidates in both general and
local elections, have been come out not to hold great significance for the voter. Besides, it has been
observed that, that the short messages or letters bearing the signature of the candidate and prepared
automated phone calls are send to the voter turned out not to have much importance in the eyes of the voter.
All these efforts which are regarded as vote enhancing ones can sometimes create a negative attitude towards
the party, as well. In this point, my humble suggestion to both political parties and candidates is that they
should especially be sensitive concerning election buses; they should send their short messages timely, and
they had better not to make the voter listen to the automated phone calls.
In addition, it has also been observed in the survey that the voters determine their vote prefences in the
local elections by taking into consideration '' Party candidate and the past actions of the candidate''. In
addition to all these factors, party leader is another prominent factor affecting voter choice. Party leader
never loses its importance even if it is a local election.
In summary, based on the survey results, it can be commented that political parties and candidates should
employ different political marketing applications for the voters having different opinions and different socioeconomic characteristics. Because that the voters are influenced by the political applications varies according
to the socio-economic characteristics of themselves.
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Abstract: The author proves necessity of formation of the integrated system of the marketing information of
innovative high school, considers methodical aspects formation of the integrated system of the marketing information of
innovative high school, develops structure of the integrated system of the marketing information of innovative high
school X and makes recommendations about management of efficiency of the integrated system of the marketing
information in innovative high school.
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1.

Introduction

Globalization, development of an information society and acceleration of economic processes leads
to dynamical development of concepts and management methods marketing and marketing systems. It is
possible to carry formation of cost marketing to number of priority directions of development of the given
process, maintenance of management with efficiency of marketing, applications of the integrated marketing
information systems and systems of marketing knowledge etc. For efficient control organisation marketing is
necessary to use today marketing information system and to provide its integration with corporate
information system, external information systems and sources of the data. We offer the approach to
construction of the integrated marketing information systems which will provide support of business
managerial processes by efficiency of marketing.
Management of efficiency of marketing (Marketing Performance Management) are understood as
processes, methodology, the metrics and the software, necessary for management and measurement of
efficiency of marketing activity of the organisation. Management of efficiency of marketing – a component
of a control system of the marketing, directed maintenance of realisation of marketing strategy and
achievement of the purpose of the organisation at tactical level in the presence of possibility to carry out
monitoring, control and to provide feedback that leads to formation of the complex and continuous approach
to management.
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2.

Methodical aspects formation of the integrated system of the marketing
information of innovative high school

Management of efficiency of marketing system is carried out at the expense of the balanced system
of indicators of efficiency of marketing activity which is constructed on the modern approach providing a
goals management by the organisation. It is possible to carry the balanced system of indicators of KaplanNorton to number of the most widespread approaches (Balanced Scorecard). Realisation of business
processes of marketing is made not only by marketing departments, it is distributed to all departments. In this
connection the basic perspective methods of the analysis of marketing activity are classical spheres BSC
(financial sphere, sphere of clients, sphere of internal processes, training and growth sphere). Thus it is
necessary to consider specificity of marketing. In addition it is possible to use also the system of indicators
providing fixing significant for the organisation of external factors: the STEP-factors, a competitive
environment, consumer behaviour etc.
Realisation of a goals management by the organisation and supports of the basic administrative
business processes assumes using information technology and systems at various administrative levels. Toplevel there is a working out organisation strategy (innovative high school), focused on increase of its image,
and the balanced system of indicators in a combination to modern paradigms of marketing and strategic
management [1].
The given process is supported by dynamic modelling of economic processes which allows to make
a mathematical model for the description of activity of the organisation. The given model provides the
account of all problems and business processes are represented in the form of system of the interconnected
estimated indicators. The similar visualised model provides revealing and the analysis of directions of
development of the organisation already at planning and preparation of administrative decisions.
Use of system-dynamic models provides possibility of carrying out scenario analyses, playing of
various decisions and the analysis of their consequences, the analysis of risks and optimisation of operating
parametres. Creation of system-dynamic models demands use of various software which concern WenSim,
Studio, iThink, AnyLogic, PowerSim. Strategy working out assumes use also expert systems, systems of
support of decision-making etc.
Support of a goals management within the limits of carrying out of offered strategy should be made
and system CPM use. Such organisations as AG, Oracle IBM Cognos, Hyperion, SAP, etc. the structure of
CPM-decisions includes a subsystem providing realisation of function of a goals management which is
responsible for target planning, budgeting and forecasting are engaged in creation and development of CPMdecisions; financial consolidation and the reporting; the intellectual business analytics providing gathering of
the necessary information from various sources, its structure and the analysis.
3.

Working out of structure of the integrated system of the marketing
information of innovative high school X

The main making concept of creation and development of the integrated system of the marketing
information of innovative high school the concept of the research centres which in the simplified kind is
presented in Figure 1 is.
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Figure 1: The Research centre of innovative high school

The research centre of innovative high school is understood as research partnership which is
necessary for carrying out of perspective interdisciplinary researches. Two partners are necessary for
creation of the research centre – university or research institute, both domestic, and international at least that
provides adjustment of contacts of the faculty and researchers with researchers in the country and abroad [2].
The initial precondition is carrying out of researches by the faculty, students, listeners and other
researchers participating in activity of the Research centre exclusively at the institutes, thus teamwork at
program level is spent for the centre. All research centre will be put into operation over one or several
educational programs of innovative high schools to fulfill new educational directions, to provide
strengthening and improvement of process of training and carrying out of researches in the research centres.
(Figure 2)
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Figure 2: Programs of innovative high school

According to the presented organizational structure main principles of work and the organisation of
researches are developed for participants of the research centres in the form of a part of inquiry of the
research centres on workings out and researches under operating contract [3]. It allows to consider
application to principles of management of reception of grants and the contracts, expected and admissible
expenses for carrying out of researches (a covering of expenses of faculties, maintenance of payment of
grants to students, payment of the salary to researchers, product of purchases of the equipment, a covering of
travelling and living expenses, expenses for acquisition of materials, etc.) And also allows to operate
expenses on a salary of employees, requirements to the reporting (technical, financial, requirements on
equipment the equipment, property and intellectual property), financial audit and requirements to monitoring.
The given procedures and models represent a part of one or several seminars devoted to university researches
and innovative management.
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Figure 3: Prospective organizational structure of the research centre of innovative high school

To number of the major elements of the concept of Innovative high school is also it is possible to
carry the uniform structure promoting development of communication of formation, researches, innovations
and business. The universal purpose consists in innovative culture in business, sphere of science and
education [4]. Development of the Centres of business and innovations should occur also as development of
the Research centres, at cooperation with institutes. For introduction of the given model creation of the
Centre of business and innovations is necessary. The given centre should be based on basic postulates of
success of the academic innovations received from experience of universities. Also integration three basic
component of business and innovations (E&I) is necessary: formations, researches and commercialization.
Thus, the structure of the Centre of business and innovations can be considered as similar to structure of the
Research centre which becomes base for cooperation of high schools in the field of development of
innovations.
At the expense of the presented concept maintenance not only an internal infrastructure of formation,
innovations and business, at the expense of financing of innovative grants and researches in the field of
business and innovations, but also an establishment of communication of the industry and the international
institutes in the field of support of research contracts and development of technologies for their granting to
again created and operating organisations is possible. Components of the given system are: Technoparks,
investors and businessmen [5]. Innovative high schools should provide control of all programs offered
students, give information support to all Research centres and provide maintenance of communications with
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all Research centres for identification of research systems, support translation of technologies and assist
communications with the industry.

Figure 4: Functional model of the centres of support of innovations of innovative high school

The developed system allows to automate the majority of typical processes of educational institution
and includes functional modules which support following processes:
1. The modules providing automation of work of a selection committee.
2. The modules providing the account and movement of the train of students of high school.
3. The modules, allowing to operate educational process and an infrastructure.
4. The modules providing the financial account.
5. The modules providing automation of priority processes of high school.
6. The module, providing the external reporting.
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4.

Management of efficiency of the integrated system of the marketing
information in innovative high school

Term of realisation of strategy of the organisation traditionally makes 4-5 years. Updating of
planning cycles and budgeting occurs within each year. At carrying out of operational planning by ERPsystems and other systems type there is a consideration of shorter time pieces – days and weeks [6].
For successful realisation of the closed cycle of management by efficiency it is necessary:
 To define strategy, the purposes and to construct the balanced system of indicators;
 To simulate the factors defining achievement of these purposes, and corresponding restrictions;
 To plan the actions providing realisation of objects in view;
 Constantly to trace the reached results and to compare them to target values of key indicators of
efficiency;
 To analyze results;
 To make the reporting (financial and administrative).
Practical introduction of a complex of the software providing support of realisation of the concept of
management by efficiency of marketing, exists not in itself, and enters into the general control system of
organizational efficiency. The initial precondition is inclusion of information subsystems of support of
various marketing processes in structure of marketing information system of the organisation.
The structure of marketing information system includes people, the equipment, gathering, an
estimation and distribution full, exact, actual and trustworthy information which is necessary for acceptance
of marketing decisions. It includes the internal information, marketing investigation (the external
information), marketing researches and analytical marketing [7]. Today designing, creation and development
of marketing information system of the organisation is a component of the organizational information system
closely integrated with external information systems and sources of the data. Hence, it is possible to assert
that integrated marketing ИС is a subsystem of the corporate information system which are responsible for
support of managerial processes by marketing of the organisation.
Support of marketing business processes and managerial processes by efficiency of marketing
activity is carried out at following levels:
Level 1. Top-level there is a working out of marketing strategy of the organisation and the balanced
system of indicators of efficiency of marketing activity. Here it is expedient to apply system-dynamic models
of marketing processes and corresponding information systems. Systems of support of decision-making,
expert and others the information systems are here too used, allowing to solve problems of strategic
marketing.
Level 2. Thanks to class systems CPM&BI carrying out of a goals management by marketing
activity according to the developed balanced system of marketing indicators is provided. For support of
management by efficiency of separate directions modules (Product Performance Management, Customer
Relationship Performance Management etc.) are used specialists. To operate efficiency of web-resources
appendices of class Web Analytics allow.
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Level 3. At the given stage the operational administration by the organisation with use of plans and
the budgets made at the previous level is made. Operative marketing processes and subsystems of the
internal information (databases and file storehouses) are supported by systems PLM, ERP, CRMs other
systems type. The designated levels of management are closely interconnected by efficiency of marketing
within the limits of the management closed cycles.
There is an integration of subsystems of the external information necessary for carrying out of the
analysis of big group KPI and monitoring of environment, and external sources of the information, in
particular, information-analyticalto the systems, providing carrying out of the analysis of open sources of the
information (printing mass-media, television, radio, the Internet) [8]. In our country following organisations
– "Medialogija"(www.medialogia.ru), in "Integrum"(www.integrum.ru), Park.ru and Public.ru are engaged
in granting of such services. There is a close interrelation between development of technologies and services
of a network the Internet and development of marketing information systems as a whole and subsystems of
the external information (marketing investigation) and marketing researches as a part of marketing
information systems. The integral element of the integrated marketing information system of the organisation
is the organizational portal.
5.

Conclusion

Approval of the offered approach to management of efficiency of marketing systems with
application of information systems has been made by the leading Russian organisations. The given approach
is a training basis in laboratories «Management of efficiency of marketing» and «Management of efficiency
of business» Network educational corporation REA of G.V.Plehanova (Moscow) who has been created in
2008at introduction of innovative educational program РЭА of G.V. Plehanova within the limits of the
priority national project "Formation".
Use of innovative approaches of management by high school with application of innovative
information technology represents the major mechanism providing achievement by high school of priority
problems of development, improvement of quality of granting educational services, acquisition of steady
competitive advantages.
Information systems as an integral part of information technology, provide granting to functional
divisions and controls high school of the actual, full, authentic and regularly updated information necessary
for quality maintenance of formation.
6.
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Abstract. Over time there have been diverse and continuous evolution ways of financial and economic
development at the nation level. Today, the world development level results from an ongoing investment, in
various forms. The different ways to invest and measure the effectiveness of investments have been the
subject of discussions since the beginning of economic science, reaching today as they hold great
significance to leverage the dynamic development and economic growth, as the great inequalities, data
asymmetry information, in the actual state. It is generally acknowledged the significant contribution of
investment in research & development (R&D) on productivity growth as a major determinant of
competitiveness and economic growth. So, the countries need to develop an absorptive or national learning
capacity to attract investors in research & development field. In this paper we propose to consider first the
role of investment in the creation of competitive advantage in the second part we present EU funded
programs in R&D implemented in Romania and in the third part is the situation investments in during 2004 –
2011 in Eastern Europe through the use of specific indicators (public expenditure on R&D, business
expenditure on R&D). Special attention will be given to analyzing the situation of Romania in the European
context and to identify possible solutions to close the gaps that exist towards countries with optimal intensity
of investments in R&D.
Keywords: investment, development, nation.
JEL Codes: E2, F3.
1.

Introduction

Nation which measures growth prioritizes investments in research and development in order to gain
competitive advantage. The relationship between R&D investments and creating value has been analyzed in
the past. Most of the studies revealed that there were positive relationships between R&D investments and
firm value. The evidence has shown that R&D investments create value for firms due to their competitive
advantages for the firm when they are used as a differentiation strategy that creates new products or
processes that are hard for competitors to imitate and that create brand equity [1] [4] [5] [10]. Investments in
research and development are an important part in ensuring economic growth as a whole and for each
country separately. These investments affect economic growth both through their contribution to volumes
and improving their quality and other factors such as the transfer of modern technology and the improvement
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of human resources development, management and implementation of new organizational forms, the
expansion of market exchange and internationalization production. All these factors influence and ensure
economic growth. For these reasons, in recent decades in developed countries put an increasing emphasis on
developing and promoting policies to invest in research and development [3]. The economic policy of
different countries can be diverse, depending on the level of socio-economic and cultural specific national
conditions, the country's endowment of natural resources. It is focused on building an effective national
economy, based on macroeconomic stability, the monetary and fiscal policies that contribute to the
achievement of the basic objectives of economic policy.
2.

2.1.

State-of-the-art on the investments in research and development
The concept of investments

For the definition of investment needed some clarification on the content and the term used in the
expression. The concept of Western authors, the concept of investment has a narrow and one wide.
In a narrower sense, concept of investment is identified, usually with some expenses incurred to create or
obtain goods (tangible or intangible), whose value is, in most cases, quite large, and their duration of use
time [11]. In the broad sense, investment encompasses both costs concern instruments of labour and those
for the purchase of raw materials, payment of wages, and for various banking transactions, i.e. all financial
resources currently used in financing economic unit production [12].
The most common sense definition of expense or investment is placement in an initial amount of money
to get later income. The investment effect an act that causes substantial economic growth in the future of the
income where stems and change consumption and is subject to the dimension of savings and the use of
inputs [7].
Often investments are considered as the most dynamic element of the economy; they are not only
responsible for the cyclical fluctuations of the economy but is a factor of economic growth in the demand for
capital goods and output. Although we not propose to presents a critical analysis of the interpretations given
investment in these definitions consider, however, necessary to define clearly the concept of investment to
the production costs. Provide money needed for the production of an undertaking is not synonymous with
making investments in the enterprise. Even if presented initially as a cash expense, the investment cannot be
divorced from the content material, it always turning items of capital investment, but it refers to the types of
security and highlights the investment background, and anyway precedes the actual implementation of the
project activity. Such in the literature, investments are considered as resources employed in the hope of
achieving benefits over a long period of time or money or other resources spent in the hope that the future
will receive larger amounts of money or will record other advantages [2].
In this definition clearly highlights the substantive content of investment (material resources, technical,
labor, financial), the ultimate goal-making a profit and the character dynamic that is subject to time.
Investing involves buying durable goods or means of employment that will be used in production (hence
investment predate the production process ), which requires the renunciation of immediate consumption,
argue in favor of additional monetary perspective could be get over a certain time, on account of asset
invested. It is relevant in this respect, and appreciation made by Pierre Massé, investments that involve
investments that involve waiving immediate consumption and common ground, which I can provide income
and savings you have available now, for a future hopes whose support is really good for the investment,
which is precisely fixed capital [9]. In Romania there may be confusing or incomplete interpretations of the
concept of investment. The modern Romanian language dictionary defines investment as placing the
allocation of a fund or capital while after Glossary of Romanian language the investment represents all
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expenditures made and upgrade existing ones [6]. Between these two definitions are contradiction and even
confusion. It may be noted in the first definition of the concept of investment confusing investment process
where only now allocated the necessary funds effective execution of the works. Also, both definitions lack
the dynamic nature of investment and final orientation, i.e. the aim of every investor a profit over a long
period of time.
Synthesizing the mentioned considerations, defining investments must reveal that [13]:



Is the placement of monetary funds into action in a project or operation to create an increase of
wealth, both in the individual and the society
 Investment is a current effort which, every effort should be sized, planned and argued to be supported
by those who have to make it
 Investment targets a better future to be revealed complex scientific and realistic and appropriate
studies
 Source of investment financing constitute a waiver of current consumption possible and safe, in favor
of future consumption, higher performing, but probable
 The aim is not only to achieve growth of goods and production capacities and durable, but again, a
profit
 Represents a stream of values that have as initial startup, funds, part of the income and savings;
transformation implies the existence of the necessary amounts of construction materials, equipment
and technology that will be sheathed in future units and capabilities for manufacture and assembly
etc.
 There is a gap in time between the time of investment and the delivery of results and expected
revenues
 Expenditure incurred are currently arguing, in order to obtain future effects often uncertain; From this
point of view is a resource investments that involve risk advanced;
 To produce, over time, further accumulation of fixed capital is required the normal functioning of the
entire economic system
Investment in R&D is, in real terms, an investment in intangible assets that contribute to the growth of a
firm in the long-term. Therefore, market capitalization of a firm reflects the current value of the intangible
assets, as much as that of the tangible assets. Successful of the R&D investments results in a new product or
service that enables the firm to distinguish from other firms [4].

2.2.

Role of investments in research and development

On the role of investment in research and development in economic and social development, investments
subject to enroll in all requirements are followed when the nation gained resources established destinations,
it is established that the ratio of resources for development and the consumer. The influences of investment
in research and development of the country is interpretable due to both the diversity of possible effects and
potentiality of generating beneficial or negative depending on the existing concrete receiving economy.
Therefore, the following are the most important roles of investment in research and development:




Support economic growth which is done differently depending on the form scope, representing a
catalyst for economic development for all countries
Their influence on the national economy is twofold. On the one hand has the role of macrostabilization, on the other hand investments in research and development plays a key role in the
restructuring and modernization of the national economy
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3.

Considering the existing competition in the last decade in the international market it is necessary to
invest in research and development to create more favourable conditions to achieve competitive
advantage

National funded programs in R&D implemented in Romania

European grants making use of EU funds often relate to big projects with long lead times that involve
large sums. Many of the projects development and improvement of universities, technical institutes, research
institutes, companies and foundations are eligible for an EU grant. The most important national funding
programs implemented in 2007-2013 in Romania are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: National funding programs for Research, Development & Innovation 2007 – 2013
Program in
R&D
Human
Resources

Objectives

Goal

Structure

Budget
(million)

Promoting quality education
and continuing training

Human resources to
increase the number
of
researchers,
improving
their
performance,
attracting researchers
in Romania living
abroad and increasing
the attractiveness of
the research career

Axis 1: Education and training in
support of growth of knowledge

4728
Euro

Promoting
entrepreneurial
culture and improving quality
at work
Development of a modern
labor markets
Promoting
labor
market
insertion of inactive people,
Improving public employment
services

Axis 2: Linking lifelong learning
and labor market
Axis 3: Increasing adaptability of
workers
Axis 4 Modernising
employment service

public

Axis 5: Promoting
employment measures

active

Axis 6:
inclusion

social

Promoting

Axis 7: Technical assistance
Ideas

Stimulation of the excellence
and creativity in European
research
Making Europe a pole of
attraction
of
the
best
researchers Facilitate new
scientific and technological
progress

Partnerships

Increasing competitiveness by
stimulating partnerships in
R&D
Identifying key social issues
related to education and
employment
to
develop

Obtaining scientific
and
technological
results,
consistent
with those of Europe
reflected
by
increasing visibility
and
international
recognition
of
Romanian research.

1.Exploratory research projects

Creating conditions
for
better
collaboration
between
different
entities of research
and development and

1.Information
Communications 2.Energy

2.Exploratory research complex
projects

7460
Euro

3.Exploratory workshops
4.School of advanced studies

and

3.Environment
4.Health
5.Agriculture and Food Security

32 365
Euro
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national
Increasing
competitiveness
and creativity

Innovation

Creating
products
and
technologies to economic
initiative
Support services offer support
for innovation
Supporting the development
of quality certification
Supporting
training
and
development of innovative
networks

Capacities

Participation in international
research entities
Implemented to enhance
system
efficiency
and
strengthening science-society
relations

4.

innovation,
companies
and/or
government units to
address the problems
identified

6.Biotechnology

Increasing capacity
for
innovation,
technological
development
and
assimilation
of
research results in
order to improve the
competitiveness
of
the national economy
and increase quality
of life

Module 1 - Product development
and systems

National
research
capacity development
and integration of
R&D in Romania in
international
scientific
environment

Module I - Development of
public infrastructure Module II Increase the efficiency and
impact of R&D Module III Funding for participation in
international R&D

7.Materials
products

and

innovative

4502
Euro

Module 2 - Creation and
development entities to support
innovation
Module 3 - Innovation Support
Services
Module 4 - Infrastructure and
Management

Module IV - Support
Romania's representation
bodies ST

4217
Euro

for
in

The investments in research and development during 2004 – 2011 in Eastern
Europe

The investments in research and development and their role in the stabilization and growth of the
national economy international practice shows that in this situation the main factor to revive economic
growth is providing a solid and permanent flow of capital. Given that capital accumulations in Romania in
recent years have reached values determined, in the near future the most important investment remains in
research and development (Table 2). In this context, the need for a comprehensive study of the investments
in research and development by country is reasoned.
Table 2: Indicators of investments in R&D in Eastern European countries, 2004 – 2011
Country

Bulgaria

Indicators
(Procent of
GDP)
Public
expenditure
on R&D

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Mean

Standard
deviation

Growth
rate

0.49

0.46

0.46

0.45

0.47

0.53

0.60

0.57

0.50

0.06

1.02
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Croatia

Czech
Republic

Estonia

Hungary

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Poland

Romania

Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D
Business
expenditure
on R&D
Public
expenditure
on R&D

2.8

2.9

2.9

2.8

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.78

0.09

1.00

1.05

0.87

0.75

0.80

0.90

0.85

0.75

0.75

0.84

0.10

0.96

3.1

3.4

3

3.1

3.5

3.2

3.1

3

3.18

0.18

1.00

1.20

1.35

1.49

1.48

1.41

1.47

1.55

1.84

1.47

0.18

1.05

3.8

3.9

3.9

3.8

4

4.1

4

3.9

3.93

0.10

1.00

0.85

0.93

1.13

1.08

1.28

1.43

1.63

2.38

1.34

0.46

1.14

3.3

3.5

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.41

0.11

1.00

0.88

0.94

1.01

0.98

1.00

1.17

1.16

1.20

1.04

0.12

1.04

2.9

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.8

3

2.9

2.85

0.09

1.00

0.42

0.56

0.70

0.60

0.61

0.46

0.60

0.70

0.58

0.10

1.07

2.9

3.1

3.1

3.1

3

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.91

0.19

0.99

0.75

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.80

0.84

0.80

0.92

0.81

0.05

1.03

3.2

3.3

3.2

3.1

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.2

3.21

0.10

1.00

0.35

0.40

0.41

0.55

0.53

0.53

0.44

0.41

0.45

0.07

1.02

2

2.3

2.1

2.1

2.6

2.2

2.2

2.1

2.20

0.19

1.01

0.56

0.57

0.56

0.57

0.60

0.67

0.74

0.77

0.63

0.09

1.04

3.1

3.4

2.9

2.8

3.1

3.2

3

2.9

3.05

0.19

0.99

0.39

0.41

0.45

0.53

0.58

0.47

0.46

0.48

0.47

0.06

1.03
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Business
2.9
expenditure
on R&D
Russian
Public
1.15
Federation expenditure
on R&D
Business
3.1
expenditure
on R&D
Serbia
Public
0.32
expenditure
on R&D
Business
2.7
expenditure
on R&D
Slovak
Public
0.51
Republic
expenditure
on R&D
Business
3.1
expenditure
on R&D
Slovenia
Public
1.39
expenditure
on R&D
Business
3.9
expenditure
on R&D
Ukraine
Public
1.08
expenditure
on R&D
Business
3
expenditure
on R&D
Source: Eurostat Database [8]
5.

3.1

2.9

2.8

3

2.9

2.7

2.9

2.90

0.12

1.00

1.07

1.07

1.12

1.04

1.25

1.16

1.12

1.12

0.07

1.00

3.2

3

3.1

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.1

3.18

0.13

1.00

0.43

0.49

0.36

0.38

0.92

0.76

0.73

0.55

0.22

1.11

2.3

2.3

2.5

2.7

2.6

2.6

2.4

2.51

0.16

0.99

0.51

0.49

0.46

0.47

0.48

0.63

0.68

0.53

0.08

1.04

3.1

2.9

2.9

3.3

3.2

3

2.8

3.04

0.17

0.99

1.44

1.56

1.45

1.65

1.86

2.11

2.51

1.75

0.39

1.08

3.7

3.4

3.2

4

3.9

3.7

3.4

3.65

0.29

0.98

1.17

0.95

0.85

0.85

0.86

0.83

0.73

0.92

0.14

0.95

3.1

2.7

2.7

3.3

3

3

3

2.98

0.20

1.00

Conclusions

Given that sustained and sustainable economic growth is possible only in conditions of a harmonious, in
our opinion investing in research and development should be a real priority of the nation. In this regard,
given the issues raised during the development work, we consider that the first step should be to target
several main directions, namely:






Significant increase in the absorption of EU funds and their efficient and effective, which is why we
believe essential in realizing the opportunities that have arisen with this integration in the European
Union
Applying more effective EU policy on investments in research and development priority to the
objectives of the beneficial effects long term, such as regional development, innovation activities and
R & D, increasing the level of training of the workforce, supporting small and medium enterprises are
the backbone of the Romanian economy
Organizations more active involvement in research by developing concrete projects for economic
development of the country and creating a win-win relationship.
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In conclusion, in an era of knowledge countries that wants to gain competitive advantage need to invest
in research and development.
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Abstract. In this study we empirically analyze the relationship between real exports and real imports during the postcommunist transition in Albania. The country liberalized its trade in the early 1990s after the fall of communism and
has seen its trade deficit increase since then. The continuous deterioration of the country’s trade balance can create
serious problems for its economy. We employ the ARDL bounds testing approach to a transformed equation derived
from the Husted’s (1992) model of inter-temporal budget constraint. The data used are annual observations from 1992
to 2012 obtained from the World Development Indicators 2013. Results show that a long-term relationship exists
between real exports and real imports. In addition, we find that imports grow faster than exports and the country’s
trade deficit is likely to increase with the increase of imports. More specifically, a 10% increase of real imports is
accompanied by a 9.61% increase of real exports. The rising trade deficit should be a cause of concern for the
country’s policymakers. They should try to adopt effective export-promoting policies as such policies would be
particularly suitable in reducing the trade deficit in Albania.
Keywords: exports, imports, relationship, Albania, ARDL.
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1.

Introduction

Trade balance is an important indicator of an economy’s health because it is closely related to a
country’s competitiveness in the world markets. Persistent trade imbalances may indicate low
competitiveness and can be a source of economic crisis if not kept under control. Albania has been
experiencing a trade deficit since the country opened its economy following the collapse of communism in
1992. During the transition period to the market economy the trade deficit has kept growing. The Bank of
Albania data show that it has been growing at an average rate of 10.33% per year during the period 19932012. There has been a growing debate among researchers on the ways to address the country’s growing
trade imbalance. The general belief is that the continuous widening of the trade balance can become a serious
problem for a small open economy like Albania and important structural reforms need be undertaken now.
The underlying theoretical argument is that the country must rely on a larger amount of foreign capital to
finance the resulting extra investment. The increasing reliance on foreign sources of finance can manifest
itself in higher interest rates paid by the country to borrow money in the world markets, as creditors require
higher interest rates to compensate for the higher risk of default. This translates into higher interest payments
+
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and a larger stock of debt which calls for further increase in the borrowing interest rate. The heavy debt
burden can seriously compromise the economic welfare of the coming generations both through higher debt
payments and through its potential adverse impact on the country’s economy ability to grow. As Arize
(2002) emphasizes, understanding the long-term relation between exports and imports in a particular country
is crucial for formulating appropriate macroeconomic policies to balance trade in that country.
However, despite the large number of empirical research on this topic the results are far from being
unanimous. Researchers report contradictory findings even for the same country. For instance, Arize (2002),
Upender (2007), Khokhar (2010) and Ramakrishna (2013)all find evidence of cointegration between exports
and imports in India while Konya and Singh (2008)do not find evidence of a long-term relation between
these two variables.
Empirical studies on this topic for Albania are very limited. As Albania tries to become a member of EU
its ability to compete in the EU market has become a central issue of concern among scholars and
policymakers. Studying the behaviour of its trade balance can provide useful insights regarding the country’s
competitiveness thus helping to formulate appropriate economic policies that can bring the country nearer to
the EU. We try to provide additional evidence on the relationship between exports and imports in Albania
using more recent data that cover a longer period of time than those used by Çil Yavuz and Kiran (2012). To
our knowledge it is the only study that analyzes this relationship in Albania. In contrast to Çil Yavuz and
Kiran (2012) that use quarterly data we use annual data. Tang and Alias (2005) believe that the use of annual
data is more appropriate in assessing cointegration than the use of quarterly data as the seasonality of the
latter can negatively impact the reliability of the estimated long-run coefficients. Due to short time series we
assess this relation employing an alternative econometric method that is particularly appropriate when
dealing with small samples like ours.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the existing empirical literature on
this topic. The following section presents briefly the econometric model and the data used in this study.
Section 4 summarizes the econometric methodology employed. Section 5 presents the estimated results and
the final section concludes.
2.

Existing empirical evidence on the export-import relation

Choong et al. (2004)is one of the earliest empirical studies on the relationship between exports and
imports that belong to the last decade. The authors investigate this relation for Malaysia using annual IMF
data during the period 1959-2000. Like almost all the other empirical studies that follow the study employs
an econometric model that is based on Husted (1992). Husted’s model is central to the study of current
account balance. It allows assessing the effectiveness of the adopted macroeconomic policies in a country by
checking if the country satisfies its inter-temporal budget constraint. To this end, Choong et al. (2004) use
Johansen and Juselius multivariate cointegration test on 4 different measures for each of the two variables of
interest. The four measures consist of both nominal and real values in terms of the domestic currency and the
USD. Results indicate that exports and imports converge in the long run which the authors interpret as
evidence in favour of the effectiveness of the government policies. Tang (2005) tries to provide additional
evidence for this relation in Malaysia. The annual data used cover the period 1960-2001 and are collected
from the World Bank. They are deflated using the export price deflator and import price deflator to derive
the respective real values and then transformed in natural logarithm forms. Johansen’s cointegration test
results suggest no cointegration between exports and imports contradicting the previous study’s finding.
Rahman (2011) in a more recent study using two alternative cointegration tests, namely Engle-Granger and
Johansen tests, finds evidence in favour of export-import cointegration in Malaysia but fails to find such a
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relation in Indonesia. Tang and Alias (2005) also find mixed results when studying this relation individually
for 27 Organization of Islamic Conferences member countries. They employ the Engle and Granger
cointegration method on real annual data transformed into natural logarithms. Herzer and Nowak-Lehman
(2005)employ the Gregory and Hansen (1996) cointegration method to study the relationship between
Chilean exports and imports. The authors use annual data in constant local currency transformed in natural
logarithms. The data cover the period 1975-2004 and are obtained from the Central Bank of Chile. Results
suggest a cointegrating relationship between the two variables of interest. Perera and Varma (2008) apply the
same cointegration method on annual export and import data for Sri Lanka from 1950 to 2006. The time
series are expressed both in current domestic currency and in USD. Most of the evidence indicates lack of
cointegration between the two variables. Jain and Sami (2012) explore this relation for Singapore using time
series data from 1976 to 2009 obtained from the World Development Indicators. The data are in local
currency and are transformed into natural logarithms. Three alternative cointegration methods are employed
on the econometric model that follows Husted (1992), in order to increase the reliability of results. They
consist of Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bounds testing approach of Pesaran et al. (2001),
Dynamic Ordinary Least Squares (DOLS) of Stock and Watson (1993) and Fully Modified Ordinary Least
Squares (FMOLS) of Phillip and Hansen (1990). Results support cointegration between exports and imports
in Singapore. There are a number of studies on the relation between exports and imports in India. Upender
(2007) uses Engle and Granger cointegration methodology on annual time series data for exports and imports
in nominal terms. The data are collected from official national sources and cover the period 1949/502004/05. They are transformed in natural logarithms and checked for stationarity before estimation. Results
indicate that exports and imports in India are cointegrated. Konya and Singh (2008)repeat the exercise using
annual data in nominal terms for the same period expressed in both domestic currency and USD. Using two
alternative cointegration tests on the natural logarithms of the variables the authors do not find evidence of
cointegration between India’s exports and imports. Khokhar (2010) joins this debate for India. The author
uses two alternative cointegration tests that include ARDL and Engle-Granger on annual data on exports and
imports in real domestic currency from 1960/61 to 2006/07. The author reaches similar conclusions to
Upender (2007). Ramakrishna (2013) provides further evidence in favour of a long-run equilibrium relation
between exports and imports in India using both the Engle-Granger and Johansen cointegration methods. The
annual data used in his analysis are obtained from the World Development Indicators for the period 19702010. They are in nominal USD and are transformed in natural logarithms. The findings for Iran are similar.
Çelik (2011) studies this relationship for Turkey employing Engle-Granger cointegration method on monthly
export and import data in real terms from 1990 to 2010. Results suggest a long-run relationship between
these two variables that widens the trade imbalance. Šonjeet al. (2010) investigates this relation individually
for 16 former communist European economies applying the Johansen approach on quarterly data. The data
are obtained from the IMF and are transformed in natural logarithms. The starting years of the time series
variables are not the same for all countries due to data availability, while their last observations corresponds
to the end of year 2006. No general pattern emerges as results are mixed depending on the particular country
considered. Çil Yavuz and Kiran (2012)analyze sustainability of current account deficit in 5 ex-communist
European countries (including Albania) employing a more recent cointegrating test that allows for the
presence of two endogenously determined structural breaks. The cointegration test used has been developed
by Hatemi-J (2008) and is an extension of Gregory and Hansen (1996) approach that considers one potential
unknown structural break. The data on exports and imports for each transition country considered are
quarterly and cover the period 1995:01 to 2011:03. The data source is IMF. As the focus is on current
account sustainability not just trade balance sustainability, imports represent a wide measure that consists of
imports of goods and services plus net interest payments plus net transfer payments. The series are converted
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in real terms prior to checking for their stationarity. Results suggest cointegration in each of the 5 transition
countries.
3.

Model and data
Based on Husted (1992), we employ the following basic econometric model:

=

+

+

(1)

where lnexpot is the natural logarithm of the exports of goods and services in constant 2005 USD,
lnimpot is the natural logarithm of the imports of goods and services in constant 2005 USD, t denotes time, α
is a constant term and ε is the white noise error term. The data are annual and are obtained from the World
Development Indicators (2013). The variables are transformed by the “natural” logarithm because this
transformation facilitates result interpretation. More specifically, the first differences of the transformed
variables can be interpreted as the growth rate of the respective variables before transformation.
Prior to estimation we check the nature of the 2 time series variables under consideration.
4.

Estimation method

We use 4 traditional unit root tests that include Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), Phillips-Perron (PP),
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) and Dickey-Fuller Generalized Least Squares (DF-GLS.) The
test equations are chosen based on the visual inspection of the graphs of the variables in levels and their first
differences. Both a constant and a trend are included in the test equations when checking the stationarity
(nonstationarity) of the variables in levels. In contrast, the test equations for their first differences include a
constant only. The unit root test results are presented below.
Table 1. Unit root test results of the time series variables
Variable
InEXPOt
InIMPOt

ADF
0.254031
1.075234

PP
2.055401
1.105475

Level
KPSS
0.144864

Result
inconclusive

0.124073

inconclusive

ADF
3.653202**
-4.097257*

First difference
PP
KPSS
-4.83933* 0.292409
4.097257*

0.198927

Result
stationary
stationary

* and ** indicate rejection of the null hypothesis (H0) for the ADF, PP and KPSS tests at 1% and 5%
level of significance respectively.
Notes: Test statistics and critical values are computed by the statistical software EViews 7.1. Lag lengths
or bandwidths were automatically selected by the program. Selection of lag lengths for both ADF and PP
tests was based on Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC). In the KPSS test Newey-West Bandwidth was
selected using Bartlett kernel spectral estimation method. The Critical values in both the ADF and PP tests
refer to critical values computed by Mac Kinnon (1996) while those in the KPSS test refer to KwiatkowskiPhillips-Schmidt-Shin (1992, Table 1). Inference is made based on the most frequently used 1% and 5%
levels of significance.
Further evidence regarding the nature of time series data is provided by the DF-GLS unit root test, which
is more powerful than the ADF unit root test (Elliot et al. 1996). Like in the ADF test the null hypothesis in
the DF-GLS test is that the variable under consideration is non-stationary against the alternative that it is
stationary. Its results are presented in the table below.
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Table 2. Results of the DF-GLS unit root test for the time series variables
Variable
InEXPOt
InIMPOt

Level
Result
nonstationary
nonstationary

DF-GLS
-2.106368
-1.439935

First difference
DF-GLS
Result
-4.047963*
stationary
-4.152126*
stationary

* and ** indicate rejection of the null hypothesis (H0) for the DF-GLS test at 1% and 5% level of
significance respectively.
Notes: Lag lengths are selected automatically by the software EViews 7.1 using SIC. The critical values
in this unit root test refer to the Mac Kinnon (1996) critical values.
Most of the evidence indicates that both lnexpot and lnimpot are I(1).
Next, we check for cointegration between these two variables. The choice of the cointegration method is
based on the unit root test results. The order of integration of the variables (none with order of integration
higher than 2), the short span of the time series variables under consideration and its ability to deal with
potential omitted variable bias (Narayan 2004) strongly suggest that ARDL is the most appropriate
cointegration technique to be employed.
Country-specific empirical studies that employ the ARDL method on small samples of time series data
consisting of 20 or less observations are not uncommon (e.g. Pattichis 1999; Gaikwad and Fathipour 2013).
ARDL bounds test approach to cointegration is a very popular econometric technique developed by
Pesaran et al. 2001. The ARDL model is a dynamic specification which includes lagged values of the
dependent and explanatory variables as well as contemporaneous values of explanatory variables to estimate
both long and short run relations among several variables of interest.
According to Choong (2005), who summarize Pesaran et al. (2001), the ARDL model can be expressed
as a VAR model of order p:

=

+

+∑

+

(2)

where
zt is a column vector of variables yt and xt. yt is the dependent variable while xt is a column vector of k
explanatory variables.
c0 represents a (k + 1)-component column vector of intercepts,
α represents a (k + 1) component column vector of trend coefficients,
ηi represents a (k + 1) * (k + 1) matrix of VAR parameters for lag i,
εt is a (k + 1)-component column vector of white noise error terms,
t represents time while p is the optimal lag length.
It can be written as a VEC (Vector Error Correction) model in the following form:

Δ

=

+

+

+∑

Γ Δ

+∑

Φ Δ

+

where
Δ is the first difference operator,
λ is a (k + 1) * (k + 1) long-run multiplier matrix, and
Γi and Φi are a (k +1) column vector and a (k + 1) * k matrix of short-run coefficients respectively.
The long-run multiplier matrix can be partitioned as

(3)
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=
Our basic econometric model can be expressed in the ARDL form following the assumptions made by
Pesaran et al. (2001) for case v (unrestricted intercepts and unrestricted trends). The restriction λxy = 0 should
be imposed so that at most a unique long-run relationship between yt and the regressors be examined. It is
shown as the following UECM (unrestricted error correction model):

Δ

=

+

+
∑

+
Δlnimpo

+

+∑

Δlnexpo

+

+
(4)

DUM is a crisis dummy included in the model to account for the negative impact of the 1992, 1997
crises on the country’s economy. It takes the value 1 for these two years and 0 otherwise. This equation can
also be viewed as an ARDL model of order (p, q). The inclusion of the “one-zero” dummy variable in the
model above doesn’t cause any trouble as the fraction of observations where the dummy is nonzero is 2/21 =
9.5% (Pesaran et al. (2001). Choong et al. (2005) also use one such dummy variable in the ARDL model
employed to account for the impact of the East Asian financial crisis on growth in Malaysia.
5.

Results

Several versions of the dynamic specification are estimated in EViews 7.1 statistical package. The
estimated coefficients of the most appropriate specification are presented below.
Dependent Variable: DLNEXPO
Method: Least Squares
Date: 03/11/14 Time: 18:50
Sample (adjusted): 1993 2012
Included observations: 20 after adjustments
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LNEXPO(-1)
LNIMPO(-1)
DUM
DLNIMPO

0.080997
-0.568615
0.546161
-0.458812
0.632158

1.283463
0.189785
0.222915
0.175596
0.293732

0.063108
-2.996094
2.450083
-2.612879
2.152158

0.9505
0.0090
0.0270
0.0196
0.0481

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.691764
0.609567
0.139764
0.293008
13.85411
8.415986
0.000908

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.131269
0.223677
-0.885411
-0.636478
-0.836817
1.971102

Fig. 1: Estimated coefficients of the dynamic specification

A summary of the results of the model diagnostic tests performed in EViews 7.1 is presented below.
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Table 3.Model Diagnostic Checking

AR(1) = 0.005101 [0.9431]
JB = 3.809962 [0.148825]
ARCH(1) = 0.022628 [0.8804]
RESET(2) = 1.337530 [0.2963]
AR, JB, ARCH and RESET stand for the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation test, the Jarque-Bera
normality test, the ARCH test and the Ramsey’s RESET test respectively. The numbers in brackets represent
the number of lags = 1 and number of fitted terms = 2 included in the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation test,
ARCH test and RESET test respectively. The probabilities of the calculated test statistics are shown in
square brackets. The results above indicate that the estimated model does not seem to have any serious
diagnostic problems such as serial correlation, ARCH effects, non-normality of the residuals and
misspecification. (Similar conclusions are derived even when the number of fitted terms included in the
RESET is 1).
In addition, the plots of both CUSUM and CUSUM of Squares Tests that are used to check parameter
stability suggest that the model is stable during the sample period. They are provided below.
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Thus, the estimated coefficients of this specification are valid for interpretation. The explanatory power
of this model is high as indicated by the coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.691764). The value of this
coefficient implies that the independent variables included in the regression model explain more than 69% of
the variation in the dependent variable. Furthermore, the coefficients of all the explanatory variables in levels
and their first differences are statistically significant at the most common levels of significance. The “crisis”
dummy is also highly significant carrying the expected negative sign. In contrast, the intercept is not
relevant.
The presence of cointegration between lnexpot and lnimpot is checked by using the Wald test. The
computed F-statistic is compared to the critical values of the F-statistic provided by Narayan (2005), to
decide whether a long-run relationship between these two variables exists.
Table 4.Critical values for the cointegration analysis provided by Narayan (2005)
Significance level (α)
Lower bound critical value
Upper bound critical value
1%
8.170
9.285
5%
5.395
6.350
10%
4.290
5.080
Note: critical values are cited from Narayan (2005)for case III (unrestricted intercept and no trend) for
number of regressors (k) = 1 and number of time periods (n) = 30. The number of time periods in our study
is 21 but we use the critical values computed for a sample size of 30 because it is the smallest sample size for
which they are calculated by the author. However, this should have only a small impact on the results.
The computed F-statistic is 7.157660. As it is larger than the upper bound critical value of 6.350 at the
5% level of significance the null of no cointegration is rejected implying a long-run relationship between
lnexpot and lnimpot.
This long-run relation is written as:

= 0.080997 + 0.961

(5)

The long-run coefficients are calculated as suggested by Bardsen (1989). The long-run coefficient of
lnimpot is statistically significant at the 5% significance level. Evidence suggests a strong positive relation
between the two variables of interest. A 10% increase of imports of goods and services seems to be
accompanied with a 9.61% increase of exports of goods and services in Albania. In addition, the Wald test
shows that the long-run coefficient is significantly smaller than one.
Results suggest a statistically significant positive relation between exports and imports even in the short
run. The estimated short-run elasticity of 0.63 is also statistically significant at the 5% significance level.
6.

Conclusions

We find evidence in favour of a strong positive long-term relation between real exports and real imports
in the post-communist Albania. However, results suggest that imports growth faster than exports and trade
imbalance in Albania will continue to grow if this trend is not reversed. The continuous widening of the trade
balance can be a source of instability for the country’s economy. What is most important, it can also signal
low competitiveness of the country. This means that low competitiveness of Albania’s products in the world
markets may be the root cause of its trade imbalance and important structural reforms are necessary. The
most appropriate course of action would be to adopt policies that promote the country’s exports by
increasing its competitiveness.
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Mobile banking - near future of banking
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Abstract Banks are now being prepared to take advantage of another profit opportunity which is another
product usable by all of us, the "Mobile phone ". The interest over "Mobile Banking" product is becoming
increasingly intense. Applications and new technologies are spreading through European banks mobilized to
embrace this profitable product. It is common knowledge that many users of mobile telephony are actively shifted
from PC to mobile devices. It still remains to understand: to what extent this new banking product will represent a
gradual evolutionary shift or a revolution that will radically change the landscape of this new industry?
How will the competitors react? How aggressive will this new product be on the market? What distinguishes those
banks that tend to benefit most from mobile technology? Skeptics believe that the impact of the mobile banking
transactions usage will have a negative effect. But, the optimists, who are the most numerous part of the group, see
that the use of mobile investments would lead to a significant increase in the income of some bank products.
We think that the banks in order to capture these opportunities should begin to believe that: there is a potential to
revolutionize personal experience of customers in non-banking financial services. Banks claim that "Mobile
banking" would transform the image of Retail Banking. The unique characteristics of mobile device appear in three
distinct areas of marketing innovation: in appropriate banking transactions, in digital commerce, in opening new
markets and segments.
Opportunities that will create space for these individual "players" to gain (and lose) market share. Banks will gain
market share only if they will pursue a smart strategy and take proper action accordingly to the situation created.
Banks are clear that they have left "behind" in this technological innovation. Recent analyses underscore the need
for banks to actively respond to this new challenge and recent polls show that Mobile Banking will fundamentally
change retail banking in the next five years. They predict that the penetration of mobile technology will not only
grow, but also will bring significant benefits to customers. In this regard mobile offers good opportunities to meet
consumer preferences, increase loyalty, strengthen relationships and it will bring a positive impact on bank profits.
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1.

Mobile money future
Money is changing as we become more mobile.

For many parents and grandparents, the chequebook was a tangible symbol of their primary relationship
with their bank, but that is changing, particularly as many children will never write a cheque.
We know that the young of today become banking customers of tomorrow; the approach adopted to
banking previously, irrespective of whether paper was preferred over plastic or chip and PIN codes, is not
likely to be the future success template. There are generational shifts taking hold.
We move money, connect with friends, and explore brands digitally via the phone in their hands. What
we are witnessing is a fundamental change in our relationships with not only banks and financial institutions
but payment processors, merchants and handset manufacturers. New brands are emerging that are acting as
‘money vaults’ for consumers.
They are not banks. A lot of financial services providers are ensure that they are leading the new way in
shaping the Mobile Money – where you bank, pay or shop via mobile. Such financial service providers have
an important role to play and they must make sure that they are not losing ground in this sector. This focuses
on defending and extending their role in the payments industry via an integrated, collaborative and
networked approach to Mobile Money.
So for such services it is a clear consumer appetite. In some study was mentioned that by 2018 the
majority of people in Britain, Spain and Germany will have a Smartphone. And also found that European
Smartphone shoppers are even more confident engaging in mobile commerce if they can do so using services
provided by their bank.
As Barry Clark3, the author of the Future Foundation report wrote: “Banks have an opportunity to flex a
number of unique strengths in m-commerce; from highly repetitive, information checking activities like
balance checking through to a more advisory role in recommending brands and offering consumers
promotions. Banks can act as a trusted advisor and as a secure route for payments.”
The demand is growing consumer trust and engagement will rise further beyond mobile banking into
payments and commerce. The UK financial services can industry demonstrates how Mobile Money should
and can work because they have a rich heritage in this industry. The bank must be at the forefront - security
and services via enabling technology platforms that are secure, ubiquitous and easy to use. While some
operators will and do experiment with closed-loop approaches – requiring customers to have a particular
handset, predetermined bank account or access to a specific network for example – that does not help the
UKs financial services industry protect and promote its position.
Models which do not support an open ecosystem approach often struggle to get key stakeholders
fundamental to their business model on board. It is so much more conducive to creating value for all if a
collaborative network approached.
The mobile channel has created new opportunities. Now is the time for banks to strengthen their hand in
the mobile space and cement their position in the growing ecosystems in and beyond.

3

2013 Global Mobile Banking Functionality Rankings: Forrester Research (April 2013)
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2.

New opportunities for Retail Banking

Banks has start thinking about how best to respond to the opportunities of mobile banking. It is worth if
retail management understand the nature of what they are dealing with.
Bank customers can ‘meet’ their bank every day, albeit remotely.
The mobile device has several, distinct characteristics that collectively turn it into a unique value
proposition. The mobile is portable and accessible 24/7, it is simple and even exciting to use with its
increasingly user-friendly interfaces it has a unique
ID which means its use and identification is specific to each customer, it allows
geographical positioning which in turn permits products and services to be tailored to different
territories, and in the panoply of electronic devices it is the one that consumers most frequently use.
These features plus a flexible cloud and ‘app’-based technology platform enables more rapid
development and integration with third party products.
-

Mobile Banking – convenient and innovative

Banks must create differentiating and distinctive bank propositions to customers in their existing markets
through Mobile Banking.
This means consumers going about the usual everyday business of checking account balances, reviewing
transactions, transferring funds and purchasing new banking products – but in a dramatically more
convenient way.
In the areas of payments and overlay services, new mobile apps are facilitating peer to peer transactions,
providing value-added money management services and speeding up payments. Innovation in personal
financial management has been a prominent activity of non-banks but banks can still catch up.
Banks are already seeing a step-change in the number and frequency of interactions they have with their
customers via mobile; something that was once a monthly experience is now happening daily with a mobile
device.
-

Virtual commerce

Consumers still made the majority of their purchases offline as they wanted to see and feel what they
were buying in the store; however the internet has done a revolution in customer commerce.
Smartphone are the catalyst for the next revolution in virtual commerce – they allow customers to take
the internet with them into stores. There are a lot of opportunities to capture the customers through Google,
PayPal, Facebook, Amazon etc.
Banks must ensure they are part of this revolution and they should develop strong consumer digital
commerce propositions for merchants and third parties.
This means banks acting as the engine that drives digital commerce from the pre-purchase phase, to
purchase financing, to transaction processing, and finally through to consumer post-purchase activities.
-

Low cost- win market

To access under-banked and under-served customers in developed, the banks can use the low-cost
mobile channel and innovative partnerships.
For instance, non-incumbent ‘attacking banks’ may more easily be able to build a low-cost proposition in
partnership with an established telco. Mobile banking as part of a remote-only business model could prove to
be a very competitive strategy in both emerging and mature markets.
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M-Pesa has led the way in Kenya, making possible for the first time person-to-person transfers and
facilitating international remittances. A lot of customers are using this system making it the most successful
mobile money deployment worldwide.
Several markets players are now offering suites of mobile services or links to savings accounts for
people who were previously outside the formal banking system. A good example is Albania that it is offering
this service from January 2013.
New players in such markets are integrating existing mobile payments platforms with online merchants,
bank accounts, and microfinance platforms. The serving of ‘un’ and ‘under’ banked is still in its infancy.
3.

A successful mobile banking strategy

Mobile banking has moved quickly and becom a point of differentiation and a potential source of
revenue for progressive banks. Smartphone penetration continues to increase also consumer expectations too.
Banks need to continuously review the best mobile banking strategies to keep up this trend and must find
new solutions that address customer needs and leverage the benefits of the channel.
Online banking is not simply using a Smartphone but it is at the hub of the customer relationship.
“Forrester Research” has developed a Mobile Banking Strategy Playbook in order to assist banks with the
development and implementation of a successful mobile banking strategy.
As part of this playbook Forrester just released their 2013 Global Mobile Banking Functionality
Rankings ranking the mobile offerings from 15 of the largest banking organizations in the U.S., Canada and
abroad.

Fig. 1: 2013 Global Mobile Banking Functionality Rankings
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Organizations were judged on the following:


Range of touch points (devices and platforms supported)



The enrollment and login process



Account information and money management capabilities



Transactional features



Service features



Cross channel functionality



Sales and acquisition capabilities



Overall usability

No any bank was the best in every category; the evaluations provide insight into the strategic challenges
and opportunities available to banks of any size. Overall, the large banks evaluated scored best on the range
of touch points and account information, but poorly on sales and service features that are important to
customers.
Peter Wannemacher [4], analyst for Forrester, says, "The most obvious missed opportunity among the 15
banks reviewed is that few are making effective use of context to make information more relevant to
customers. Sales is another big missed opportunity, with many banks not even trying to cross-sell products
and services through the mobile channel."
Based on Forrester study one4 of the key findings was that, while there are definitely examples of
successful mobile banking implementations, far too many banks are not doing much more than meeting the
basic needs of the consumer, rolling out apps and features without a clear assessment of where customer
expectations and business objectives align. In fact, even though some of the larger banks were lauded for
new applications and functionality, the industry as a whole still seems to be missing the mark in the eyes of
the consumer.
3.1.

Increase enrollment and usage of Mobile Banking

One of the biggest impediments to enrollment today is that many banks still require mobile banking
customers to have an online banking relationship.
This requirement obviously limits mobile banking growth to only a subset of online banking customers
as opposed to allowing all customers to benefit from mobile banking. Smartphone providers’ have found a
way to sign up for mobile banking and use the service. Online banking was more challenging the roadblocks
and painful enrollment process.
Very few banks let customers enroll for mobile banking using their mobile phones. This is obviously
counter intuitive from the customer's perspective. Wannemacher suggests [5]: "Digital banking teams should
build processes that let customers enroll through as many channels as possible, including ATMs, branches,
call centers, mobile and online." In addition, he suggests the elimination of any 'validation period' before a
customer can access their account.
It is recommended a consistent sign-in process be used for both the online and mobile banking
relationships if the bank is going to require multifactor authentication.
It is very important to have a customer service team familiar with the mobile banking platform and well
trained to answer every question from customers.
4

The Mobile Banking Strategy Playbook: Forrester Research
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3.2.

More touch points apps and support SMS banking

Banks have be able to provide support across all touch points also they have to across alternative
delivery methods, dedicated mobile website, downloadable phone apps and tablet apps.
And all of this because of the increase range of mobile platforms. It may seem that everything is
moving to either downloadable Smartphone or tablet banking apps but there are still many reasons to support
SMS banking, including alerts or even the initiation of bill payments or transfers via an SMS and everyone
does not have a Smartphone yet, therefore requiring support of basic mobile features through SMS text
banking. While more and more banks have developed apps for the Android tablet and iPad, far fewer support
either the Windows or Kindle platforms.
The offering of dedicated tablet mobile banking capabilities has definitely lagged behind Smartphone
applications but provides greater promise in many ways due to the added functionality and preferable
demographics of tablet users.
3.3.

Integration of Cross-Channel

There are other ways for customer's interactions with a bank to be integrated. While being able to access
customer support directly from the mobile app a great example of cross-channel support,
Some banks are helping customer locate ATMs through augmented reality functionality, providing a
street level view of where branches and ATMs are located they are showing a dynamic way to integrate other
channels.
It is very important the integration of social media within a bank's mobile banking application, not only
to show live tweets in real time on their mobile banking platform, but their integration with Facebook and
YouTube content is one of the strongest in the industry.
3.4.

Marketing and cross-selling through mobile

Banks are doing very poorly virtual marketing through mobile. Potentially cautious about impacting the
transactional focus of most mobile banking functions, banks have yet to leverage the massive amount of
contextual insight available with a mobile device.
Mobile Banking channels have a strong marketing potential. While there are special and time limitations
on what marketing can be done on a Smartphone or tablet compared to a computer screen, potential still
remains that is untapped. We think that the market is on stage of acceptance of mobile banking by the mass
market.
As a result, banks must begin to promote mobile banking to a wider audience using messaging those
appeals to those consumers who don't understand the benefits of the channel.
Forrester research recommends the following mobile banking marketing strategies:
 integrate mobile banking within all brand marketing campaigns
 rather than promote mobile banking generically, promote individual functions and features ('there's

an app for that')
 leverage target marketing opportunities to segments such as frequent users of online banking, bill

pay, heavy atm users and/or customers who frequently do balance inquiries
 leverage traditional media such as pos, atm messaging, direct mail, email to support targeted efforts
 use social media like Facebook and gamification to promote mobile banking
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 leverage video within the mobile banking site to explain the benefits of mobile banking and ways to

use the service that are unique to the channel
 encourage current mobile banking users to recommend services to friends and family
 help customers overcome security concerns with guarantees
 provide interactive devices in branches that can demonstrate how mobile banking works
 fully explain all costs involved
 provide incentives for enrollment and use
4.

Retail Banking in the next ……years

Many observers say that: mobile banking is the next big thing in the retail banking industry.
Over the next five to 10 years, expect it to become as routine as using ATMs. But successful customer
experiences will require large technology investments, tricky collaborations with competitors and a clear
"own-the-customer" strategy.
The rewards for banks could be great if they will be open minded, willing to learn marketing and
security lessons drawn from trailblazing developing markets. Some analysts said that taking the industry as a
whole the upside from mobile banking will be limited and value creation may be neutral at best.
At the level of individual banks, on the other hand, the profit and revenue opportunities are considerable.
Mobile banking opportunities may have looming on the horizon but these opportunities can create worth
value if banks consider three separate prospective:
1. Bank profits. Banks will need to develop a truly differentiated ultra-convenient mobile banking user
experience in order to gain share in home markets. This will deepen relationships with customers, allowing
banks to cross-sell risk-based and liability products.
2. Banking industry. Banking industry will be able to generate value from the new revenue sources
(new products, new customers) by charging for mobile’s greater convenience and by lowering costs.
3. The wider ‘mobile’ industry. Mobile is already value creating for a range of non-banks, handset
producers, and online pioneers. These players are able to create new services and apps, to generate more data
traffic, to provide marketing services, and offer social networking. Banks may want to tap into these new
sources of value or at least find partners that will give them a slice of the action.
Where is the value for retail banking when they implement Mobile banking?
Below are listed the most important values for the banks:
-

increasing satisfaction and loyalty
deeper relationship with their customer
creating a new mobile “home” portal,
driving usage and enabling targeted marketing offers
cross-selling core banking risk and deposit products
increasing uptake of savings,

5.

Conclusions

With the growth in tablet use, consumers are able to access highly graphic and sophisticated financial
planning tools on the road or while multi-tasking in their home.
New devices and new tools provide an increased level of engagement and contextual interaction to those
banks that seize the opportunity.
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As more innovative Smartphone applications are developed within and outside the financial services
sector, the ability for banks to keep pace becomes both more difficult and more important. As the penetration
of Smartphone increases, customer expectations are increasing as well.
Online banking already seems to be hitting a threshold of acceptance, with some consumers skipping
over this stage of financial engagement and moving directly to mobile banking.
While most banks already offer some mobile banking functionality, the challenge going forward will be
to execute a strategy that is a differentiator both from a customer experience and revenue perspective.
By building an agile, best-in-class mobile infrastructure, the impact can be realized through increased
differentiation, lower cost customer acquisition, improved channel efficiency, enhanced customer retention,
and greater revenues through cross-selling and up-selling of products and services and through merchantfunded rewards.
By executing and optimizing a successful mobile banking strategy that is integrated with a wider multichannel strategy, banks will be better positioned for the future mobile banking.
6.
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Abstract. In this millennium, managing turbulent economic environment has become an important task for
the nation, whose essential and primary purpose is to obtain competitive advantage. The progress of
developed countries contributed to the formation of the new economy, knowledge economy, innovation, new
technologies and business ventures. Human capital is the foundation of this new economy. The changing role
of human capital transformation of element cost in the main productive factor and social development has
led to the necessity of a new paradigm of economic growth. In the transition from the industrial to the
information paradigm change occurs social relations - economic, covering all spheres of human activity.
Thus human capital is determined by the efficiency and competitiveness of subjects at different levels. In the
new paradigm of global community development, human capital has a role in national wealth. Researchers
have pointed that the human capital is the core competency of the nation and has the capacity to gain
sustainable competitive advantage. The purpose of this article is to develop an evaluation model based on a
qualitative and quantitative index system of human capital, so as to provide a good tool for country to
manage their human capital. A case study found that there is a significant relationship between the scores of
the human capital elements of a country and its performance, which proves the validity and rationality of the
human capital model and the qualitative and quantitative index system.
Keywords: human capital, indicators, nation.
JEL Codes: E01, E22.
1.

Introduction

In recent years, a general opinion about the role of human capital in economic growth and the formation
of the new economy was created as a necessary stage in the economic development of society. At the global
level it may be noticed that society is increasingly facing a revolution in information technology, innovation,
and telecommunications, which is driving the emergence of the knowledge economy [1]. Progress in the
developed countries contributed to the formation of the new economy, knowledge economy, innovation, new
technologies and business ventures. Human capital is the foundation of this new economy. The changing role
of human capital transformation of primary cost element in the development of social productive factor and
led to the necessity of a new paradigm of economic growth. Thus human capital is determined by the
efficiency and competitiveness of nations. In the new paradigm of global community development, human
capital has a role in national wealth. Therefore, in the new economic context characterized by instability,
crises and competitive pressures, human capital turns into an essential pillar that leads to economic growth
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and development, recognized that this is one of the engines of economic development, both social and
community and individual levels.
2.

Overview of the human capital

The theoretical approach focuses on the concept of human capital as a factor of great importance in the
development of the new society, respectively the knowledge society. The initiator of human capital theory,
considered by some authors, Jacob Mincer uses the term human capital in an article published in 1958:
‘Investment in Human Capital and Personal Income Distribution’ [2]. The content of the concept of human
capital has been continuously enriched; developing new dimensions and broadens the initial definition.
According to Schultz, the term human capital has been defined as acquired skills and knowledge, to
distinguish raw (unskilled) labour from skilled labour [3].
The Penguin Dictionary of Economics defined similarly, the human capital defined as “the skills,
capacities and abilities possessed by an individual which permit him to earn income”, a definition which
emphasizes the improvement of people’s economic situation due to human capital investment [4].
The concept of human capital corresponds with the skills and knowledge a person who facilitates change
and growth in action [5]. Human capital can be developed through formal training and education, with a
view to update and renew the person's capabilities.
The World Bank similarly defined human capital as the productive capacity embodied in individuals,
with special focus on its contribution to economic production [6].
The human capital specific to the individual refers to knowledge that is applicable to a wide range of
companies and industries; it includes managerial and entrepreneurial experience, level of education and
academic training age of the individual and family income [7]-[9].
Some researchers have looked at specific human capital as a component of the organization's intellectual
capital and were defined as the amount of knowledge, skills and experience relevant employees in a
company [10]. Such is apparent impact know-how of the company's founding team on the rate of growth of
firms at the beginning of the activity.
The human capital specific to the industrial branch consists of knowledge arising from an industry
specific experience with role in economic growth and economic performance at the micro level and macro
[11]-[12].
At the macro social level human capital is estimated by aggregating individual stocks of human capital
[13]. A common measure is the gathering years or school levels be taken by individuals and determining the
share of the adult population who have completed each level of schooling, or the average number of years of
schooling of the adult population travelled. Regarding health, macro-social measures are more developed
than individually, further including estimates of the incidence of some types of chronic infectious diseases.
Human capital is defined at national level mainly used to characterize the level of development of a
country or explain its growth.
In very recent economic literature speaks of neoclassical theory of human capital, human capital
economy, management, strategy and competitive advantage of human capital. In an OECD report published
in 2001, human capital was defined as the knowledge, skills, competences and other attributes embodied in
individuals that are relevant to economic activity and facilitate the creation of personal, social and economic
well-being [14]. The latter is a form of active management - an insurance plan, manage and motivate the
workforce to optimize performance.
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Rastogi (2000) stated that human capital is an important input for organizations especially for
employees’ continuous improvement mainly on knowledge, skills, and abilities [15].
The same opinion has Schultz who defined the concept of human capital as a key component in
optimizing the organization's assets in order to increase production and gain competitive advantage. To
obtain competitive human capital becomes a tool to increase productivity [16]. In conclusion, human capital
relates to the processes of training, vocational education and other initiatives in order to increase knowledge,
skills, abilities, values and social assets of an employee that will lead to satisfaction and employee
performance, and ultimately the competitiveness of the organization.
In summary of the evidence presented on the definition of human capital, it can be perceived as a unique
combination of four factors [17]:





3.

Inheritance and genetic structure
Education
Experience
Attitude, individual behavior relative to the components of personal and professional life.

A review of the available human capital measurement models

Human capital measurement has become the main research field for both researchers and practitioners
since the 1970s. Both sides have been making various efforts to measure and evaluate human capital.
Different approaches to measuring human capital currently exist. Therefore it is necessary to review the most
popular and influential human capital measurement models. As indicated in figure 1 below, measuring the
human capital can take place at three levels.

Fig. 1: Measuring Human Capital

Measuring human capital at the individual level is formally or informally through diplomas, certificates,
written declarations, curriculum vitae etc. Education is a key element in assessing human capital and may
increase national and individual competitiveness. It also has the ability to help increase the quality of life for
the entire community, as it affects issues as: increasing social cohesion, lower crime rates and crime
increasing and multiplying culture of human capital, supporting technological progress, increased
productivity, lowering pollution, increased social status, improved health and longevity, changing
preferences of individuals, changing constraints they face, improving information and knowledge on the
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basis of which individuals develop their consumer behaviour and / or producer etc [18]. Currently, in order to
provide even better reporting mechanisms for knowledge of individuals, a system of education is being tried,
generally available in Europe (Bologna Process).
Another approach to measuring human capital includes the identification, assessment and recognition of
non-formal learning is becoming more extensive in the world. Individual human capital is complementary to
the collective human capital, the latter reflecting the knowledge obtained in groups of people, be it in or
outside organizations that accumulate in individuals and perhaps also in organizations [19].
Finally, bear in mind that higher education is a prerequisite for both individual income levels raise, and
for finding and keeping a job.
In economic theory, human capital is relatively poorly developed at the organization level; while at the
same time focus on human capital reporting at the company is growing, it seems necessary to go beyond
economic theory in order to explain this development. This can partly be captured by the emerging
distinction between managers’ perception of enterprises’ relations with its surrounding world. The most
important models of measuring human capital level of the organization are:
 Human resource accounting (HRA)
 Balanced Scorecard (BSC)
 Human Capital Index (HCI)
Human resource accounting Model
The first study on the evaluation of human capital in the organization Hermanson was made in 1964, and
led to numerous debates between accountants and human resource theorists. The objective of the Human
resource accounting model is to quantify the economic value of people in the organization and contribute to
managerial and financial decisions [20]. It is recognized that the model 1970 made significant contributions
and, therefore, it can be regarded as an important measuring branch IC [21]. The model is widely used in
service organizations where human capital comprises a significant proportion of organizational value. This
model, although this tends to be subjective and unreliable, and therefore the lack of reliability in their action
can be spoken with any assurance. In addition, the model requires too many assumptions, some of which
may not hold and even violate common sense. Moreover, the model takes into account only the value of
human capital, without considering other important factors such as customer, internal structure, corporate
culture, and innovation.
Balanced Scorecard Model
Balanced Scorecard has not been specifically designed to measure and publish intangible assets, only to
have a balanced view on the internal performance measurement. Scorecard objectives and measures are
derived from the vision and strategy of the organization and therefore complements financial measures of
past performance with measures of future performance factors [22]. Balanced Scorecard seeks to align
human capital assessment of the company's strategic objectives into four categories [23]:
 Financial success
 Customer success
 Operational success
 Learning and growth
K Kaplan and Norton make the difference between outcome measures and performance drivers and
stresses that a good scorecard should have a mixture of both. Within organizations there may be a lot of
performance measures developed by various departments, they often connected with financial results that
governs top-level decisions [24]. Balanced Scorecard is not focused specifically on people but it is
understood that each of the four sets of results is generated by them. However, some applications of the
company have changed its name in terms of learning and development in employees or people.
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Human Capital Index
The contribution of human capital to productivity growth is significant, but uncertainty remains about
calculating the effect in real monetary terms. Brown developed a model for measuring human capital called
Human Capital Index. This Index is composed of four submetrics [25]:
 Number of years in the business/field.
 Level in the company (by job/grade or organisational chart level)
 Performance rating
 Number and variety of positions/assignments held
Each of these four factors is weighted according to their relative importance. Each employee is assigned
a score based on these factors. This Index can be said that the power of a team manager and the entire
workforce, and provide a method to calculate the true loss of a key [26]. The limitation of this index is that it
takes into account the potential employee, while the advantage is that it is relatively simple and easy to
understand and administer.
After numerous studies have developed models for measuring human capital at national level to
demonstrate the link between human capital and competitiveness. It is obvious that its role has been
recognized by international bodies concerned with measuring the economic competitiveness of countries and
their ranking according to the level and dynamics. There are two models in this regard:
 Global Competitiveness Index
 World Competitiveness Yearbook
Global Competitiveness Index
Global Competitiveness Index developed by the World Economic Forum (WEF) measuring human
capital in the form of various indicators, directly or indirectly, in the case of three pillars (Table 1).
Table 1: Indicators measuring human capital according to World Economic Forum
Pillars
Higher education and
training

Indicators
Enrolment in secondary education
Enrolment tertiary education
Personnel degree of readiness
Labor market efficiency
Brain drain
Innovations
Universities and business collaboration in research
Scientists and engineers
Source: adapted from WEF [27]

World Competitiveness Yearbook
The Management Institute in Lausanne (IMD) developed the World Competitiveness Yearbook
Model, using three criteria for the classification of the indicators (Tabel 2).
Tabel 2: Indicators measuring human capital according to The Management Institute from Lausanne
Criteria
Labor market
Education

Indicators
Labor force qualification
Financial skills
Percentage of population that has attained tertiary education levels among persons aged 25 to
34 years
Mobility of students
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Language skills
Educational management
Financial education
The relationship between universities and companies
Scientific
Total expenditures for research and development per capita
infrastructure
Total expenditures for research and development at national per capita
Basic research
Percentage engineering and science graduates
Scientific articles
Source: adapted from IMD [28]

From the above models is noted that human capital plays an important role in enhancing national
competitiveness. Therefore solid educational policies are needed not only lead to easier access to the system,
but also cover quality.
4.

Description of the proposed approach for the for measuring human capital
(HC)

4.1.

The proposed model for the measuring HC

As described above, researchers from different fields have described various models for measuring
human capital. Given that this area is in constant development, this article proposes a model for measuring
human capital nationally and then tested and validated through a case study. The model contains both
qualitative and quantitative indicators (Table 3).
Table 3: Proposed model for measuring human capital
Pillars
Education

Health

Workforce and employment

Demographics

Indicators
Literacy rate (%)
Primary enrolment rate (%)
Secondary enrolment rate (%)
Tertiary enrolment ratio (%)
Primary education attainment (%)
Secondary education attainment (%)
Tertiary education attainment (%)
Life expectancy (%)
Infant mortality (per 1,000 live births)
Tuberculosis cases (per 100,000 pop.)
HIV prevalence (%)
Labor force (%)
Unemployment rate
Country capacity to retain talent
Staff training
Fertility rate (births per woman)
Sex ratio at birth (female/male)
Population below age 20 (%)
Population above age 60 (%)

Using the indicators shown in the table above, data were collected from the Global Competitiveness
Report and the World Competitiveness Yearbook. This model uses two types of indicators: the data
expressed in percent as “labor force” and data with a qualitative ratings, such as “country capacity to retain
talent”. In order to eliminate indicator dimensions and align variables without changing the gaps between
them, they are normalized. The data are transformed into the 0-2 score. The highest values of indicators get
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score 2, while the lower results get score between 0 and 2. Data transformation procedures are repeated for
the four pillars of the NHC. The NHC is calculated as the total score of the four types of HC.

Case study - test and validation of the proposed model

4.2.

The case study was made on Romania and the data analysed cover a period of 5 years, from 2009 to
2013. Initially, it was planned to involve a long period of time, but because of the large number of missing
values it was excluded. The databases of the World Bank and the European Commission have been used for
data collection.
Table 4: Test and validation of the proposed model - Romania, 2009 - 2013
Education

Health

Workforce and
employment

Demographics

Overall HC

0.378

0.059

0.119

0.378

0.233

Year

0.062
Score

0.012
Score

0.036
Score

0.014
Score

0.031
Score

2009

0.463

0.078

0.166

0.398

0.276

2010

0.416

0.061

0.142

0.385

0.251

2011

0.369

0.056

0.115

0.374

0.229

2012

0.327

0.052

0.094

0.368

0.210

2013

0.316

0.048

0.077

0.364

0.201

Mean
Standard
deviation

Table 4 shows the scores of the various pillars of HC on medium period of time. The results confirm
previous studies conducted by the World Bank and reveals that Romania is in a continuous decrease in
human capital.
5.

Conclusions

This paper explored current literature on human capital and its impact on international competitiveness.
Human capital approach is closely related to some fundamental performance of economy and the country.
Previous studies provide strong enough evidence to show that increasing human capital and thus promote
innovation capacity growth nationwide. In this context, understanding the nation's competitiveness in
relation to human capital should be regarded as a valuable asset transformation phenomenon to open avenues
for greater achievements through innovation and creativity. Therefore organizations should propose effective
plans to invest various aspects of human capital, and the government should implement legislation that
would support such organizations to enable them to remain competitive companies for their long term
survival.
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1.

Introduction
Under the conditions of market economy most of the developed and developing countries restructure

their economies in the direction of reduction of industry and agriculture and increasing of services sphere
share.
The success of a service enterprise in dynamically developing market relations depends on the extent of
its services’ state of being relevant. The distinguishing feature of service is that it produced and consumed
simultaneously, that stipulates highest value of enterprise orientation on maximal satisfaction of consumers
by services.
In the total volume of services, provided to the population, the significant share belongs to services of
residential sector, the economic substance of which is described in works of domestic scientists, and can be
characterized in whole in the following way. The service activity in residential sphere is based on
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functioning of sophisticated multi-sectoral complex, which covers a variety of social-economic,
organization-technical and political processes. The manufacturing structure of utilities involves dozen kinds
of activities: water-supply, water discharge and waste water treatment, heat supply, organization of outside
improvements (road-bridge services, planting of greenery, sanitary purification), recycling of wastes, etc.
The peculiarity of market functioning of public services sphere is a combination of purchases of two
kinds: some services are offered directly to the consumers by retailing, others are provided during
institutional transaction. The last kind is characterized by the fact that demand for public services is not wellstructured – the work done by apartment owner partnerships and other consumer associations of the services
of institutional supply is not enough.
In this connection the global analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity, providing a significant
share of economy and seriously influencing GDP and economy development, becomes especially relevant.
The process of service enterprises development is different in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe
– its significance for economy and the conditions of functioning are different.
2.

Methodical aspects of analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity
The analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity consists of two parts: macroeconomic analysis

and microeconomic analysis. Macroeconomic analysis assumes studying of general market situation in
service sector. It is characterized by the main indicators:
-

Service market conjuncture;

-

Business activity of enterprises at service market;

-

Investment attractiveness of service market.

Microeconomic analysis assumes studying of service enterprise functioning. It can be conducted by
using averaged indicators both for a certain enterprise and for service market in whole. The main indicators
of microeconomic analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Main indicators of microeconomic analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity,
[auth., acc. to 1, 3]
Indicator
Service profitability
Return on assets
Cost intensity
Profitableness
Liquidity
Solvency

Formula for
Description of the economic value of the
indicator calculating
indicator
Indicators of service enterprise profitability
Ps=P/С
Ratio of profit to service cost price
Rа=P/А
Ratio of profit to assets
Ratio of main cost items (capital assets,
CI=C/R
capital and assets) to revenue
PR=P/R
Ratio of profit to revenue
Indicators of financial state of service enterprises
LQ=А/L
Ratio of assets to liability
S=Int/Borr
Ratio of internal funds to borrowed assets
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Indicators of marketing activity of service enterprises
Ratio of sales in the current period to sales
Sales gain
Gs=Sp1/Sp0
in the previous period
Enterprise share at the
Ratio of sales of certain enterprise to the
Se=Se1/Setot
market
total sales at the service market
Indicators of economic activity of service enterprises
Ratio of sales to the number of employees
Sales per one employee
Ss=S/Ne
of service enterprise
Ratio of profit to the number of employees
Profit per one employee
Sp=P/Ne
of service enterprise
Capital productivity
Cp=S/Ca
Ratio of sales to capital assets
Output-capital ratio
OC=P/C
Ratio of profit to capital
As it is shown in Table 1, four groups of indicators, used within framework of microeconomic analysis
of efficiency of service enterprise activity, can be divided out:

3.

-

Indicators of service enterprise profitability;

-

Indicators of financial state of service enterprises;

-

Indicators of marketing activity of service enterprises;

-

Indicators of economic activity of service enterprises.

Analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity in Russia
Let us conduct analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity in Russia. Within the framework of

macroeconomic analysis of the market situation we will study the service market conjuncture in Russia. The
main peculiarities of service market development in the countries of Eastern Europe, which can be marked,
are the following:
- Relatively unstable macroeconomic situation (instability of prices due to unstable tax, credit and
inflation policy);
- Medium extent of economy openness (development of the external economic activity occurs
under the condition of protectionism);
- Medium development of the migration process and inefficient flexibility of labour market
(migration along the territory of Russia is difficult due to significant difference in prices in different regions
of the country, realty shortage, etc.);
- Medium extent of competition in economy (competition develops under the conditions of
unstable and contradictory anti-monopoly policy);
- Medium availability of capital (financial resources are expensive under the conditions of weak
development of the bank sector);
- Unfavorable conditions of business operation (a significant share of the state sector in economy,
difficult conditions of enterprise establishing and closing, registration of rights in private property).
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Share of service sector in structure of Russian economy is about 60%. Service is not the key sphere of
economy; the leading role is performed by industry. The structure of services in Russia in 2013 is shown in
fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Structure of service sector in Russia in 2013 [aut., acc. to 2].

As it can be seen from fig.1, the most developed branches of service sector are retail trade (35%) and
telecommunications (14%), touristic services, transport services, realty, computer services provide
unsubstantial share of market. The dynamics of labour productivity increase in service sector in Russia in
2009 – 2013 is performed in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The dynamics of labour productivity increase in service sector in Russia in 2009 – 2013, thous. USD.
[aut., acc. to 2].

As it can be seen from fig.2, in 2009 – 2013 increase of cumulative labour productivity in service sector
in Russia was observed and was 32.5 thous. USD.
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4.

Analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity in the countries of Eastern
Europe
Let us conduct analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity in the countries of Eastern Europe.

Within the framework of macroeconomic analysis of the market situation we will study the service market
conjuncture in the countries of Eastern Europe. The main tendencies, prevailing in service sector of the
countries of Eastern Europe, are: stabilization, liberalization and privatization. The main peculiarities of
service market development in the countries of Eastern Europe, which can be marked in this connection, are
the following:
-

stable macroeconomic situation (stability of prices due to stable tax, credit and inflation policy);

-

high extent of economy openness (development of the external economic activity occurs under

the condition of liberalization of foreign commerce and policy of free-trade);
-

active development of the migration process and flexibility of labour market (freedom of

migration within the European Union and intensification of the migration flow from the former colonies of
the countries of European Union);
-

high extent of competition in economy (competition develops under the conditions of active

anti-monopoly policy);
-

high availability of capital (financial resources are inexpensive under the conditions of active

development of the bank sector);
-

favorable conditions of business operation (prevailing of private sector in economy, simplified

conditions of enterprise establishing and closing, registration of rights in private property).
Share of service sector in structure of economies of the countries of Eastern Europe is about 75% [6].
Service is the key sphere of economy for most of the countries, defining the role of the country in the
international division of labour. The structure of services in the countries of Eastern Europe in 2013 is shown
in fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Structure of service sector in the countries of Eastern Europe in 2013 [aut., acc. to 7].
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As it can be seen from fig.3, the most developed branches of service sector are financial services (18%)
and touristic services (14%), telecommunications, transport services, retail trade, realty, computer services
provide unsubstantial share of market.
Stabilizing efforts in Eastern are directed at creation stable financial environment, which encourages the
fast growth of economic activity of business, international trade and attraction of direct foreign investments.
Due to reduce of budget deficit, deceleration of monetary aggregates growth, and creation of realistic
exchange rate the countries of Eastern Europe achieve low inflation rates and relatively stable exchange rate.
Economic liberalization stipulates favorable conditions for business operation, encourages activity of
market mechanism in economy. Prices are not monitored by the state; interference of the state in economic
activity is restricted. Big attention is paid to private property protection and simplicity of private business
running. Combination of liberalization and stabilization provides sufficiency of the state finances and
stability of financial environment [11].
Service sector growth and reduce of agricultural sector are the structural peculiarities of modern
economic development of the countries of Eastern Europe. Service sector represents more than two thirds of
economic activity in these countries. In the countries of Eastern Europe the importance of service sector for
GDP and employment has significantly grown since the begging of the transition period and nowadays
constitutes more than half of economic activity. Prospects of the further growth of the countries of Eastern
Europe are connected, first of all, with dynamic development of service sector.
Service sector efficiency directly impacts economic growth of the countries of Eastern Europe,
increasing the total labour productivity in economy. Labour productivity in service sector in the countries of
Eastern Europe in 2013 is performed in fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Labour productivity in service sector in the countries of Eastern Europe in 2013, thous. USD [auth., acc. to 4]
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As it can be seen from fig. 4, labour productivity in service sector in the countries of Eastern Europe is not
homogenous. The highest labour productivity is observed in Czech Republic, Slovenia and Slovakia, the
lowest in Ukraine. The dynamics of labour productivity increase in service sector in the countries of Eastern
Europe in 2009 – 2013 is performed in fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The dynamics of labour productivity increase in service sector in the countries of Eastern Europe in 2009 – 2013,
thous. USD. [aut., acc. to 5].

As it is seen from fig. 5, in 2009 – 2013 increase of labour productivity in service sector was observed in
the countries of Eastern Europe and in 2013 it was 40.4 thous. USD. The service sector efficiency also
contains indirect consequences for economic growth due to influence efficiency of other economy sectors.
High-quality services, such as transport and telecommunications, influence industrial costs, and,
consequently, competitiveness and extent of integration into global market of enterprises of all sectors.
Moreover, high quality of services has an impact on attractiveness of economy for direct foreign investments
[10].
5.

Comparative analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity
On the basis of the conducted research table 2 was compiled, which performs comparative analysis of

efficiency of service enterprise activity in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe.
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Table 2.Comparative analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity, [auth.]
Indicator

Russia

The countries Of Eastern Europe

Macroeconomic indicators
Stability of macroeconomic
situation

Medium

High

Extent of economy
openness

Medium

High

Extent of migration and
flexibility of labour market

Medium

High

Level of competition in
economy

Medium

High

Capital availability

Medium

High

Conditions of business
operation

Medium

High

Value of service in
economy

Medium

High

Labour productivity in
service sector

Medium

High

Business activity in service
sector

Medium

High

Investment attractiveness of
service sector

Medium

High

Indicators of service enterprise profitability
Service profitability, %

50

30

Return on assets, %

20

40

Cost intensity, %

30

35

Profitableness, %

15

25

Indicators of financial state of service enterprises
Liquidity, %

70

40

Solvency, %

60

30

Indicators of marketing activity of service enterprises
Sales gain, %

2

0,5

Market share of enterprise,
%

3

1

Indicators of economic activity of service enterprises
Sales per one
employee,thous. rub.

20

35
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Profit per one employee,
thous. rub.

5

15

Capital productivity, %

10

60

Output-capital ratio, %

70

40

As it is shown in the Table 2, stability of macroeconomic situation, extent of economy openness, extent
of migration and flexibility of labour market, level of competition in economy, capital availability,
conditions of business operation, value of service in economy, labour productivity in service sector, business
activity in service sector, and investment attractiveness of service sector are higher in the countries of
Eastern Europe, than in Russia. Consequently, according to 10-point-scale macroeconomic indicators of
service enterprises in Russia can be evaluated in 4 points, in the countries of Eastern Europe – in 7 points.
Service profitability in Russia is much higher, because under the conditions of significant shadow
economy service enterprises have to assign a part of their profit for maintaining of their existing. In the
countries of Eastern Europe, the shadow economy is less developed and high competition prevails, that is
why the necessity of artificial overprice is absent. Return on assets in Russia is twice lower than in the
countries of Eastern Europe. It is stipulated by the peculiarities of Russian way of business operation, which
are related to the necessity of possessing own capitals under the conditions of weak development of rent and
leasing.
Cost intensity in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe is on the same level. Profitableness in the
countries of Eastern Europe is higher, what is connected, first of all, with lower tax level than in Russia.
Consequently, according to 10-point-scale of indicators of service enterprise profitability in Russia can be
evaluated in 2.5 points, in the countries of Eastern Europe – in 3.5 points.
Liquidity and solvency of Russian service enterprises are higher, than in the countries of Eastern Europe.
It is stipulated by high availability of financial resources in the countries of Eastern Europe due to higher
investment attractiveness and active development of bank sector of economy. Consequently, according to 10point-scale of indicators of service enterprise financial state in Russia can be evaluated in 6.5 points, in the
countries of Eastern Europe – in 3.5 points.
Enterprise share in service market in Russia is higher, than in the countries of Eastern Europe due to
lower level of competition. Sales gain in the countries of Eastern Europe is lower, due to restricted marketing
opportunities. Consequently, according to 10-point-scale of indicators of service enterprise financial state in
Russia can be evaluated in 2.5 points, in the countries of Eastern Europe – in 1 point.
Sales per one employee in the countries of Eastern Europe is higher than in Russia, due to that fact that
the countries of Eastern Europe small enterprises with few employees prevail in service sector, and in Russia
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medium enterprises prevail. Sales per one employee in the countries of Eastern Europe are higher than in
Russia due to more favorable tax legislation [12].
Capital productivity in the countries of Eastern Europe is higher than in Russia, because capital assets
are not registered on the balances of service enterprises, what is typically for Russia. Output-capital ratio in
the countries of Eastern Europe is lower than in Russia, because the share of borrowed assets is significantly
higher. . Consequently, according to 10-point-scale of indicators of service enterprise financial state in
Russia can be evaluated in 3 points, in the countries of Eastern Europe – in 4 point. The results of the
comparative analysis are performed graphically in fig. 6.

Fig. 6.Comparative analysis of efficiency of service enterprise activity in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe,
[auth.]

As it is seen from fig. 6, efficiency of service enterprise activity in Russia and the countries of Eastern
Europe is similar and constitute 18.5% in Russia and 19% in the countries of Eastern Europe. Russia
surpasses the countries of Eastern Europe with respect to indicators of financial state of service enterprises
and indicators of marketing activity of service enterprises.
The countries of Eastern Europe significantly surpass Russia with respect to macroeconomic indicators
and insignificantly with respect to indicators of economic activity of service enterprises and profitability
indicators of service enterprises.
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6.

Conclusion
Thereby, it is possible to draw a conclusion that in spite of similar efficiency of service enterprise

activity in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe, the conditions of their functioning are different.
Service is paid more attention to in the countries of Eastern Europe, because service sector is the leader of
economy in these countries. However, favorable conditions of business operation, high investment
attractiveness and availability of borrowed assets lead to low solvency and liquidity of service enterprises in
the countries of Eastern Europe. This stipulates high extent of their dependence on conjuncture of the world
economy and high probability of their bankruptcy, what leads to generally instability of market development.
In Russia service sector is not a priority sphere of economy, the conditions of business operation are less
favorable than in the countries of Eastern Europe. In order to increase the business activity and investment
attractiveness of service sector in Russia, first of all, general macroeconomic stability is needed.
7.
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Abstract. The article is focused on presenting a new Quality Scheduling Index which can help managers in
producing and delivering goods to the customers according to their quality requirements and time
deliverables. The index is combining the required level of quality of the products and the Just-In-Time
production schedule, which a company should maintain in order to deliver the requested products by the
market. The authors present a new managerial tool which can be used to assess, control and improve the
manufacturing process by reducing manufacturing time and increasing the quality of the products. This
offers a new perspective on the consumer’s safety and their requested level of qualitative products and forces
the management to consider customers and their satisfaction level, starting with the manufacturing process
of the goods. The Quality Scheduling Index is then partially implemented in a Romanian middle size
manufacturing company and results are analyzed. An increase in average of 27% in time better consumption
of the available time is obtained corroborated with a 6% increase in the production of qualitative products
with zero defects. The article presents partial results of the authors’ yet not published work in their research
of operational management.
Keywords: quality, scheduling, index, consumer, time.
JEL Codes: L23, O21, M11, L15
1.

Introduction

In these difficult economic times, where the whole world is affected by the financial crisis from 2009,
the manufacturers should increase their sales and awareness of their products, by innovating and improving
their business models. The consumers are harder to acquire and to maintain, because their needs are
changing with a faster pace now more than before the crisis. Also a new attention is given to the quality level
of the purchased products and their costs.
That is why companies should try to find new and better ways how to improve the quality of their
workforce labour, how to decrease the time schedule of the production process so that their products to be
delivered to the customers according to the Just-In-Time philosophy and last but not least, how to minimize
accordingly the manufacturing costs.
Also as a result of the e-commerce and the increase in internet utilization of the possible customers, the
products should be at a qualitative level imposed by the market, in order to answer its requirements. Our
+
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article is focused on the actual problem, manufacturers have, i.e. “How to deliver goods at the desired quality
level Just-In-Time?”
In other words manufacturers should be producing according to the PULL principle of the market and
not PUSH and the customers’ requirements should be met before the final product exits the production hall.
And questions like: At what level of the desired quality should we produce our goods? and At what moment
of time shall we finish producing the goods and shipping them to the customers? are in our opinion critical
and decisive for the future of each and every company, and thus we will focus on answering these questions
in our article.
We believe that a solution to these questions should come from the management of the companies
through their active involvement in the production process, i.e. by continuously improving the quality of
their products and the time consumption within their companies. In this way the managers are increasing the
work productivity and the consumer’s satisfaction is maintained and increased by products which answer
their quality and time delivery requirements. We have developed a new Quality Scheduling Index (QSI),
which connects the quality, time and costs related to the time consumption and we will further present partial
results of its implementation in a Romanian middle size manufacturing company.
The paper is organized as follows: first it is presented the literature review, where the most important
books and articles are presented and the research gap is identified; secondly the Quality Scheduling Index is
presented and its main implementation steps; thirdly new sequencing rules are developed as part of the
implementation methodology of the QSI; and finally results are interpreted and conclusions are drawn in the
studied area.
2.
2.1.

A new way of improving Just in Time delivery of products
Literature review

In the scientific literature there exist different methods for improving the quality of the products like:
Total Quality Management, Lean Management, Six Sigma, as well as for scheduling different jobs on
different production lines and/or working tables. However, there isn’t a single tool which connects these two
problems and which can be used by managers in order to control and improve the manufacturing process.
The article is focused on the outputs of one of the author’s Ph.D. thesis and we will try to further present
it in a short form. The author developed a new managerial tool entitled Quality Scheduling Index (QSI)
which is based on the manufacturing process on parallel machines with application of the bee algorithm and
connects the quality of work and the manufacturing schedule of the products. The author had to
mathematically describe the process, which was then implemented in a computer program used for different
simulations in order to find the optimum result of the index.
Bees, like ants and other insects are social insects and have an instinct ability known as swarm
intelligence, which enables them to solve complex problems of the group, beyond capability of individual
members, by functioning collectively and interacting with each other amongst members of the group
(Nakrani and Tovey 2004, Teodorovic and Dell'orco, 2005). For the honey bees this intelligence is crucial
due to the complexity of finding flowers and collecting nectar and pollen, in a relatively short period of time,
related to the life of a honey bee.
Honey bee algorithm has been used in other scheduling problems like Job Shop Scheduling (Chong,
2006), but it wasn’t used for parallel machine scheduling with the quality approach.
Also Rebai (2012) introduced a function for total costs but nothing is mentioned about the quality of the
work. Other authors like Swink (2006), work under the assumption that the time–cost trade-offs for project
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activities are linear and the same assumption we will further consider. An analogy is made between the
working bees of a hive, which have to get out of the hive and search for new flowers and parallel machine
scheduling.
Feibenbaum (1951), considered the quality control as the input into all phases of production from the
specifications of the customer and sales, through the outer appearance, engineering, installation and
shipment. According to Juran (1998) in a company that puts quality on the first place, it must also pay the
following:
1) The active participation of the management, which sets out responsible and credible professionals to
the specific quality objectives.
2) It uses a new approach in the planning, control and quality improvement.
3) Redesign of the existing processes, by identifying gaps in quality, distinguishes between systematic
and random effects.
4) Systematic effects are solved by teams.
5) The main factor of payment/rewards is based on the results.
6) Building a masterpiece of planning quality leads to the creation of systematic problems.
Also Teruo Mori (2012) focuses on statistical methods that were developed by Taguchi, the so called
Quality Engineering and the mapping of quality from the customer's perspective and designed quality
(engineered quality) that minimizes the cost and is designed into the product to improve product performance
efficiency.
There are no articles or books which consider both quality and time consumption, thus the research gap
was identified and we will further present it. We consider that the QSI can be a managerial tool which can be
successfully used in both private as well as public sector. As Gruia (2014) considers in his book, the problem
of increasing the productivity can and must be solved in the public sector in the XXI century, and we can add
that the QSI can be the solution to this problem, which is still affecting the companies after the financial
crisis.
2.2.

Quality Scheduling Index

The QSI was developed based on the market need of a tool which can manage both the quality and time
consumption in a company. The research was initially based on an online survey sent to manufacturing
companies from different European countries, including Czech Republic and Romania, and based on the
received answers, structured interviews were scheduled with managers from selective companies to get more
accurate data and thus improve the return rate of the questionnaire. The index was then partially
implemented in different small and middle size manufacturing companies and we will further present such a
case regarding a middle size manufacturing Romanian company. The QSI can be applied for jobs with one
operation and jobs with more than one operation. We will further focus on the problem of scheduling a
sequence of jobs with more operations per job, which can be seen as a series of operations which after being
completed are added to the next one and so on until the jobs on the first until the last line of the parallel
machines arrangement are fulfilled and then assembled together to form the final product.
This sequence of operations, when completed should fulfil the requirements of the manufacturing job
regarding: time, quality and costs. Costs are in direct relation with the required level of quality and quality
and time are in relation of indirect proportionality.
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That is why we will further consider the quality as our main function which has to be optimized, if we
take in consideration that between the operations of one job there is a relationship of interdependency, as
demonstrated by Gruia and Kavan (2013).
As Gruia (2013) presented, the model is a system of equations where we should increase quality of the
work, decrease costs and decrease total makespan of the colony and this can be translated as a minimizing
criterion of a ratio, which we will denote as a Quality Scheduling Index:
QSI =

∑

∑

(
∑

+
∑

∗(

+

)

=

)

Where we have the following symbols:
tci total costs
Ci completion time
ewkiearly weight
twkitardy weight
wki weight within optimistic and pessimistic due date
Ekiearliness of the job
Tki tardiness of the job
tp prepare time for new job
fi flying time
qi quality of the work of the worker
And two binary variables and
1,
>0
=
0, ℎ
1, > 0
=
0, ℎ
2.3.

:

Practical part – partial implementation of QSI in a manufacturing company

The implementation of the QSI can be done for jobs with one operation as well as for jobs with more
than one operation and its methodology is in three main steps:
 Divide the workload within the company according to the greedy perspective;
 Increase the capacity of the utilization of the available resources;
 Apply the QSI and find the optimum values and improve the process.
We will further consider the first step of the methodology and apply it for jobs with more than one
operation. In order to be able to schedule more than one operation within a complex job from the quality,
time and costs’ points of view, we should first separate the jobs with one operation from jobs with more
operations, on the existing parallel manufacturing lines and develop a methodology for solving these two
cases.
There are already sequencing rules like:
a) Shortest Processing Time, where the work is scheduled according to the shortest processing time of
the product, which comes as the first operation;
b) Due Date, where the work which the shortest due date should be done first;
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c) First Come, First Served, which says that the work is done according to the sequence how they come
at the working area;
d) Critical Ratio, where the work is scheduled according to the increasing ratio between the Due Date
and Shortest Processing Time;
e) Johnson’s rule, which minimizes the time for working different operations on two working areas.
But we are interested also in maintaining the requested quality level together with the minimization of
time, and all from a greedy perspective. So we have developed the following rule MaxQminT, which is valid
for operations which require different tools or setups after the completion of each previous operation, with
the following methodology:
1. Prepare the necessary tools and equipment for all the operations which had to be fulfilled in order to
complete the job;
2. Organize the workers in two qualified member teams and assign them 2 consecutive operations, where
one will work the first operation and second worker the second operation. When one of them will work, the
second worker will be responsible with the quality of the work of his colleague. (In this manner the process
of quality assurance is very good implemented into each manufacturing process and the probability of
producing a product with flaws is considerably reduced).
3. Then schedule the shortest and longest operation to the same team. The second operation should be the
one which takes the longest in the manufacturing process; for the first team always assign the input
operation, which is responsible for the preparation of the material, tools and other resources needed for the
whole job, as one of the two operations and for the last team always assign, as part of the two operations, the
output operation, from the production line, for even number of operations and to the first team for odd
number of operations.
4. Assign the second and third longest operations to the next team.
5. Repeat step 4 until only two operations remain and assign them to the last team. If only one operation
remains at the end, assign it to the first team.
6. If the requested working area is not available assign the second longest operation to the team which is
waiting and thus repeat step 3 to 5 until all operations are worked.
Before applying this rule we should know:


all the processing times for all the operations (including input of materials and output of the finished
product from the production line);



all the necessary tools and equipment;



the succession of jobs can but must not play a decisive role in implementing this rule.

The NoBtl rule was designed in order to answer one of the other minor problems the companies have
within their processes and it should be applied in corroboration with the MaxQminT rule. Before applying
this rule we should know the time and resources’ availability conditions for the input and output operations.
The rule states to sequence and schedule the processes on your parallel lines according to the input/output
constraints in the following way:
a) Start from the output operations and their assembly / shipment constraints from each of the parallel
lines and schedule the operations in a consecutive manner, where the first will be the output operation and
the second will be the shortest available operation;
b) Continue with the sequencing of the operations until the last one is the input operation. If the input
operation is not the longest operation, then schedule the longest operation before the input operation.
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c) Check and correlate the schedule with MaxQminT rule.
d) Repeat the first three steps until only one schedule remains which satisfy NoBtl and MaxQminT
rules together.
We have developed the following implementation methodology of the first step of QSI:
1. Divide the jobs in two categories to be scheduled on the available parallel machines:
a. Jobs with one operation;
b. Complex jobs with more than one operation, where each operation can be considered as a separate job
on different machine from the production lines;
2. Schedule the manufacturing operations according to the rule MaxQminT, which is valid for arranging
the jobs in a greedy manner so that the first operation to be responsible with the most amount of work, with
the requested quality level in the shortest processing time;
3. Sequence the final operations of each job from the parallel manufacturing line according to rule NoBtl
so that the assemble process to proceed in a smooth and lean manner without the formation of bottlenecks.
We have implemented the above mentioned rule into a middle size Romanian manufacturing company,
from the aviation industry. From the reasons of intellectual property the numbers had to be modified and the
name of the company or the product cannot be displayed in any public work. However we can state that it
was a complex product which is part of the engine of a well-known type of airplane. The product, further
denoted with P, was composed of 3 parts which had to be worked on different parallel machines. The
workers had the opportunity to move along the production lines and pass from one parallel production line to
the other in order to fulfil the manufacturing processes. As part of the implementation methodology of QSI,
the working areas had to be divided and arranged according to Hasse diagram and thus this condition had to
be maintained. A specific representation of the working tables, one can see from the figure below.
The parallel production lines are formed of the following working operations:
a) Line 1 – 1111 (input), 1101, 1100, 1001, 0101, 0100, 1000 and 0000 (output),
b) Line 2 – 1111 (input), 1011, 1010, 1001, 0011, 1000, 0010 and 0000 (output)
c) Line 3 – 1111 (input), 0111, 0110, 0101, 0011, 0100, 0010 and 0000 (output).
The completion time of the parts has to be scheduled in such a way so that each part to come at the
assembly, final operation (0000), from the three parallel lines and without producing any delays or without
any advances in time. The production process should be smooth, Just-In-Time.

Fig. 1: Modified pseudo-projection of the 4-dimensional hypercube
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According to the cumulative processing time on each manufacturing parallel line the following
coefficients were computed:
=

.

=

ℎ

ℎ

We also know as part of the rule that the input for the material on each of the lines is:
Operation 1111(input)
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

Processing time [s]
2
1
3

and the output (assembly of the three parts) should be in the following order:
Operation 0000(output)
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3

Order
2nd
2nd
1st

Tab. 1: Processing time and order for the input and output operations

The parts from the 1st and 2nd line should be finished in the same time due to the technological
conditions, while the part from the 3rd line should be finished first because of the condition of being further
prepared to be inserted in the final product. The company is working 8 working hours per day. The
processing times include manipulation time and preparation time of the machine (working area).
We approached the company through a questionnaire and further through a structured interview with the
production manager and costing manager and referred them to the Quality Scheduling Index, developed in
one of the author’s Ph.D. thesis and part of the implementation methodology was to rearrange the working
areas on parallel lines from a greedy perspective, i.e. where the longest operation to be made first and the
others to follow. The company had jobs with more than one operation and it was a good way for
implementing the new sequencing rule MaxQminT (see figure no.2). According to the new rule we had to
divide the workers in two member teams and schedule the operations accordingly. Each line had a total
number of 8 operations; this meant that we needed 4 teams which we denoted as , where = {1, 2, 3, 4}
denotes the number of the team and = {1, 2, 3} states the number of the line on which the appropriate team
works.

Fig. 2: Sequence of the operations on three parallel lines (L1 – L3) with the throughout and idle time after the
implementation of MaxQminT rule
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After additional evaluation of the process we have partially applied (together with the previously
developed MaxQminT rule) in the second step of the arrangement the Shortest Processing Time rule.
The methodology for the greedy approach in this case of jobs with more operations can be considered
and implemented in the following steps:
a) First arrange and sequence the operation within the parallel jobs according to the MaxQminT rule;
b) Evaluate the process from the capacity point of view and if there are some difference in the resources
and their availability on different operations in the same production time, partially apply the Shortest
Processing Time rule so that to schedule the second largest operation on the line considering the available
resources.
c) Check the compliance with the input/output constraint so that no bottlenecks to appear in the
production and shipment process and if the schedule doesn’t check out, apply the NoBtl rule.
After applying the MaxQminT and NoBtl sequencing rules, we have obtained the following results (see
figure no. 3) with idle time which had to be lost in order for the operations to be scheduled on the available
working areas at the given time intervals.

Fig. 3: Sequence of the operations on three parallel lines (L1 – L3) with the throughout and idle time after the
implementation of MaxQminT, NoBtl rules and partial application of the Shortest Processing Time rule

Even though in both of the charts, the idle time is the same (14 time units, in our case minutes) the
process is smoother after the implementation of NoBtl, MaxQminT and SPT rules (figure no. 3). If the
conditions of input and output had not been maintained, that is the first operation on the line is the input and
the last is the output, we could have obtained better results. The condition for the output of each part is also
maintained by using this rule, thus no bottlenecks are created on the production lines.
When we evaluate the time spent on each line we can see that the value remains the same and the process
(on each line) doesn’t have any idle time in between operations. The company decided to further focus on the
quality by motivating the workers with financial incentive and with individual and team trainings, where
they were taught how to use the idle 3, 5 respectively 6 minutes to prepare the link and clean the working
area for the next product which had to be processed.
Table. 2: Computed coefficients on the available lines before and after implementing the new rules
Line 1
Average working time
Average number of working minutes
Line 2
Average working time
Average number of working minutes
Line 3
Average working time
Average number of working minutes

Before
11,75
3,9

After
16,125
5,4

9,75
3,5

14
5,1

11
4,2

14,375
5,5
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The time had to be managed by each team is such a way so that they can manage to fulfil their job of
cleaning the working area in the available time, which was used as follows:


The workers from the 1st and 2nd line clean the equipment, tools and prepare the working area
before receiving a new part to work on;



The workers from the 3rd line clean the equipment, tools and prepare the working area after they
finished the work on their part;

When analysing the two considered coefficients we see an increase in the time spent with each product
of about 27 % in average. However the total processing time on each line was not increased! For instance the
amount of products produced by the three lines together during a working day of 8 hours, decreases from 55
(from which 4 are defective) to a number of 54 (from which none is defective). In addition when the
company was using only the SPT rule, due to the necessity of using the same machine for two operations
which had to be worked at the same time, bottlenecks appeared and inventories had to be designed between
each two consecutive operations and from a theoretical number of 57 products, in reality only 55 were
produced. The workers had to remain almost every day an additional 50 minutes overwork to finish the parts
which were started in the morning. Nevertheless the rule is implemented from a greedy perspective with the
first goal of increasing the amount of work, and indirectly the quality of the products and this can be seen
from the graph below. After the implementation of the rule, the company registers an increase in the time
consumption from a total average of 10,83 minutes worked per operation to an average of 14,83 minutes
worked per operation (however, without the increase of the total available time on each line), i.e. an increase
in average of 27% in time consumption of the available time, and an increase in the production of qualitative
products too, from 51 to 54, i.e. approximate 6% increase in the quality of the products with zero defects. In
the same manner the costs of quality were considerably diminished, with up to 17%.

55.00
45.00
Time
consumption

35.00
25.00

Qualitative
products

15.00
5.00
Before

After

Fig. 4: Time consumption and no. of qualitative products before and after MaxQminT with Shortest Processing
Time implementation
3.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the partial implementation of the Quality Scheduling Index and the
results of the first step of its implementation, i.e. the division of workload from a greedy perspective. We
consider that this newly developed index can solve the actual problems managers are facing regarding
quality control and time consumption and in this way the customers can be protected from defective products
entering the market. New sequencing rules were developed in order to answer the manufacturing
requirements of jobs with more than one operation, where a level of quality was imposed and needed by the
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buyers. In this particular case scheduling involved timing of these operations which had to be worked on
three parallel lines where different machines and tools were displayed. The coordination of these
manufacturing operations involved a partial implementation of the Shortest Processing Time rule which
helped the company to achieve the requested level of quality and a reduction of costs related to rework and
scrap in time due to the available idle time in which the workers from each line were motivated to perform
cleaning and maintenance operations of the used tools and working areas. The optimization problem was
here considered from a greedy point of view, where the previous working area had to perform most of the
work, or in this particular case, first working are had to perform first the longest operation, with the initial
conditions that the input and output from each line to correspond to the first, respectively the final operation
on each line.
The process is improved from the point of view of increasing the quality and reducing future
manufacturing costs (with rework, with maintenance, with marketing campaign to re-establish the lost image
of the company due to flaws which have appeared if the rule was not used, etc.). The management also
registered a positive effect of this sequencing rule on the maintenance and service of the tools and working
equipment, because the time between two consecutive breaks of one machine had increased, due to
periodical cleaning and maintenance done during the each 27th minute cycle of production of one part on
each of the parallel production lines. An increase in quality of the products of 6% was achieved by
implementing this rule and an increase of 5% of the satisfaction of the customers was achieved after the first
month after implementation of the MaxQminT and NoBtl rule. Besides this, the costs related with the
additional overtime of the workers spent to finish the parts started in the morning of the same day are
eliminated, the defective products are eliminated from the production process and are not shipped to the
customers (the company registered a decrease with the maintenance and post-selling services of the products
of 17% after the first 6 months of the implementation of the MaxQminT and NoBtl rule) and after
implementing the rule for increasing the utilization of the available resources together with the Quality
Scheduling Index, the company found financial capital for R&D of a new product, which was produced
faster and with higher properties than the previous one.
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Abstract. Nowadays marketing strategies means customer and competitive intelligence. In sharp contrast
to customer intelligence, there is a little research on how competitive intelligence is actually generated
within an organization. Our research intends to establish if Constanta Maritime University is concerned in
implementing principles of new public management and in developing and improving the competitive
intelligence generation process. Drawing on both department interviews with full time professors who
conduct competitive intelligence and academic literature in related fields, the authors established a novel
conceptual framework that describes three independent phases of the competitive intelligence generation
process:
-

Organizing for competitive intelligence within universities;

-

Searching for information;

-

Sense making of competitive intelligence in developing programs in university.

Does our university develop systematic programs for gathering and analyzing information about the
educational services’ offer of our main competitors? Is the decisional process in university oriented on our
educational strategic goals? Is satisfactory of students one of the important objective in educational process?
We created a methodological instrument for measuring: student’s satisfaction in educational process,
collegial evaluation process and satisfaction of professors within university and the way of this level of
satisfaction will influence strategically decisions within Constanta Maritime University.

Keywords: competitive intelligence, new public management, quality management.
JEL Codes: I25, I28, O15, O16.

1.

Introduction

With string intention to enhance the global competitiveness of their university systems, either European,
Asian and American governments have introduced reforms along the lines of ideas and practices embedded
in neo-liberalism. Corporatization and incorporation strategies were adopted to transform national/public
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universities and in the last decade or do we have witnessed reforms being introduced to the higher education
systems.
In the Asian universities, although the senior management or corporatized/ incorporated universities, has
been accorded more discretion to decide how to operate their universities, most of the front line academics
that interviewed over the time had not experienced major differences in university governance after the
reforms took place. Studies proved that despite the fact that both American and European universities have
tried to embrace the ideas and practices of neo-liberalism to transform university governance, academics still
see that state is also involved in reluctance to these changes and controlling the higher education process.
Our research study in Romania was developed in Constanta Maritime University. The rise of the
knowledge economy has generated new global infrastructures that information has played an important role
in the global economy, in currently restricting higher education, research and learning. In order to make their
university systems more globally competitive, governments have introduced ideas and practices along the
line of corporatization/incorporation to reform their national/public universities. A good example of well
practices has been offered recently by Asian governments in order to reform their higher education system.
“With strong conviction to enhance their higher education systems to be more competitive in the global
market place, higher education systems in Asia are going through processes of marketization,
decentralization, privatization and commodification, hence neoliberalism and higher education become
twined together (Mok, 2006). Realizing that traditional “centralized” governance model won’t work into an
increasing competitive market of educational services, higher education institutions are run as a business
corporation, whereby a “service oriented” approach is becoming more popular in academic management
(Lee, 2009).
Implementing this model, Constanta Maritime University realized that actually higher education
institutions are under great pressure to prove to be efficient and flexible in management policies, responsive
and proactive to cope with external changes, sensitive to changing market needs and student expectations
(Hawkin, 2009).
Globalization has brought the following major impacts to higher education:
 The construction of the public funds for public sector;
 The pre-eminence of market-related disciplines;
 A closer relationship between multinational corporations and state agencies, including universities
and other academic institutions;
 The increased focus on multinationals and industrial countries on global intellectual property
strategies;
 Free from the operational regulations and constraints imposed on statutory boards;
 More administratively and financially autonomous;
 More accountable to different stakeholders in local community;
 More responsible for the key decisions affecting university directions and strategic developments;
 More rigorous in the terms of internal quality assurance systems;
 More flexible in policies of student admission;
 Involved in decentralizing policies within faculties to deans, head of departments and faculty
members.
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The changing state-market university relationship has been marked by introducing of the concepts:
academic capitalism (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997), enterprise university (Marginson and Considine, 2000)
and market accelerationist state (Mok, 2005, 2008).
Universities are under pressure to adopt market-like efforts to secure external moneys and the market
perspective is sweeping across higher education institutions, on a global scale (Kwieck, 2005; Spotn, 2005).
2.

Literature review

It is well known that an organization of any kind (public or private) cannot be successful without a welltrained staff and in order to be successful there are several key elements: intelligence, creativity and wisdom.
When referring to intelligence, there are many definitions, but they all considered it to be the ability to adapt
to the environment and to learn from experience (R. J. Sternberg, 2005; R. J. Sternberg, D. K. Detterman,
1986). Many studies have shown that successful can be achieved only if a company think and act with a
long-term horizon when managing customer relationships (J. Villanueva, P. Bhardwaj, S. Balasubramanian,
Y. Chen, 2007). Strategic intelligence can be reach and challenge through knowledge management transfer
(A. Capatina and G. Bleoju, 2012).
Globalization of markets is a complex process which affects all sectors, thus determining constraints
caused by stiff competition. Production economy progresses into knowledge economy, technologic economy
and information economy, so sustainability become necessary for every company achieved by management
of information. Referring to a company external competitive environment, it can be measured thru an
important area of business intelligence which may be understood as the fuel that the decision-maker requires
(Evren Ayranci, Nurdan Çolakoglu, 2013), known as competitive intelligence (Z. Zheng, P. Fader and B.
Padmanabhan, 2012). In a competitive environment, the deployment of competitive intelligence is influenced
by many factors like the fear of losing jobs or the power to negotiate personal interest (P. Nemutanzhela and
T. Iyamu, 2011). It is important to notice that this is an important process that affects virtually all aspects of
our daily lives (Liu Pu, 2010).
According to F. Bartas (2012) competitive intelligence is based directly on the principle of work of state
intelligence services with the difference, that the competitive intelligence uses only legal sources of
information and legal methods in its work. Competitive intelligence is an important tool regarding the
enhancement of competitiveness in companies, which involves many areas of information like commercial
information about the economic environment (products, customers, suppliers and competitors), technical and
technological information or information about legislation and regulations regarding company’s
development.
Competitive intelligence is also an important element of information management for organizations,
allowing control of information about the external environment, being supported by the existence of well
functional and well developed learning organizations (V. A. Popescu, G. N. Popescu and C. R. Popescu,
2012). It plays a key role in a company due to the fact that it identifies opportunities and determinants of
success, anticipate threats and prevent risks (F. A. Cheffah and M. Hanoune, 2013). When referring to
customers, competitive intelligence is a function of customer-centric extra-role behaviors, salesperson
customer orientations and relationship quality (D. E. Hughes, J. Le Bon and A. Rapp, 2013), but it is
important to say that a primary source of competitive intelligence are salespeople (M. Ahearne, S. K. Lam,
B. Hayati, et al., 2013). Both customers and suppliers are important elements in this process due to the fact
that thru the toll of influence their actions, intentions and decisions are coordinated (D. Salvetat, 2012).
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Taking in consideration its role in achieving competitive advantage in a company, according to N. I.
Bayandin, V. S. Kretov (2012) some of the objectives of competitive intelligence are:
 Analysing ones competitors’ projects, here including the ones that were implemented and were
successful and the ones that did not succeed;
 Anticipating market changes and also the actions of competitors;
 Identifying new or potential competitors;
 Monitoring changes that can occur in the political, legislative and regulatory areas that affect a
business;
 Analysing new technologies, products, and processes in order to compete with the competitors;
 Presenting news ideas and concepts;
 Providing important background information for a company development.
In today’s business world, competitive intelligence may become a way of life for every employee of a
company if it is being used correctly, due to the fact that it is a process that provides critical information for
short-time decisions (manly regarding the products) and also for long-term decisions.

3.

Enhancing the global and competitive intelligence: university governance
reforms in Constanta Maritime University. Comparative analyses to the
Asian, European and American model

In today’s business world, Similar to their European counterparts, market-like reform strategies are
adopted to transform the university governance in Singapore and Malaysia. There have been three major
strategies of higher education reviews in recent years. International Academic Advisory Panel (IAAP) was
an institution comprising prominent scholars from international higher education institutions or community
leaders from big corporations, to help universities to develop into world-class institutions in terms of
teaching and research (Ministry of Education, Singapore, 1999).
In the European model, university changed their policy admission which became more flexible. Bearing
to motive to make the former national universities more responsive to external changes and productive in
performance, the incorporation of the universities in the Asian model can be interpreted as policy tools
adopted by the governance in order to enhance the global competitiveness of the incorporated universities in
the globalization world. The processes of decentralization and deregulation or even “autonomization” taken
place in university governance should not been interpreted as simply state’s withdrawal from controlling and
steering universities. In this article we tried to compare two recent university reform projects: the Korean
Brain Korea 21 project and the German Universities Excellence Initiative and we tried to establish which
characteristics we could implement in improve quality process in higher education in Romania. Previous
studies shown up the effects of policy changes on the research performance for one country, for example
Spain (Rey et al. 1998), the UK (Patrick and Stanley 1998), Japan (Yonezawa, 2007) and South Korea( Shin,
2009). All these countries have an experience in showing a highly positive correlation between the amount of
national support (measured in special research funds) and the performance (measured as number of
publications) that universities have been reported. The Brain Korea 21 project henceforth BK21 and the
German Universities Excellence Initiative, henceforth GUEI are the most important initiatives of reforms in
higher education, within comparative results between continents and proposals of well practice which could
be implemented in other countries.
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There are substantial differences between the Korean university and the German ones in terms of
enrolment rates, tuition fees, the percentage of private universities and the national raking culture. The lack
of the global leading university in both countries was one of the key reasons for the two reform projects in
those countries. The Korean BK21 project appears to be equipped with relatively detailed goals(to place
Korea among the 10 top countries with respect to SCI publications), a stronger focus on human resource
development, and a focus on research sectors that are considered to be strategically important, such as
animation and design.

Table 1-Evaluation criteria in the project BK21
Criteria
Education

R&D

Sub-criteria
Curriculum development and implementation,
percentage of employment of graduates, number
of papers and presentation of graduate students
Globalization(internationalization)of education at
the graduate school, number of government R&D
orders received, number of patents by professors

Number of industry R&D orders received,
Industry-university collaboration outcomes of the collaboration between industry
and academia(royalties), exchange of researchers
between industry and academia, human resources
development through collaboration between
industry and academia

University Organization

Investment in human and physical resources by
the universities, construction of research-centered
universities, implementation of project group
construction

Source: Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development (2012)

One of the characteristic of BK21 Project, which could be implemented as a well practice model in
Constanta Maritime University was the detailed numerical evaluation system. The categories and
achievements of the program are carefully measured and expressed with numbers. This system leads to the
quantitative performance of researchers rather than the qualitative, so that the model should be updated by
the experts who are very well versed in it.
On the other hand, the GUEI Program in Germany is characterized by relatively vague goals ( to increase
the visibility of excellent research), focused on research capacity building by funding both junior and senior
researchers, and no politically determined strategic sectors that should be founded.
Starting from the solutions of the GUEI Program, the German university system was stratified, with an
increased visibility of differences in research performance between different universities, which is nowadays
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considered to be “a functional differentiation”, “cultivating competitive profiles and setting of
priorities”(Gemeinsame Kommission von DFG und Wissenschaftstrat 2008:60). Program GUEI established
that in Germany almost one-third of the entire funds available were allocated by the four most successful
universities (Hartman, 2010). This concentration of funds will lead the differences between universities. One
of the main purpose of this article is to convince that this is an advantage of competitive intelligence between
universities; it could be appear a paradigm shift away from the unity of teaching and research but there is
certainly a modality of improve efficiency in universities.
The main conclusion of the comparative models analysed in this article is that government has been
controlling the overall university governance from curriculum development and implementation to the
percentage of employment of graduated students with its funds. This insufficient level of autonomy is not an
advantage for competitive intelligence.
Over the past few decades, America’s social compact for higher education as a public good has
effectively lapsed as government support of higher education has diminished (Kallison and Cohen, 2009).
American universities resume competitive intelligence nowadays to the difficulties of cutting costs and
increase productivity at the same time, especially during times of increasing enrolments.
Association of American Colleges and Universities proposed the implementation of an accountability
system applicable in universities, to inform the public and provide for institutional improvement.
Universities should set certain goals, develop programs, identify responsibilities and ensure that the goals are
achieved. These common goals should include student learning and performance, as learning is an
inescapably critical function of education at any level. Each university has to include in this common data
base the portfolio of methods above the accountability techniques that best capture the information.
Adherence to these principles should provide kind of accountability needed in new compact. University’s
autonomy must co-exist with rigorous accountability standards. This will improve competitive intelligence in
American universities. Accountability system should be multifaceted, as different methodologies have
different strengths and limitations. All systems should inform the public and provide for institutional
improvement.
In Norway, University of Oslo is one of the main promoters of competitive intelligence within
universities (Lehre, Hansen and Laake, 2009). The system at the University of Oslo has changed to a system
with more feedback to the students through compulsory attendance, more contact between students and
teachers, more group-work, more compulsory tasks and feedback examinations during the courses
(Hodvdhaugen and Aamodt, 2006). Evaluation has in many cases changed from one final examination to
evaluation along the way. This model of transit form summative assessment to a formative one was
implemented also in Constanta Maritime University. The problem of subjectivity (or the lack of objectivity)
concerning the assessment process will not be completely removed, but it can be kept within acceptable
limits, through the establishment of clear grading criteria, a lack of objectivity in valuing a paperwork or the
subjectivity of an accurate presentation or not. Another problem appearing in this assessment form the
situation where there are two or more assessors of paperwork and between their appreciations there are
inconsistencies.
As far as the assessment through multiple choice tests there must be realized the fact that an efficient
assessment is hard to conceive, as it is required a careful accomplishment of the questionnaire, an accurate
target-group, an efficient implementation and an elaborate analysis of the results. In the assessment process
the multiple choice tests must be used occasionally, they must be short and simple. In order that such tests be
efficient, they have to be submitted to the following criteria: the asked questions must be essential; the
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questions must be easy to understand; an emphasis upon closed questions to lead a choice of more alternative
answers; avoiding subjective answers, the questions must be short and precise.
Moreover, an efficient assessment test must take into account the following criteria: avoid figure results,
eliminate irrelevant questions, avoid vague and unclear questions, it should not contain exaggerate questions,
avoid ambiguous questions, to give student enough time to offer feedback.
Transforming summative assessments in formative assessment is an objective of implementing quality
management in Constanta Maritime University. Positioning students in the centre of the educational process
can be achieved only under conditions in which students perceive that they are learning objectives that they
have mastered and which ones should be reviewed. The two types of needs: the need for recognition (by the
student obtain social confirmation of the fact that his reactions to stimulation coming from the company are
relevant and approved) and the need for specific judgment (not enough that the answers it receives student
just be consistent, they must be consistent with the experiences and expectations) cannot be satisfaction than
by implementing formative assessments, feed-back.
Recent reforms measures by the Ministry of Education in Japan can be seen as part of a broader
reform movement whereby new public management and deregulations are the driving force. The ministry
allows more flexibility and autonomy to the universities but this necessitating evaluations and the assurance
of accountability (Knipprath and Arimoto, 2006). Criticism by reform in higher education in Japan can be
categorized according to three targets:
 Curriculum reduction leads to decline ability
 Deregulation and diversity lead to an increase of inequality of educational opportunities
 Education reforms measures are double-edged or inconsistent
In China, needs for introduction the dimension of competitive intelligence in university is explained by
following concepts:
 Because of the production and circulation of culture and knowledge, universities has to apply the
plan and reform according to scientific academic administration concepts( not simple transmission of
ideas and patterns of economic administration(Xianming, 2006)
 Managerism occupies higher education, in which economic thinking and administrative patterns
become the core. Influenced by the McDonaldization of all-around society, various social fields
begin to emphasize the pursuit of efficiency, calculability and predictability.
 Unlike economic production, educational services are not easy to calculate regarding outcomes.
Competitive intelligence in universities has a task in creating “values of calculability reach deeply
into the university’s inner life, including its epistemologies, its ontologies, and its communicative
structures. Only a reform in university fitting university’s humanity will improve administrative
efficiency. Ecoadministration-based reform might increase the number in some fields but may
decrease actual efficiency for the departure of culture essentials and knowledge circulation and
production.
 In reform in universities process, more attention shall be paid to reform in the concepts level,
research on changing deep-level administrative concepts and value structure.
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4.

Conclusions

Regarding the models of well practice presented, Constanta Maritime University established the
following purposes for improve competitive intelligence within university:
 Existence of excellent research on an international level in several fields of research, percentage of
third-party funds among the university budget, third-party funding received from Ministry of higher
education, publications, patents and other distinctions. The research performance of the university
showed a positive trend during the past few years.
 The university shows clear potential to become an outstanding international university.
 Innovative and original aspects of the concept, based on a plan of the university that takes into
account its strengths and weakness
 The concept is based on the strengths of the university and will allow the university to improve its
overall quality substantially. It should provide a lasting change and promote networking across
disciplines, international networking, of junior scientists, and gender’ equality in scientific research.
In administration of the Constanta Maritime University, reasonable exercise of power and effective
cooperation are key to improving efficiency. In academic administration, administrative power shall respect
and cooperate with academic power, shape personal behavior during exercise of academic power and
guarantee the impartiality and legality of academic power as public power. Current preoccupation regarding
reform includes the relationship between various power of administration in order to strengthen the legal
restriction and democratic supervision of all powers (including academic power), and to accelerate its
rationalization and administration in the background of higher education institutions’ decentralization and
increasing academic administration. Empty awareness of academic administration and a mixture of economic
ore general administration and managerism dominance, these are the key for implementing competitive
intelligence in universities. Concept of academic administration should be established starting from:
 Power submits to truth
 Laypersons submits to professionals
 Open, impartial and scientific in-line professional system which could assist academic
administration system in evaluating professional activities and outcomes.
Implementing of these measures requires the realization of university as academic community,
implementing new forms of academic leadership, focusing to bring out process goals rather than operation
goals and collective understanding rather than corporate performance.
5.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of the research of entrepreneurial environment in the forest sector.
Complex and simple groups of risks, defining entrepreneurial activity in the forestry sphere, are determined. The
most dangerous risky factors are spotted and their profile is obtained in respect of forestry entrepreneurship.
A methodical approach to assessment of business risks in forestry is formulated, by using criteria – values of
the consequences of risk manifesting and probability of risk manifesting. Critical consequences for the forestry
entrepreneurship, in the case of risk realization, are the following: enterprise insecurity with own financial
resources, increase of rental rates and payments, qualified personnel flow-out, disposal of key workers.
It is explained that internal imbalancing of forest relations, including economic interests of the state,
entrepreneurs – forest managers, ecologists and population, which is expressed in distortion of real forest
revenues, inefficient forestry running, deterioration of forest production quality, decrease of investment
attractiveness of forest sector, leave of especially valuable forest for lumbering, replacement of forms and methods
of lumbering and forest management, decrease of reforestation quality, etc., is an prerequisite for forestry
entrepreneurial risks arising.
Key words: entrepreneurial risk, entrepreneurship, forestry, forest relations.
JEL Codes: L73, D81.
1.

Introduction

The total surface of forests in Russia is 774 million hectares. Another 108 million hectares are those of
lots suitable and meant for forest growing. Economic relations within the system of forestry are manifested
directly through interaction between economic interests of separate subjects – forest owner (the state) and
forest managers in the person of forest lot leasers. Forest legislation reformation has opened new
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opportunities for switching to the path of development of forest entrepreneurship and support of business
interests within the forest managing sphere. Just during four years after the reformations more than 228
million hectares were granted for lease which significantly reflects the growing interest in the forestry
economy sector within the entrepreneurial sphere [1].
The state, as the forestry funds-owner, has economic, social and ecological interests [2]:
Economic interest of the state is determined by the rent, received from using forest resources by the
subjects of forest entrepreneurship, and tax proceeds to budget and non-budgetary funds;
Social interest of the state constitutes in decrease of social tense and increase of social stability in forest
regions due to creating new working places and providing workers of the forest complex with worthy salary
level;
Ecological interest of the state in the forest business is determined by preserving (increasing)
recreational, water protective, landscape esthetical and other ecological functions of forests.
Realization of the state interests is based on forest revenues, which have indicated confident growth in
recent years (mostly due to forest rates raising), in 2012 the forest revenues constituted 800 million dollars in
the economy as a whole and raised by 4.4% compared with the figures of 2011. [3].
Entrepreneurship in forestry realizes its interests in getting revenues and benefits by forest management.
Business activity at the forest lots can be carried out both in the form of separate forest management –
lumbering, stocking up and collection of non-timber forest resources, stocking up food forest resources and
collection of herbs, farming, growing fruit, berry, decorative plants, recreational activity, etc., and complex
forest management, combining some different types.
At the same time the forestry entrepreneurship has to overcome significant difficulties, related to
peculiarities of manufacturing forest production, in regard of long-term forest growing, influence of natureclimate factors, and economic restrictions, determined by the state monopoly on forest resources, etc. In this
connection the size of forest payment arrears grows. Just during the period since 2008 till 2013 the forest
payment arrears to the budgetary system of the country have grown 12.5 times and constituted 7.5 billion
rubles, and the whole amount of debtors – forest managers in 1.11.2012 was 10706 [4]. To compare – the
annual state expenditures on forestry operating, including expenditures on forest administration constitute
30.7 billion rubles.
Thereby it is impossible to form efficient measures of regulative impact directed to resultant growth and
development of forestry on the state level without conducting analysis of entrepreneurship state, risk factors
disclosure and disproportions of its development.
2.

Methodology

Risk accompanies any business activity, but within the forestry sphere risk is the most probable
comparing to any other type of activity. It is connected with that fact that entrepreneurial activity experiences
both influence external factors and a whole range of internal factors, related to manufacturing and social
processes.
In order to detect and analyze risk we used method of expert assessment, based on questioning
entrepreneurs specializing on forestry manufacturing. Leaders of forest enterprises of Voronezh oblast were
recruited as experts, all in all forest enterprises represented as respondents.
In order to process the survey results and evaluation of entrepreneurial risks within the forestry system
two criteria were used:
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1. Result (value of consequences) from risk manifesting (scale: from ‘minimal consequences’ to
‘maximal consequences’), and
2. Probability of risk appearance (scale: from ‘manifesting unlikely’ to ‘manifesting constantly’).
It is known that verbally figure scales are used mostly in those cases when evaluates by criterion (e.g.
extents of risk) are subjective, based on experience and knowledge of the expert [5]. For evaluating the
values of risks, Harrington desirability scale was used, added by verbal description of each interval of the
scale.
Within diapason from 0 to 1 the desirability scale divides into five sub-diapasons. Average numerical
evaluation by Harrington scale:
LRav = (0,9; 0,71; 0,5; 0,28; 0,1)
(1)
Further particular parameters of comparable systems are distributed in scope, corresponding to
qualifying standards, on the gap between effective values of scale of particular indicators. Then indicators
corresponding to them are re-counted to marks on desirability scale.
Respectively evaluating such indicator, as level of risk, it is possible to say: ‘critical level of risk’
(numerical evaluation = 0.9) or ‘dangerous level of risk’ (numerical evaluation = 0.71), etc. (table 1)
Table 1: Quantitative scale of risk evaluation
Risk
changing Level of risk
interval
1- LR – 0.80
Critical
0.79 – LR – 0.60
0.59 – LR – 0.40

Dangerous
Admissible

0.39 – LR – 0.20
0.19 – LR – 0.00

Low
Nonsignificant

Risk description
Extremely high level of risk. Danger, consequences of risk are
catastrophic.
High level of risk. Consequences are critical for an entrepreneur.
Satisfactory level of risk. Consequences of risk are significant for an
entrepreneur.
Low level of risk. Consequences of risk are slight.
Extremely low level of risk, consequences of its manifesting are
minimal.

To calculate the integral indicator of risk the following function was used:
Rw = f(Rn, W),
(2)
Where Rп – indicator of criterial evaluations,
W –indicator of criteria weights.
Weights of criteria were determined with help of expert evaluation. Sum of weights by all criteria is
equal to one. As the number of criteria is not big, to determine the value of weights the method of paired
comparison was used, that allowed increasing accuracy of evaluation.
Evaluation of consequences and probability of manifesting of entrepreneurial risk was carried out by
next formulas:
N


Rc

i



J

Rc

ij

 1

N

(3)
Where Rc – risk consequences from realization of i-th risk;
Rc- risk consequences from realization of i-th risk according the j-expert evaluation;
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J – expert number (from 1 to N).
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(4)
Where Rpij–evaluation of probability of i-th risk manifesting in opinion of j-th expert;
Wij – probability of i-th risk manifesting in opinion of j-th expert.
On the basis of studying the factors, determining occurrence of risk situation, we worked out a
systematization of both common and specific risks, marking out simple and complex. To the number of
complex risks the next groups can be attributed: political, legal, manufacture-economic, financial, natural
climatic, infrastructure, personnel risks.
Each complex risk in turn was represented by totality of simple risks (table 2).

Complex risks
Political risks

Legal risks

Manufactureeconomic risks

Financial risks

Table 2: Systematization of risks of entrepreneurial activity within the forestry system
Simple risks
Risk of production and resources export restriction
Risk in view of authority’s operations: confiscation of assets, termination of contract,
revocation of licenses
Risk of non-payments by state customers, principals
Risk of unfavourable change of tax legislation
Risk of presence of administrative barriers, frequent control, corruption
Risk of groundless growth of requirements from the side of organs of forestry
administration
Risk of occurrence of unstable economic situation (inflation growth)
Risk of unfavourable change of forest legislation
Risk of change of forms, ways and methods of SME support
Risk of absence (refusal) of assistance from authoritative structures on the regional
level
Risk of incompleteness and inadequacy of forest legislation on the regional level
Risk of reduction (loss) of legislative guarantees to SME
Risk related to production distribution or rendering services
Risk related to organization of enterprise maintaining with material resources
Risk related to organization of manufacturing process or rendering services
Risk of technological processes failure
Risk related to equipment failure, breakage
Risk related to organization of marketing and advertising of manufactured production
or rendered services
Risk of lack of financial resources (assets in turnover)
Risk of insufficient financial support (absence of subsidiaries, co-operate financing of
forestry works – state-private partnership)
Risk related to high credit rates and credit inaccessibility
Risk related to growth of rental rates and payments
Risk related to growth of prices and tariffs for outside organizations services
Risk related to investments and possibility of their return
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Risk related to refusal of legal entities to finance approved works on conservation,
protection and reproduction of forests
Natural climatic Risk of forest fires occurrence under the conditions of drought
risks
Risk of multiplication enthomo- and phyto-pests
Risk of forest damage by wild animals
Risk related to unfavourable weather conditions, windfall, underflooding
Risk related to discrete works in forests
Infra-structural
Risk of absence (insufficiency) of forests roads of different categories
risks
Risk of investing limitation and low attractiveness of forestry
Risk of underdevelopment of system of state forest inspection
Risk related to incompleteness of cadastral registration of forest lots
Risk related to imperfection of engineering and energetic infrastructure
Personnel risks
Risk of lack of qualified staff
Risk related to non-efficient system of personnel management
Risk related to flow-out of qualified personnel, outflow of key workers of
organization
Risk related to non-efficient system of labour stimulation
Risk related to labour organization, including non-negotiated working time
3.

Results

As a result of methodical approbation within the forestry system it was possible to form profile of risks,
which represent dynamic characteristic of attractiveness level, reflecting risk-producing way of carrying out
entrepreneurial activity within the forestry system, which is a ranged list of risks, evaluated by the criteria of
probability and the value of consequences from their manifesting.
It was discovered that activity of entrepreneurial structures of forestry system is subject to the impact of
relatively large number of significant risk factors (fig. 1)

Fig. 1: Diagram of risks distribution by the level of allowable losses (red – level of risk is allowable, blue – factual
level of risk)
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As a result we obtained expert evaluations of level of risk, significance (rating) of detected risk factors –
risk profile; values of indicators of risk factors state.
It should be mentioned that risk profile is a dynamic characteristic of the level of economic safety of a
forest enterprise. At the same time due to regular actualization of obtained profile of entrepreneurial
structure, it is possible to judge about the character and tendencies of development of risk situation changes
for a particular enterprise and to plan adequate anti-risk measures, based on that.
The survey showed most dangerous risk factors, their profile was formed, analysis of which showed that
financial risks belong to the sphere of high evaluation of risk level.
Development of the forester entrepreneurship is mostly restrained by such types of risk as the following:
 neediness of own financial resources (assets in turnover);
 growth of rental rates and payments;
 flow-out of qualified personnel, outflow of key workers of organization;
 growth of prices and tariffs for outside organizations services;
 underdevelopment of system of state forest inspection;
 imperfect system of forest protection, leading to occurrence of forest fires;
 absence of forms, methods and ways of supporting SME within forestry system;
 imperfect tax legislation, and growing tax burden at small businesses;
 high credit rates;
 incompleteness and inadequacy of forest legislation on the regional level
 imperfection and inadequacy of forest legislation;
 underdevelopment of structure (forests roads);
 imperfection and instability of forest legislation;
 low investing attractiveness of forestry, lack of investments.
At the same time the most dangerous risks for the entrepreneurs are: firstly, risk of lack of own financial
resources; secondly, risk related to growth of rental rates and payment; thirdly, risk related to flow-out of
qualified personnel, outflow of key workers of organization.
Table 3: Critical entrepreneurial risks within the forestry system
Evaluation of
Evaluation of
factor
manifesting
Risk factor
significance
frequency
(value of
(probability)
consequences)
risk of lack of own financial resources
0.78
0.85
risk related to growth of rental rates and payment
0.96
0.66
risk related to flow-out of qualified personnel, outflow of
0.84
0.79
key workers of organization

Total risk
evaluation
0,82
0.81
0.81

The first and the third risk factors are internal, the second – external, at that in many respects these
external and internal factors are interconnected. High level of risk according to given factors means that, in
whole, low level of attractiveness of forestry activity for small businesses, and for activation of the last both
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internal managing decisions and dramatic changes of existing policy towards entrepreneurial within forestry
system are necessary.

4.

Discussions

The economic literature of recent years, devoted to the problems of risks, provides classification of
entrepreneurial risks with, marking out four spheres of their appearance: manufacturing, commercial,
financial and innovation [6]. At the same time, it seems to be interesting to study the reasons for
entrepreneurial risks appearance [7].
The research we conducted allowed us to detect the types of risks, determining development of
entrepreneurial activity within forestry sphere at different levels, and to evaluate their priority. Methodical
approach using Harrington scale, added by verbal description by each interval, allows not only to define the
dominating risks, evaluate the extent of their interference, but to establish skilfully the directions of
development of economy of entrepreneurial structures, engaged in forestry sphere.
We are convinced that internal imbalancing of forest relations, including economic interest of the state,
entrepreneurs – forest managers, ecologists and population, is expressed in distortion of real forest revenues,
inefficient forestry running, deterioration of forest production quality, decrease of investment attractiveness
of forest sector, leave of especially valuable forest for lumbering, replacement of forms and methods of
lumbering and forest management, decrease of reforestation quality, etc., is an prerequisite for forestry
entrepreneurial risks arising [8]. We consider that most essential contradictions within the system of
economic interests of forest relations subjects, hindering both development of entrepreneurship and
realization of state policy within the forestry system, belong to five sub-systems:
 sub-system ‘state-entrepreneurs’ (contradiction is in maximum of forest revenue – interest of the
state and maximum of entrepreneurial revenue – interest of entrepreneur);
 sub-system‘big entrepreneurial structures – small and medium entrepreneurship’ (getting
preferences in forest lots rent by big entrepreneurs and in the absence of interests in their
complex use);
 sub-system ‘entrepreneurs – population’ (realization of forest management at leasehold lots of
forests by entrepreneurs is a barrier for free access of citizens to forests);
 sub-system ‘state – subjects of SME’ (minimization of financing of forestry works and quality of
performed works by entrepreneurs).
We consider that coordination of economic interests within forestry is a condition for decrease of
entrepreneurial risks and resultant development of entrepreneurial activity.
5.

Conclusion

Thereby, the starting point of balance of interests of small entrepreneurship, state and population must be
admission that goals and targets of forestry and forest entrepreneurship in whole are alike: to conserve, to
protect, to reproduce forest and us them without destroying and degradation, manufacturing competitive
forest production, including deep lumber treatment, that is a unity of economic and forestry efficiency. In the
context of discussed above it is needed to be mentioned that denial of predominance of interests of some
forestry subjects over others during the process of their meeting is representing as necessary condition of
entrepreneurial risks minimization and development of entrepreneurship within forestry system [9].
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At the same time economic interest of leaser should be not only to receive revenue in short-term period,
but to be directed at preservation and multiplication of forest wealth. In other words, the policy of
coordination economic interests within forestry, conducted by the state and the regions, does not lead to
sufficient results and demands purposeful consistent perfection.

6.
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Abstract. In this study we will present the impact of the budgetary resources regarding the decision of
financing investment in Republic of Moldova.
In order to finance investment activity, economic entities can benefit from the resources from the state
budget. Through budgetary resources with impact on the decision of financing investment we understand all
the financial resources available at the state level by which the public authority can influence the growth and
development of various sectors of the economy in general and businesses in particular. Thus, as budgetary
resources we consider subventions and subsidies paid in order to finance different business sectors for
development of their financial support, fiscal facilities as well as taxes and dues. If subsidies and financial
aids are intended for a limited circle of economic operators who satisfy some conditions or practice types of
activities protected by the state, then fiscal policy influences the investment volume of the enterprise, exerting
an impact on all economic agents.

Keywords: budgetary resources, investments, subsidies, taxes, finance.
JEL Codes: G32, H25, H32
1.

Introduction

The budget revenues of any state are mostly made up of taxes and fees paid by taxpayers. Analyzing
their circuit in the economy, we notice that the economic agents, being taxed, transfer a part of their benefits
to the state, so that later may benefit, as appropriate, of different financial aids. Thus, the liquidities received
from the taxpayers as taxes and fees, return to the firm in the form of budgetary resources. In this way, the
budgetary resources include on the one hand, the financial aids granted by the State to the economic entities
as grants, subsidies, donations, etc., and on the other hand, all savings and tax incentives regulated by the tax
law of the State.
2.
2.1.

The impact of budgetary resources on financing investments
Subsidies – a source of investment financing

By providing capital subsidies it aims to reduce the effective investment effort with a growing impact of
marginal efficiency of the capital and to increase entrepreneurs’ impulsion to invest [6, p. 176].
In the Republic of Moldova the agricultural producers’ work is subsidized. According to the Regulation
on the way of distributing the fund resources of subsidizing of the agricultural producers, the subsidy is
defined as being the non-refundable and non-taxable moneyed aid granted from the subsidization fund of the
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agricultural producers for supporting the investments made by the agricultural producers who correspond to
the eligibility criteria.
Generalizing the measures for which the financial support is granted, we may mention the following:
1) encouraging agricultural producers’ lending by the financial institution in order to facilitate the
access to the necessary financial resources for development;
2) stimulating the agricultural production risk insurance;
3) stimulating the agricultural investment in order to increase the productivity and the competitiveness
of the sector which requires subsidies;
4) stimulating the consolidation and the irrigation of the agricultural lands in order to increase these
areas and their productivity.
On this basis, we state that the subsidies can be considered as sources of financing investment activity of
agricultural enterprises. In order that the agricultural producers may benefit of budgetary resources in the
form of subsidies, is required them to be eligible and to submit the necessary documents to obtain the grant.
Thus, summarizing the Regulation on the way of distributing the fund resources of subsidizing of the
agricultural producers, may benefit of the subsidy, the agricultural producer that made the investment
corresponding to the goals and the fields of action related to each financial support measures in any locality
in the country except Chisinau and Balti without the use of the grant, being the legal owner of the property
that is the object of the investment and assumes the obligation not to alienate, in any way, the investment
subjected to the subsidization. At the same time, he is not included in the List of agricultural producers’
prohibition; he does not have arrears of taxes and holds the mandatory documents and those that are
requested additionally, according to the support measures.
The subsidies are considered, as well, some financial aid granted by the State to individuals or
organizations. Analyzed from the perspective of economic agents, they aim to reduce the investment costs.
In some cases, they can be treated as donations.
2.2.

Investment resources resulting from the application of direct taxes

Both direct and indirect taxes exert influence on the enterprise investments. In the category of direct
taxes enters the income or profit tax, as is called in other countries, which influence the size of the profit of
the economic entity, thus diminishing its own financial resources, which leads to reduce the financial
available funds necessary financing investment activity.
In determining the taxable income, we will consider some aspects that directly influence its size, such as:
- the deductibility of the expenditure with the interests generate a significant tax economy for an
indebted enterprise because the State accepts the income tax reduction, bearing in such a way a part of the
indebtedness [7, p. 48]. However, according to researcher C. Mihai the deduction of interests and repayment
rates of loans involves a double effect: it reduces the tax burden due to increased financial costs, but also
may lead to a situation in which the enterprise cannot cope with, at some point, the expenses related to the
contracted debit;
- the deduction of expenses on the wear for tax purposes equally helps to reduce the taxable income
and subsequently the income tax. Taking into account the consumable character over time of the properties,
the wear deduction for tax purposes allow their regeneration or enrichment of the immobilisation fund
through new investments related to replacement and modernization. Also, it is allowed the deduction of
expenses for reparation, which will generate a direct impact on the taxable income, diminishing it and thus
producing beneficial effects by reducing the tax burden on the economic agent.
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The researcher M. Diaconu explains the favourable tax effects which the damping has, by the following
synthetic relation [6, p. 204]:
CFt = (Vt - Ct - At) - u(Vt - Ct - At) + At
where: CFt – the financial and monetary flows resulting from the exploitation of new investments; V t –
the operating incomes; Ct – expenses of the same type, specific to the investment, registered at time moment t
(except for the amortization); At – the amortization of the properties at time moment t; u – the established
rate on profit (income) tax.
To make visible the favourable incidence of the deductibility of expenses regarding the amortization for
tax purposes, the previous relation may take the following form:
CFt = (Vt - Ct)(1 - u) + uAt
Therefore, the tax benefits obtainable as a result of the wear deduction for tax purposes are highlighted in
the previous relation by uAt and will participate in the additional supply of the financial effects generated by
the commissioning of the investment.
- carry forward of the losses in the future - is another aspect that contributes to achieving tax
economy, under the terms in which the tax legislation requires the deduction of losses in future years. Bu this
provision of the tax legislation occurs a tax treatment intended for the patrimonial entities that need financial
support in the early stages of their subsequent evolution. The Tax Code of the Republic of Moldova allows
by Article 32 the carryover by instalment in equal parts of the amount of losses resulted from the
entrepreneurship activity for the next three years. The favourable tax impact entrained by this operation
provides the enterprise the possibility of continuous development by reducing the amount of taxable income
by the amount of loss allowed for deduction. This tax economy, so necessary for the firms which are out of
deadlock, will contribute to the financing of the activities generating economic benefits, spurring
investments;
- the change of the income tax rate involves incidence on the evaluation indicators of the investments
projects. The fiscal policy exerts influence on the investment behaviour of the economic agent through the
income tax rate. A high rate of the income tax will raise the cost of the invested capital and will determine
the stagnation of the investment process at the enterprise level, while a reduced rate of the income tax will
reduce the cost of the investment effort and it will create additional liquidities at the enterprise level through
which the investments are stimulated. In this context, in order to boost the investments, in the tax practice
they use the tax facilities and the bonuses that appear as a deduction from the taxable income of a part of the
costs incurred for investments, the tax free of the economic agents during the first tax periods, in order to
consolidate their activity and the sustainable development, the tax free of the part of profit reinvested in the
enterprise activity, the tax credit, etc.
Through these tax breaks, according to researcher M. Diaconu, the authority may encourage the desired
activities, by the fact that they are granted conditionally on the adoption of new investments, without any
option, at the firm level, to allocate greater financial resources and for other destinations. These facilities
may be directed to promote the investments with long functioning period, encouraging the long-term planned
investments, admitting that the higher the expense is, the longer the functioning period will be and the budget
revenues, lost by the granting of these facilities, may be more reduced than in the case of practicing the zero
tax rate [6, p. 219].
Analyzing the evolution of the income tax rate in the Republic of Moldova, we noticed a gradual
transition from a fiscal policy aimed at stimulating the investments to a more demanding one, but with
positive effects. The respective statistics is synthesized in the table below:
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Table 1. The evolution of the indicators related to the investments and the income tax
The indicators

The examined period
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

18224,8

11123,6

13804,8

16449,5

16601,4

16983,2*

The income tax rate, %

0

0

0

0

12

12

The income tax rate for individual
enterprises and peasant farms, %

0

0

0

0

7

7

The income tax rate for the SMEs’
subjects, %

-

-

-

-

3*

3*

The relief from the income tax for the
first years of activity

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

The fiscal facilities for investments

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

The stimulation of free economic zones
(FEZ)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

The volume of investments, millions lei
(MDL)

From the presented statistics is noteworthy that the highest investment volume is reached in 2008 in the
amount of 18224.8 million lei, under the conditions of the zero tax rate and the presence of all tax incentives
expressly stipulated. In 2009, the fiscal policy undertaken by the State enables new investments, keeping the
same rates of the income tax, but the global economic crisis leaves its mark on the development of
enterprises in particular and on the Moldovan economy in general in 2009, and determines the considerable
reduction of the investments volume up to the amount of 11123.6 million lei. Between 2010 and 2011, we
may observe an economic recovery by expanding the investments volume of about 1.24 times and
respectively 1.19 times, compared to previous years, encouraged inclusively by the favourable fiscal policy
carried out by the State. In 2012 the investments manifest a rising trend but with a lower tempo, while the tax
legislation provides the taxation of the legal entities taxable income with 12%, the taxable income of
individual enterprises and farms is subjected to a rate of 7%, and for SMEs, which includes the economic
subjects who are not registered as VAT payers, except for the individual enterprises and farms, the quota of
3%* from the operational activity income is introduced. Meanwhile, it is found that for the economic entities
which at 31 December of the previous fiscal period obtained income from 100000 lei to 600000 lei, the Tax
Code allows the option of choosing between the tax rate of 12% of the taxable income or 3% of the incomes
from the operational activity. In the situation of becoming a VAT payer during the declared fiscal period, the
economic agent will be subject to the general tax regime - 12% of the taxable income. In such a way, we
conclude that the State, through restrictive methods stimulate the economic activity of the patrimonial
entities, because the enterprises are not tempted to pay 3% of the income generated by the operational
activity, whereas this is a gross income that is not subject of deductions. Registering incomes exceeding the
amount of 100000 lei or becoming VAT payers, the economic entities opt for the payment of 12% of the
taxable income. Therefore the investments are stimulated indirectly, because the amplification of the
operational incomes level is possible by stimulating the investment activity. Simultaneously with the
establishment of these fiscal rigors, were excluded all fiscal facilities expressly stipulated, except the
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stimulation of FEZ. In 2013 and 2014 the fiscal policy conceived in 2012 was continued. The impact on the
level of investments volume is the same as in 2012, the investments increase keeping a slow tempo. The
amount of 16983.2 * lei is approximate, being deducted by the percentage data presented in the statistical
database from the Republic of Moldova, because of its absence as a separate indicator. Therefore, it is certain
that the introduction of the income tax, the exclusion of fiscal facilities related to investments and tax
deduction of newly created enterprises from the income tax, the introduction of the tax regime for the
subjects of the small business sector contributes to maintaining the increased investment, but determined at
the same time the reduction of the tempo of the volume investment increase.
In the international economic practice are known several versions of the enterprise profits tax which
present implications on the financial decision concerning the enterprise investments through the effects
entailed on the remaining financial resources available to the firm in order to be reinvested [5, p. 208]. These
versions will be synthesized in the following table:
Table 2. Variants of profit taxation outlined in the international economic practice
No.

Variants of profit taxation

Implications on investments

1.

The application of the tax on the taxable
income, before establishing and
distributing the dividends. Afterwards,
it will set a tax on the dividends.

The application of the respective variant of profit taxation, on the
one hand taxes the dividends twice, and on the other hand, favours
the retention and the reinvestment of a considerable part of the
obtained profit, thus financing the investment activity from the own
sources. However, in these circumstances, the enterprise manifests
opening for debt, while the interest is deductible for tax purposes.

2.

The tax deduction of the profit intended
for reinvestment, taxing only the
dividends.

This variant stimulates the investments by their financing on the
account of the untaxed profit and favours the retention of dividends.

3.

The tax deduction of the dividends,
taxing only the remaining profit
available to the enterprise.

The interest in reinvesting profit falls, however, the issuance of new
shares as a way of financing becomes favourable.

4.

The separate imposition of the profit
after the distribution of dividends and
the separate taxation of dividends paid
to shareholders.

The enterprise is favoured by a low level of dividend distribution
and the unique taxation of dividends compared with its double
taxation, determines the fact that the financing of the enterprise’s
investments by issuance of shares to be attractive and, from the
shareholders’ perspective, who can buy a great number of shares,
thus allocating the financial resources required to finance the
investment activity.

According to the provisions of the tax legislation of the Republic of Moldova, the economic agent pays
dividends from the remaining income after taxing, being obliged to pay to the budget 12% tax withheld of
the profit from the current fiscal year from which will be paid the dividends (Article 801). However, this
amount paid is passed in the account as a tax applied to the taxable income of the economic agent in
question, for the fiscal year in which the payment was made. If, in any fiscal year the passing in the account
of the tax paid for dividends exceeds the amount of the income tax in that year, the economic agent,
according to the Article 175 of the Tax Code of the Republic of Moldova, has the right to compensate for the
difference by its return from the tax body.
The dividends received by shareholders are taxed according to the Tax Code of the Republic of Moldova
with a 6% tax from dividends, inclusively in the form of shares or quotas-sides and 15% of dividends related
to the undistributed profits obtained in the fiscal periods 2008-2011.
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In these conditions, we note that the economic entities from the Republic of Moldova are interested to
finance the investment activity on the basis of the own sources in a proportion of about 57% in 2012 (9492.3
million lei own sources / 16601.4 million lei total investments), also resorting to the borrowed resources, in
order to replenish the financial funds, deducing, for tax purposes, the interest related to credits and
borrowings.
2.3.

The incidence of the indirect taxes on investments

Besides the impact of the direct taxes on the investments volume, it is also obvious the fiscal incidence
of the indirect taxes, in the category of which are subscribed the value added tax (VAT), excises and customs
duties. Although the indirect taxes are put in charge of the final consumer, affecting his budget, their impact
on the economic agents is inevitable. In this respect, the volume of the investment resources can be
negatively influenced by the reduction of the demand level to the enterprise products or services as a result
of their increasing price levels on the account of the indirect taxes.
In the opinion of the Romanian researcher C. Mihai, the influence of VAT on investments is manifested
by crediting the amounts paid into the VAT account until their recovery time [4, p. 80]. Taking into
consideration that, according to the Tax Code of the Republic of Moldova, the moment of the tax liability of
VAT is the moment of delivery and the payment of this tax is allowed until the date of presentation of the
VAT return, i.e. until the last day of the month preceding the current month, the VAT still exerts influence
by reducing the liquidities available to enterprise in the situations when the term of payment for the values
procured by the enterprise is smaller than the term of the collection of receivables related to the values
commercialized by the economic entity. It is remarkable that for detecting the respective influence, the
transactions described above, occur between the enterprises paying VAT. On the other hand, the VAT can
exert positive influence on the available cash of the economic entities, on the account of the VAT amount
returned to them, of which the economic agents, who are VAT payers, will benefit in terms of carrying out
taxable deliveries with VAT at zero or reduced rates, as well as of capital investments. In these conditions,
the deductible VAT will exceed the VAT amount collected as a result of the reduced rates application and
the difference will be offset by return from the State budget of the VAT amount to the economic agent, if he
does not have any other debts to the budget. If they exist, their extinction occurs due to the VAT recoverable
amount. Whatever the case, the VAT refund process, either as cash or in the form of savings from payment
of other taxes will indirectly foster the investments.
Similar effects on investment resources of economic entities are also conditioned by the excises. As for
customs duties they can generate positive effects on investment's resources of economic entities, given the
implementation of some favourable tariff treatments materialized in the reduction or the exemption from the
import customs duties of goods or services, with the effect of reducing the final prices at the importers’ level
[6, p. 234]. In these circumstances, these scheduled facilities applicable to goods at the import, and which are
subsequently used in the production process, stimulate the investments on the account of savings obtained by
the reduced costs of the imported raw materials. The purpose of these scheduled facilities is to develop those
regions, zones or sectors of the national economy which require imported goods for the promotion of the
basic activity.
3.

Conclusions

In conclusion we should mention that in the investment activity financing the budgetary resources plays
an important role. Due to them, the economic entity can benefit from liquidities in the form of subsidies and
various aids that increase the level of the investment resources at the enterprise and speeds up the process of
making investments. The subsidies and the aids, however, are not granted to all economic entities, at the
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same time the presence of the budgetary resources in the investments financing is noticeable by each
economic entity on the account of fiscal facilities, the deductions allowed for tax purposes that generate
savings which determine the reduction of the investment effort and the return of taxes applicable to the
indirect taxation.
Thus, the economic agents, analyzing the provisions of tax legislation and, at the same time, and
implementing in the enterprise practice all tax incentives, will be able to reduce the investment effort,
assigning thus performance and efficiency to the promoted activity.
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1. Introduction
Historically, Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe developed jointly and, nowadays, endeavor to
achieve leading positions in the world economy. Under the conditions of globalization the impact of
countries on each other intensifies, what leads to intensification of position of some countries and weakening
of position of others. Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe appeared to be among the countries whose
economic development globalization has negative impact on.
In spite of announcing global prosperity to be the leading goal of world economy development,
disproportion of economic growth and development of different countries is constantly strengthening, which
leads to chronic gap in economic development between certain countries and leading world economies,
which are called ‘developed countries’.
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Leadership in economic development provides the developed countries with short-term positive effects,
however in long-term prospect strengthening of the gap in population prosperity level of different countries
results in global crises – social, political and economic. In this connection both developed countries and
backward countries are interested in reduction of disproportion of world economy development.
In order to overcome the economic lag a quantitative and qualitative assessment and analysis of extent of
underdevelopment, its reasons, presence of opportunities and prospects for its overcoming are necessary.
This work is devoted to complex analysis conducting of opportunities and prospects of development of
economy of Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe using the ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ methodic,
which would allow to detect the reasons of drifting economies of studied countries into ‘underdevelopment
whirlpool’ and work out a complex of measures to bridge the gap in economic development of these
countries in comparison with the developed countries.

2. Theoretical model of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’
The countries which had begun their economic run earlier are considerably ahead, not only in connection
with gross national product. They won the time, taken the main world market niches. ‘Marked aggravation of
fight for leadership is an important feature of modern competition. In this context scientific-technical
researches are formed in order to stake out their claims, to provide acceptance of standards profitable for the
leaders, to patent and thus to provide additional revenue for the company, in particular, by the way of fastest
growth of its assets capitalization’ [9].
Polarization of the world economy have resulted in appearance of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’,
representing a system of spatio-temporal development circles, which the countries are moving in,
overcoming barriers of ‘vicious poverty circles’, trying to take their own niches in international division of
labour. The ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ hinder developing countries from entering into modern world
community as equal partners. Moreover, they are the reason of the world isolation and dualism intensifying
both within the country and in the international arena. The ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ arise under
pressure of economic expansion of developed countries, thereby creating conditions for their economic and
political hegemony, which encourage appearance additional opportunities for their development, measured
by GNP (GDP) growth per capita [12].
Essential analysis of such a phenomenon as ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’ demands definition of its
parameters: depth and speed of drifting. The depth of this theoretical whirlpool can be measured by temporal
underdevelopment of a country from the developed countries. Speed of getting into a whirlpool is a
parameter more complicated, because it presents dynamical process. The theoretical model of getting into a
whirlpool represents a process of reduction of transformation factors work (human, technical, natural), in
other words, relation of marginal result to marginal costs tends to zero:
V= ∂R/∂C=>0,

(1);

where V – speed of getting into a whirlpool; ∂R –marginal result from investing transformational factors
(industrial result); ∂C – marginal investment of transformational factors [7]. The closer is V to zero; the
faster is the process of drifting into a ‘whirlpool’. The only way out from the globalized ‘underdevelopment
whirlpool’ is not the catching up development, but formation, origin of new development circles on the basis
of new innovation cycles.

3. Analysis of economy development of Russia and the countries of Eastern
Europe using the ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ methodic
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On the basis of the presented theoretical model calculation of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ was
conducted for Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe. In the course of research comparison of
underdevelopment of Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe from average indicators of economic
growth, counted according to all studied countries. The source data for ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’
calculation are represented in Table 1.

GDP per capita,
2005

Year of comparable average level

GDP per capita,
2007

Year of comparable average level

GDP per capita,
2009

Year of comparable average level

GDP per capita,
2012

Year of comparable average level

Russia

9254

1977

11853

1979

16743

1984

19227

1987

23549

1990

Belarus

6578

1973

8640

1976

11086

1979

12694

1980

15579

1983

Bulgaria

8213

1976

9809

1977

12344

1980

13617

1981

15933

1983

Hungary

15349

1983

16975

1984

18923

1986

20249

1987

21570

1988

Moldavia

1916

1965

2362

1965

2723

1965

2854

1965

3424

1966

Poland

11987

1979

13784

1981

16748

1984

18796

1986

21903

1988

Romania

7681

1975

9361

1977

12665

1980

14643

1982

16518

1984

Ukraine

4498

1967

5583

1971

6954

1973

6312

1972

7418

1974

Czech
Republic

18765

1986

21264

1988

25415

1992

25645

1992

26426

1993

The USA

38225

2003

42516

2005

46349

2007

45305

2009

49965

2012

Country

GDP per capita,
2003

Year of comparable average level

Table 1. The source data for calculation of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ in Russian regions [auth. acc. to
7; 8; 10]

As it can be seen from Table 1, a range of countries, namely Russia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and
Czech Republic, develop at a faster rate and lag approximately 20 years behind the USA; a range of
countries, namely, Moldavia and Ukraine lag 40 years behind the USA by the level of economic
development, the rest of the countries – Belarus and Bulgaria develop at a medium rate and their level of
GDP per capita is equal to 30-year-old level of GDP per capita of the USA. Let us calculate
‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe (Table 2).
Table 2. Calculation of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ in Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe, [auth.]
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Region

Underdevelopment in 2003,
years

Depth

Rate

Underdevelopment in 2005,
years

Depth

Rate

Underdevelopment in 2007,
years

Depth

Rate

Underdevelopment in 2009,
years

Depth

Rate

Underdevelopment in 2012,
years

Depth

Rate

E-mail: editors@reaser.eu

Russia
Belarus

26
30

26
30

0,2
0,3

26
29

26
29

0,2
-0,1

23
28

23
28

-0,3
-0,1

22
29

22
29

-0,1
0,1

22
29

22
29

0,0
0,1

Bulgaria

27

27

0,3

28

28

0,1

27

27

-0,1

28

28

0,1

29

29

0,1

Hungary

20

20

0,1

21

21

0,1

21

21

0,1

22

22

0,1

24

24

0,3

Moldavia

38

38

0,4

40

40

0,2

42

42

0,2

44

44

0,2

46

46

0,2

Poland

24

24

0,2

24

24

0,0

23

23

-0,1

23

23

0,0

24

24

0,1

Romania

28

28

0,2

28

28

0,0

27

27

-0,1

27

27

0,0

28

28

0,1

Ukraine

36

36

0,4

34

34

-0,2

34

34

0,0

37

37

0,3

38

38

0,1

Czech Republic

17

17

0,1

17

17

0,0

15

15

-0,2

17

17

0,2

19

19

0,2

According to the results of the research the following conclusions are obtained. During the under review
(2003 – 2012) among Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe the best results for economic growth were
shown by Russia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Czech Republic. Among the countries-outsiders it is
necessary to mark out Moldavia and Ukraine (the highest speed of drifting into a ‘underdevelopment
whirlpool’).
At the same time among the countries under review, being within ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ at
present, in Russia positive tendencies are observed, connected with bridging the lag between its own value of
GDP per capita and the value of GDP per capita in the USA. Thus, the lag in its economic development and
development of the USA was reduced from 26 years to 22 during the period of time under review. The rest
of the countries are in stable state, which is characterized by significant underdevelopment from the US
economic growth rate.
In the course of the calculations the extent of underdevelopment, the depth of underdevelopment
whirlpools, and the rate of drifting into them or the way out of them, if this occurs, were defined.
Thus, in 2003 all the countries under review lagged behind the USA not less than 17 years according to
the concerned indicator. The most successful was Czech Republic in this regard, which, however, was not
able to keep this advantage till 2012. In the rest of the countries the underdevelopment was more than 20
years. The least favourable situation was in Moldavia and Ukraine.
Concerning the dynamics of underdevelopment, in all countries under review, except Russia, increase of
lag of GDP per capita and the US GDP per capita occurs right up until 2012. We can note that during this
period, in whole, quite high correlation between the speed of underdevelopment increasing and the rates of
underdevelopment, mentioned above. The least favourable situation was in Moldavia (2 years per year),
Czech Republic (2 years per year) and Hungary (3 years per year).
During the period under review there were attempts of getting out of ‘underdevelopment whirlpools’ in
the countries under consideration, but they did not succeed. Consequently, it is necessary to mention that the
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observed countries are still dozen of years behind economic development of the object of comparison – the
USA. The positive fact is that during the decade under review Russia managed to reduce underdevelopment
till the period of 22 years. At the same time, average underdevelopment has grown by 6 years in average.
Thus, according to most rough calculation, it would take Russia about 22 years to reach the development
level of the USA by the indicator of GDP per capita, Belarus and Bulgaria – about 29 years, Hungary – about
24 years, Moldavia – about 46 years, Poland – about 24 years, Romania – about 28 years, Ukraine about 38
years, Czech Republic – about 19 years.
Analysis of the reasons of such disproportions lead to the necessity of studying of the structure of
economy of the countries under review during long period of time. Analytical data for comparison are shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. GDP structure of Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe in 2012 [auth. acc. to 8, 10]
Sector of economy

Russia

The countries of Eastern
Europe

Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Mining
Manufacturing industries
Producing and distribution of electric energy, gas and water
Construction
Wholesale and retail trading
Hotels and restaurants (touristic sector)
Transport and communication
Financial activity
Operations with real estate, rent and accordance of services
Public administration and provision of military security; social insurance
Education
Health protection and accordance of social services
Other sectors of economy

4,7
10,9
15,2
5,1
6,3
14,5
0,5
8,2
7,1
2
13,5
2
2
8

14
0,5
8
2
5
6
10,5
6,4
13,5
3,9
8,4
5,1
6,7
10

As it can be seen from Table 3, mining and manufacturing industries, trade and public administration
constituted the biggest share in the structure of Russian economy. Education and health protection account
insignificant share in the structure of GDP of Russia. In the structure of economy of the countries of Eastern
Europe, the leading role belongs to agriculture, financial activity, and touristic sector.
Basing on obtained data it is possible to make a conclusion that Russia managed to reduce the
underdevelopment in economic development compared to the USA, most of all, due to employing of its
natural resources, which the countries of Eastern Europe do not possess. Orientation at postindustrial
economy formation and forced development of service sphere does not lead to economic growth, as it
happens in developed countries, and in contrast assists drifting the economy of the countries of Eastern
Europe into ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’.

4. Analysis of opportunities and prospects of development of economy of Russia
and the countries of Eastern Europe
Within implementation of the conception of moving Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe to a new
qualitative level, it seems to be necessary to create multistage structure of target instruments of state,
business and society impact on economic processes, arising in national economies of the countries under
review.
The processes, arising in the economies of the given countries, make considering interference of impact
instruments. Complexity of institutional interference at all levels of social functioning dictates necessity of
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working out of a three-stage model of moving economies of Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe to a
new qualitative level.
Tripersonality of state, social and corporate impacts on the economic processes in whole is the basis of
three-stage character of the suggested model. Let us consider the model more precisely. Public
administration should be based on realization of potential of society and economy, at that its share in GDP of
the country should constitute 5-7% in order to provide efficiency of public administration of national
economy. In this connection, it is necessary to reduce administrative costs in Russia and the countries of
Eastern Europe.
Corporate impact on the economic growth should be reflected in development of priority sectors of
national economy. The basis of economic growth in the countries under review should be constituted by
modern competitive manufacture, based on innovations, because only such manufacture is able to provide
stable growth of GDP and overcome the gap between them and the developed countries. In Russia such
manufacture should be based on its relative advantage, expressed in possessing significant natural resources.
However it should be directed not only at extracting of these resources, but at their processing in order to
concentrate the chain of added cost on the territory of Russia.
In the countries of Eastern Europe manufacture should be related to most perspective economic sector –
touristic sector, because it forms the image of these countries and needs constant support. Such a sector can
be, for example, entertain industry, representing manufacture of innovational side-shows. This measure
would allow converting the countries of Eastern Europe into centres of not only cultural, but also
entertaining and family tourism.
Social impact on the economic growth should be represented in the form of social influence on state
policy and private business in order to increase its efficiency and develop priority branches of economy.
Formation and development of civil society, support and development of educational and health-protectoral
sectors are the instruments of social impact development, because this provides increase of life standard and
social responsibility of society.
Special attention should be paid to the goals of moving to a new qualitative level of economy from the
point of view of foreign-economic activity and world globalization processes. Globalization has become
irreversible, and the goal of any country is to define their role in this process. The best option in this case is
maintaining of the system of multipolar world, which does not have a well-marked leader, practically
empowered for global hegemony.
From the point of view of progressive development of all parts of world economy, the most profitable
model for the world is the development model, based on mutual understanding, taking in account private
interests, cultures, traditions of different types of civilizations, their self-sustainability acceptance.
The goal of creating effective mechanisms of economy monitoring is very important both for
intensifying positive effects and decreasing and prevention of negative moments of different internal and
external factors of influence on economic processes. Monitoring is one of the main functions of managing
any system. All the more necessary is presence of mechanisms and opportunities of monitoring realization
such a global in its scale and significance for the country goal of moving to a new qualitative level of
economic development.

5. Conclusion
The conducted research has revealed that Russia and the countries of Eastern Europe significantly lag
behind the developed countries in their economic development, and this underdevelopment intensifies in the
course of time, which is an evidence of their drifting into a ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’. The biggest lag in
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economic development during 2003-2012 is observed in Moldavia (46 years) and Ukraine (38 years), the
least – in Czech Republic (19 years), Russia (22 years), Poland and Hungary (24 years).
The depth and the speed of drifting into ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’ of the countries under review are
increasing during 2003-2012. In spite of the attempts of some countries to overcome the economic
underdevelopment, the positive effect is short-term, which results in intensifying of the lag in the economic
development between these countries and the developed countries, first of all, the USA.
Russia managed to reduce the underdevelopment by 4 years through last 10 years, but the qualitative
analysis of Russian economic growth has shown that such results were achieved due to using of existing
resource potential, that is why economic growth in Russia in 2003-2012 was formed due to external factors,
most of all, conjuncture of world resource markets, energy prices and exchange rates.
Such an economic growth is not stable, because it does not depend on the country itself, though Russia’s
possession of resources determines existence of opportunities and prospects for bridging the lag and finding
way out from the ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’. The countries of Eastern Europe also have opportunities
and prospects for bridging the lag in economic development in comparison with the developed countries,
which are based, first of all, on the developed sphere of financial and touristic services, and agriculture [1317].
In order to find ways out from the ‘underdevelopment whirlpool’ Russia and the countries of Eastern
Europe need qualitative transformation of economic growth and its moving to a new qualitative level, at
which effective economic growth administration on the level of state, business and society can be achieved.
Therefor it is necessary to form competitive manufacture in global scale in priority sectors of economy. For
Russia raw resources processing is such manufacture, and for the countries of Eastern Europe –
manufacturing of production for touristiс sector of economy.
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Abstract. The main motivation behind this study is to analyse drivers of labour productivity: innovation,
internationalization and human capital in manufacturing enterprises. Using data from the Management,
Organisation and Innovation (MOI) Survey 2009 for a representative sample of 218 firms from Germany and
103 firms from Poland we present empirical results as a comparative study. The principal finding that
emerged from the study is that patterns in internationalization and firm innovative activities are similar in
both countries. However, output of innovation and productivity are significantly higher in German sample.
The results of the investigation extend publications on firm-level productivity and innovation European
countries based on survey data.
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1.

Introduction

Nowadays, firms face rapid changes of environment caused by globalization, appearance of new
competitors and diversification of demand. It is a key issue to find a path to increase their productivity and to
compete effectively in regional and global markets, adapt the structure to global-knowledge competition and
develop new goods and services that respond to changing domestic and international demand. Though, the
priority is to maintain and improve ability of firms to innovate and compete. Firms to remain competitive on
the market have a need to improve research and innovative effort, the development of human capital through
education, and develop new organizational strategies.
Although the transition of Eastern European countries from centrally planned economy to market driven
system occurred more than two decades ago and now those countries participates in the global economic
community, publications on firm-level innovation in transition economies based on survey data are sparse
(Roztocki and Weistroffer, 2011). The closed economies blocked international linkages that impact on
innovation, including knowledge spillovers and technology adoption. The characteristic of the command
economic system resulted in low competitiveness and technological obsolescence (Winiecki, 2004).
Consequently, flow of the knowledge between science and industry is weak and there are difficulties in
diffusion of existing results to business use. It is mostly due to the heritage of anti-innovation bias from the
command economy system when all applications of research and development (R&D) were controlled by
+
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state and due to insufficient financial support. For Eastern European countries one of the main issues of
productivity improvement and competitiveness is innovativeness. Innovations stimulate the economic growth
of countries and thus enable to catch up with developed market economies. However, in response to the
introduction of market institutions and market rules in the 1990s, firms faced increased competition, had to
modify their innovation behaviour and also new economic networks among firms developed rapidly.
Therefore, in this paper we provide preliminary analysis of manufacturing enterprises in Poland and
Germany, as a benchmark of more advanced economy. Poland is the most important country from former
communist states with rapidly growing economy and the increasing influence in the European Union. Poland
managed to maintain positive growth during the crisis, so as being the only EU country not to have
experienced a recession in the last twenty years. The main motivation behind this study is to compare
German and Polish manufacturing enterprises: Firstly, to characterize German and Polish manufacturing
enterprises including their economic performance. Secondly, to analyse differences in drivers of
productivity: innovation, internationalization and human capital. The main questions underpinning the
research are: 1) What are the differences between German and Polish manufacturing enterprises? 2) How
huge is the gap in main productivity drivers (innovation, internationalization and human capital) between
German and Polish firms?
The reminder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents data and sample design. Section 3
describes general characteristics of the firms and their performance. Section 4 reports the empirical findings
on firm productivity drivers, and section 4 provides conclusions and policy implications based on those
findings.
2.

Data

This paper’s empirical descriptive analysis is based on data from Management, Organisation and
Innovation (MOI) Survey 2009, a joint initiative of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) and the World Bank Group (the World Bank). The MOI survey was undertaken for the first time in
2008-2009, covering 1870 manufacturing establishments with between 50 and 5000 employees from 10
Eastern European countries: Belarus, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan, and Germany as a developed country benchmark and India as a developing country
benchmark. MOI interviews were conducted face-to-face with interviewers recruited by local survey
companies and took place between October 2008 and April 2010. The interviews were conducted with
managers and endured on average 50 minutes. The response rate was 44 percent. The questionnaire
comprised seven sections organised by topic. Initially questions were posed about the characteristics of the
firm, such as legal status, ownership and number of years in operation. This was followed by sections on
management practices, organisation of the firm, innovation and R&D, degree of competition and labour. The
MOI questionnaire was developed and tested in two pilot surveys prior to its implementation in the field.
Two main objectives of the sample is measure and compare management practices across the countries and
to conduct firm performance analysis focusing on determining how management practises affect productivity
and job creation in manufacturing. MOI survey was used to determine if quality of management practices is
positively associated with various measures of firm performance in Eastern European countries (Bloom et
al., 2012; Schweiger and Friebel, 2013). The Survey uses a standardized survey instrument and a uniform
sampling methodology to minimize measurement error and generate a sample representative of the
manufacturing sectors in each country. Data are comparable across the countries and the sample seize is
large enough to conduct statistically robust analysis with levels of precision at minimum 7.5% precision for
90% confidence intervals (EBRD and World Bank, 2008).
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Data from the MOI survey was complemented by firm performance data (balance sheets and income and
loss statement) from Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis database. Given that the output variables from Bureau van
Dijk’s Orbis database are not available for all countries and also for all firms in the country, we run the risk
that results are driven by the specific country. Performance data: the operating revenue, profit margin,
EBITDA margin, ROTA margin and spending on research and development activities are winsored at 1% to
limit the impact of outliers on the result (this means that all the data below the 0.5th percentile are set to the
0.5th percentile and all the data above the 99.5th percentile are set to the 99.5th percentile as in Bloom et al.
(2012)).
3.
3.1.

Empirical findings
General characteristics and firm performance

For the present study, we have included 218 firms from Germany and 103 firms from Poland. In Polish
and German sample we observe similar distribution of enterprises regarding the technology intensity of
industry in which firms operate. Those firms operate mainly in low technology industries 34% of firms in
both countries mainly producing wood, pulp, paper, printing and publishing industries and in food products,
beverages and tobacco. Furthermore, 25% of German and 30% of Polish firms operate in medium-low
technology industries, mainly producing basic metals and fabricated metal products. In Germany more firms
are medium-high technology intensive 32% and in Poland 27% in both countries producing mainly
machinery and equipment. Lastly, 9% of companies in both sub-samples operate in high technology
industries in Poland mainly producing pharmaceuticals and in Germany manufacturing medical, precision
and optical instruments.

(a) Ownership

(b) Performance

(c) Productivity

Fig. 1: General characteristics and firm performance. Source: Own elaboration. Orbis database and MOI survey.

Regarding the size of firms based on the number of employees, firms form the sample in Germany and in
Poland slightly differ. In Poland 47% of firms are large, 50% medium-sized (between 50 and 250
employees), 3% are small firms and have on average 399 workers. In Germany there are more medium-sized
firms 62%, 36%large firms, 2% of small firms and have on average 310 workers. Those companies are
mainly firms on they own 66% and 57% in Poland and in Germany respectively. The remaining firms are a
part of a bigger firm. Comparing distribution of the firms by the legal status in both countries, firms are
mainly share-holding companies, with distinction for those which are traded in the stock market 20% and
12% and with shares traded privately 68% and 76% in Poland and in Germany respectively. Firm ownership
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is presented on figure 1a. In Poland 11% of the firms are still state owned, 29% were state owned in the past
and 60% were not state owned. In Germany 95% were not owned by state. The ownership of the single
largest block in the firm differs. In Germany 44% of firms are family owned, followed by individual
ownership 21%, where in Poland most popular is that firm have multiple owners 32% and than individual
ownership 26%. Taking into consideration full-time top and middle managers we observe gender gap. In
Poland only 32% of managers are female and in Germany 42% of managers.
In addition, we have compared firm performance indicators profit margin, EBITDA margin, ROTA
margin (figure 1b), operating revenue and productivity (figure 1c). Profit margin is a ratio of profitability
calculated as operating and financial profit divided by total operating revenue. Profit margin is very useful
when comparing companies in similar industries. Polish firms on average have a higher profit margin, what
indicates that have better control over its costs compared to German firms. EBITDA margin is a
measurement of a company’s operating profitability. It is equal to earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortization (EBITDA) divided by total revenue. EBITDA margin can provide an investor with a
cleaner view of a company’s core profitability. On average Polish firms have higher EBITDA margin scores.
Moreover, ROTA margin defined as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) over total assets indicates how
efficiently the company is using its assets to generate earnings before contractual obligations must be paid.
German firms have greater a company’s earnings in proportion to its assets, that means they are using assets
more effectively than Polish enterprises. Lastly, we compared operating revenue, which is income derived
from sources related to a company’s everyday business operations. The operating revenue in 2008 expressed
in millions of dollars on average is more than two times higher in German than Polish manufacturing
enterprises form the sample (figure 1c). In addition, we compared firm productivity which is approximated
by the operating revenue in 2008 divided by the number of full-time employees (figure 1c). The MOI survey
data show that Polish companies have more than six times lower firm productivity than German.
3.2.

Innovation

Nowadays, knowledge is the resource and the commodity of knowledge economy, which explains the
progress in productivity (Castells, 2011). In-house research and development is needed for understanding
and absorption of knowledge developed internationality, for improvement of local R&D skills and active
participation in international R&D networks. Innovation begins with firm’s formal and informal R&D
effects. There is empirical evidence that knowledge and subsequently innovation lead to improvement of
firm productivity. Innovation can boost productivity in two ways, by firms investing in R&D themselves and
reaping the benefits from new or improved products and processes, or by spillovers from creators of
knowledge to other firms to compete. Studies have shown that both these processes – R&D investment and
the use of external knowledge – influence the ability of firms to innovate (Criscuolo et al., 2010).
International sales and innovation have been shown to be associated with superior productivity (Harris and
Li, 2009). R&D activity is generally conceptualized as an input to the innovation process and can have
substantial influence on the innovation performance of firms. In addition, R&D and ICT are both strongly
associated with innovation and productivity, with ICT investment being more important for productivity
(Hall et al., 2013). Moreover, management of innovation includes the use of available resources to generate
novel methods to address organizational and marketing aspects of firm’s activities (Birkinshaw et al., 2008).
Hence innovation comprises both technological and non-technological aspects which are not mutually
exclusive. Some other aspects are interconnected with innovation, for example: changes of work training,
improvement of human capital, organizational change in business practices in workplace or in external
relations.
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Fig. 2: Aspects of innovation. Source: Own elaboration. MOI survey.

Figure 2 presents comparison of aspects of innovation considered in the MOI survey. Firstly, 55% of
German and Polish companies have invested in R&D activities, either in-house or contracted with other
companies (outsourced). However, on average German manufacturing firms had almost three times higher
R&D expenditures (3.36 millions of dollars compared to 1.2 millions of dollars in Poland). Furthermore,
outsourcing is a possible way of acquiring better quality inputs or parts than firms which produce on their
own. In both countries half of firms outsourced production to other companies and 37% of Polish firms and
34% of German firms outsourced production to other countries. Moreover, profitable application of the
newly created knowledge is crucial. Development of new products or services is a prime source for gaining
position in the market and competitive pressure is an incentive for firms to innovate and raise productivity.
Around 82% of Polish and German establishment have introduced new product or services three years.
Those new products or services have generated 27% and 22% of sales in Poland and in Germany
respectively. Regarding information and communication technologies (ICT) indicator in German
manufacturing firms on average 41% of employees regularly uses personal computers for their job, when in
Poland it is 31%. Lastly, we compared patents as a measure of the output of innovation, which is associated
with higher levels of productivity. Germany have better output 42% of companies registered patents abroad,
when in Poland only 10% of companies. Domestic patents registered 59% of German firms and 41% of
Polish firms.
3.3.

Internationalization

Foreign presence of the companies is particularly important for diffusion of knowledge and innovation.
Openness allows for international spillover effect, enhancement of their catching-up process through
adaptation of advanced foreign technologies and improving their productivity. Moreover, firms operating on
international markets face greater competition and hence a greater incentive to invest in R&D and innovation
in order to remain competitive. Internationalization makes different varieties of capital goods more
accessible, which increase efficiency (Caselli and Coleman II, 2001; Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004).
Competition raises levels and growth of productivity, enable more productive firms to grow at the expense of
others and gives firm’s a clear incentive to improve performance (Disney et al., 2003). There is also
considerable evidence that businesses that are able to compete internationally, as multinationals in global
markets, are able to reap productivity benefits and able to grow as well as survive better in their domestic
markets. To become internationally competitive, firms must be market oriented and offer products and
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services of international quality (Criscuolo and Martin, 2009). Moreover, studies have shown that
competition is positively associated with innovation by firms (Aghion et al., 2005).
German companies are more present on international markets, then Polish. 85% of German
manufacturing enterprises from the sample have establishments abroad, for Poland it is 66% of firms. In the
case of 42% of German firms the main product is sold on international market, 45% on national and 13%
local market. Polish firms mainly sold product across the country (59%), 37% on international market, 4%
locally. This data grasp if firm has any foreign affiliation, but not the importance of the outward orientation,
we do not dispose of information about the sales generated in each foreign establishment and amount of sales
on foreign market. Furthermore, external consultants can be seen as a source of providing tactic
technological know-how in improving management and adopting new, imported technology. 41% of Polish
and 71% German firms have ever hired an external consultant to improve its area of management. In
Germany and in Poland manufacturing enterprises have a similar business environment to compete. In both
countries, 90% of companies admitted that compete with multinational firms and 75% with imports from
abroad on their main product market. Moreover, there is huge number of competitors on establishments’
main product market. 53% and 68% of companies pointed that they face more than five competitors on its
main product market, in Germany and in Poland respectively.
3.4.

Human capital

Presently the importance of human capital is much higher in knowledge economy than in industrial
economy. Better quality human capital can help companies to develop their innovation activities as well as
increase ability to absorb high technology knowledge from abroad. Greater human capital is
complementarity for innovation and ICT use, also positively affects firm productivity (Brynjolfsson and Hitt,
2003; Iranzo et al., 2008; Arvanitis and Loukis, 2009). In addition, innovation abilities are strongly
connected with human capital. Wide range of skills needed for innovation, including technical skills,
academic skills, generic skills, creativity, soft skills, and management and entrepreneurial skills (Brown et
al., 2001). In Poland on average in manufacturing enterprises share of workers with university degree is
higher than in Germany. In Poland 10% of the full-time production workers, and 39% of the full-time nonproduction workers graduated from university. In Germany those rates are lower: 4% and 20% respectively.
On contrary, in Poland on average only 3% of full-time top and middle managers have Master of Business
Administration (MBA), where in Germany 23%. Lastly, top managers have on average 18 and 24 years of
experience, in Poland and in Germany respectively.
4.

Conclusions

We have shown empirical analysis of drivers of productivity based on the survey data from
representative sample of manufacturing enterprises from Germany and Poland. Moreover, we have
characterized German and Polish manufacturing enterprises including their economic performance. We aim
to extend publications on firm-level productivity and innovation in European countries, presented as a
comparative study based on survey data.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study. Firstly, in Poland huge percentage of
companies is or were state-owned firms in the past. It can be a potential explanation of worse productivity
performance and be factor that slows down innovative activities and improvement of efficiency. Secondly,
manufacturing companies in both countries have similar patterns in internationalization and firm innovative
activities. However, output of innovation approximated by patents and labour productivity are significantly
higher in German sample. To sum up, Poland after transition made a huge step to restructure economy and
Polish firms as much as Western European, have access to global technological and social development and
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hence may have a wide range of benefits. Therefore, notwithstanding the recent gains, significant challenges
remain in sustaining firm productivity growth and compete on international markets.
The obtained results have some policy implications. Policy makers should adopt a mix of policies to
foster innovation, for instance by easing access to finance, allowing firms to cooperate with other firms and
technological institutions and increasing the amount of skilled personnel. Besides, the business environment
of innovation is affected by government policy, provision of infrastructure, education, industrial relations,
legal institutions and research funding. The main limitation of this research is relatively small sample of
enterprises included in the MOI survey database and high number of missing financial data. We have in
mind existing disparities caused by firm heterogeneity across Poland and Germany and across industries.
Regarding importance of this topic especially for transition economies there is a need for more data
including: more countries, improving indicators, collecting data from service enterprises and small and
medium enterprises and longitudinal data. The results of the investigation extend publications on firm-level
productivity and innovation in European countries based on survey data.
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Fast food in Tbilisi
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Abstract: This article deals with the fast food establishments that can be found in Georgia’s capital Tbilisi as of
today. The article is divided into two sections, first interviews with the managers or the owners of the
establishments and then we hear the voices of the costumers by a questionnaire that was left for the costumers to
answer while they were visiting the establishments. The article and study should be seen as a first academic
attempt to map out the fast food sphere in Tbilisi that is quite new on the gastronomic map of the country.

Keywords: Georgia (the nation), Tbilisi, fast food establishments, consumption, customers, economy
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1.

Introduction

Georgia (Sakartvelo) is a transcontinental country in the Caucasus region, situated at the dividing line
between Europe and Asia. The country´s geographical location with borders to the Black Sea, the modern
Russian federation, Turkey, Armenia and Azerbaijan, has meant that through pre-history and history it has
been a crossroad between the East and the West.
Due to its location, the country has been invaded several times over the course of history by for example
the Greeks, Persians and the Ottomans, to name just a few. The invasions mean that much of the antique and
Islamic worldview still exists at the country’s borders- which are a unique cultural situation. The invasions
have also left its footprints on Georgia’s food- and drinking habits and traditions. This has resulted in the
existence of many different gastronomically and culinary branches in the foodway’s of today’s Georgia.
The choice of food and beverage (gastronomy) is founded very early in the history of a nation (society)
and its inhabitants. In short factors such as need, edibility, availability, human senses, philosophical
thoughts, geographical and mental boarders, economy, inheritance from childhood, ideology, social
structures, social class, gender, utensils, experiences and sensations plays a vital part in humans choices of
food and beverage in the daily life and on feast days. A nation's gastronomy consists also of phenomenon
such as diet, provisions, culinary art, fare, nourishment. The choices are therefore very complex and never
static. It gets even more complicated due to the fact that the factors mentioned above not necessary have the
same meaning for all inhabitants within the same geographical boarders. [1] A rather new phenomenon in the
city of Tbilisi and on the culinary map is fast food that has its roots in the western part of the world. This
article will deal with the fast food establishments in Tbilisi. 1
+PhD, corresponding author: Phone+737042131.
1Söderlind, Ulrica, The Nobel banquets, New Jersey, 2010:6-30
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2.
2.1.

Previous research
Food in Georgia

It has been difficult for foreign researchers to do research in Georgia in modern times, due to the often
ambivalent political situation in the country and surrounding areas. After the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the independence that followed the country was facing some very difficult times in the late 1990 and was
facing the brink of a civil war. Even if the political situation has stabilised itself it is not easy to get access to
research material for foreign researcher.
In order to study the Georgian cuisine one has to either visit the country or try to find cookbooks about
the nation’s food and drinking habits. In my previous research I have done both. It is not easy to find cookery
books in English regarding the subject even if there is a few. The best known one is the Georgian feast [2]2, a
book about the different cuisines in the country; the book is a narrative travelling book.
Since the Georgian cuisine in itself is very complicated it is not easy to describe it, in my previous
research on the subject I have stated that wine, bread, khachapuri and khinkali are staple foods. It is a debate
regarding the origin of wine among the researcher; however it seems safe to say that the cradle of wine is in
the region of today’s modern Georgia.

Fig. 1.Wine being rotated in its wooden vast during the fermentation process, ©Söderlind, Ulrica

Regardless of how much food or varieties of dishes that is on the table during a meal, if there is no bread,
the meal is not considered to be complete. Bread baking is done on a daily basis, at home or at small
bakeries. The main crop for flour is wheat and there are two distinct bread types that are made in an oven
called tone and that is mother´s bread (dedas puri) and tone bread. Cornbread is also very often eaten.
Khachapuri is often translated as cheese bread; however I distance myself from that translation since I do not
find it correct even if it is bread dough where cheese is added.

2

Goldstein, Darra, The Georgian feast, Berkeley, 1999
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Fig. 2. Making of the traditional tone bread in a local bakery. ©Söderlind, Ulrica

The photograph shows the making of the traditional tone bread in a local bakery and the photograph on
the right shows the special cheese that is used for the filling of the Khachapuri.©Söderlind, Ulrica

Fig. 3. A special cheese is used for the filling of the Khachapuri. The cheese can be seen to the right in the photograph.
©Söderlind, Ulrica
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Khinkali is considered to be a national dish and can be described as meat dumplings where the minced
meat is with herbs or without. There are also vegetarian versions of the dish with fillings of mashed potatoes,
cheese or mushrooms. Many Georgians do not consider the vegetarian versions as real khinakli, however the
version with potatoes are often eaten during fasting periods.[3] 3

Fig. 4. Khinkali making with the traditional filling of minced meat at a resturant in Tbilisi, ©Söderlind, Ulrica

In previous research I have also studied cookbooks written in Georgian and cookbooks about the
nation’s cuisine written in English in my search for the Georgian cuisine. It is a clear difference in the
contents of the cookbooks. This might be explained with the fact that the cookbooks written in Georgian is
aimed for the Georgian readers in the first place and therefore contains a lot more recipes such as
preservation of foodstuffs, it seems like preservations is not important at all in the cookbooks written in
English. To me it seems like that if one only read the cookbooks that are aiming for the foreign public one
gets a very limited knowledge, or only a small window or glimpse into the Georgian cuisine, especially if
one only read the ones that are made for tourists and that does not make justice to the country’s cuisine with
all its freshness and tastefulness. [4]
Nikoloz Pirosmani is known as the national painter of Georgia and he had a very hard life, before he
started to paint for a living he among other things worked at the railway and had small shops. Pirosmani
painted billboards and walls of inns, taverns and restaurants for his upkeep. If one studies the surviving body
of work of Pirosmani one finds that wine and bread are very common as well as eggs and cakes, the later
mainly for Easter. One thing that is striking when one studies Pirosmani’s painting from a food perspective,
specially the paintings of the feasts or dining and drinking is that in those paintings no one drinks beer, only
wine and that the composition of the meal in itself is more or less the same with bread, wine, some kind of
vegetables, meat dish, birds. The selection of dishes in the meal of feast is very limited and that is surprising
considering how a Georgian table is laid out today and it seems like the very large and big feast called
3

Söderlind, Ulrica, ”The gastronomic man and Georgia´s food culture”, Review of applied Socio-Economic Research, vol 1, issue
1/2011, 97-122, “Introduction to the foodways of Georgia”- Caucasus journal of social Sciences, 2009, 71-87, Tbilisi, “An
interdisciplinary approach to the foodways of Georgia”, Amirani, 2010, 3-16, Tbilisi
4 Söderlind, Ulrica, The Georgian cuisine according to some national and international cookbooks, in print
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“Supra” has a very long history in Georgia and at a supra the tables are filled with different kind of dishes,
sometimes even placed on top of each other. The national dishes such as Khachapuri or Khinkali are absent
in the remaining paintings by Pirosmani.[5] 4As can be seen very little research regarding the Georgian
cuisine have been done and it is safe to say that it is still in its infancy and that the Georgian cuisine is
complex.
2.2.

Fast food

Earlier studies of fast food companies have focused mainly on the production, emphasizing either
management or labor. The resulting publications read much like debated between conservatives and liberals.
The main focus for previous fast food research has had it focus on McDonalds. One side celebrates
McDonald`s as a creator of jobs and opportunity, the other condemns the company for exploiting workers
and wasting resources.[6] Regarding fast food studies in Asia (East Asia) in this case has been done by
studying McDonalds in Beijing, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul and in Japan.[7] The later book differs from the
previous mentioned ones in some areas, firstly the researchers of Asia has its focus on consumption and has
talked to both the managers and the costumers and they look upon McDonald´s as a subject worthy of
research in its own right, which means that they do not begin with the assumption that everything about the
company is necessarily bad and the researchers strongly point out that they are not paid by the corporation
for doing the research.[8]
I would like to point out here that my research has not been funded by any of the fast food
establishments that are dealt with in this article and I do agree with previous researchers when they state that
in dismissing enterprises like McDonalds as somehow unworthy of serious inquiry is not only elitist but also
suicidal for a lot of research disciplines.[9] In this case it has not only to do with McDonald´s but with all the
fast food establishments that can be found in Tbilisi of today and what they bring to the gastronomical map
of the city and in the long run all over the country. Carrying out the research for the article I have without
knowing it at the time have had the same approach as the researcher that has put their research efforts into
the Golden Arches of East Asia when they say that it is the costumer that matters, because without the
costumers the fast food establishments would not have a solid ground to stand on, they would simply not
exist for a longer period of time. My research therefore fill in a gap in the previous research in the field of
fast food, mainly because no one earlier have made an attempt to study fast food in the capital of Georgia,
Tbilisi and in Asia as a whole, since the research not only include McDonald´s but all of the establishments
in the city where the focus is on consumption and the consumers. Having said that, the research also includes
interviews with the managers or/and the owners of the establishments.
3.

Theory

There is no doubt that the physiological need for food and nourishment is one of the driving forces for
humans to see to it that there will be food and beverage for oneself and one’s family or group. Even so, in
order to provide that basic need humans do not eat and drink just anything at hand. Evidence from what
today is proclaimed to be the first organized feast among humans dates back to approximately 12 thousand
5 Söderlind, Ulrica, Georgia’s food and drinking culture in the eyes of Nikoloz Pirosmani, Review of applied Socio-Economic
Research, vol 3, issue 1/2012, 170-183
6 (Ed), Alfino, Mark, Caputo Johan S, Wynyard, Robin, McDonaldization revisted, Westport, 1998, Leider, Robin, Fast food, fast
talk, Berkely, 1993, Schlosser, Eric, Fast food nation, London, 2001
7 (Ed) Watson, James L, Golden Arches East- McDonalds´s in East Asia, Stanford 1997.
8 (Ed) Watson, 1997; preface vii.
9 (Ed) Watson, 1997. Preface viii
4
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years, the feast took place in what is today Israel and pre-dates the Neolithic period. The feast indicates that
community feasting is one of the most universal and important behaviors humans have.[10]5
Globalization has contributed powerfully to the reduction of variety and rootedness in the worlds food
ways but in apparent contradiction the process was also important in the emergence of national and regional
cuisines. The recognition of difference always depends on comparison with something, or someone else.
Thus, the spread of people in the modern world, whether through voluntary or forced migration, created ideal
conditions for the development of self- conscious notions of identity, whether derived from ethnicity,
religion, history, language or food. Migrating people frequently try hard to maintain their language and their
food cultures in the new places they find themselves. In the past, this often have been difficult or simply
impossible for those moving or moved over long distances. In recent times, however, particularly the period
since the Second World War technologies and attitudes have made more possible to recreation of
remembered dishes and indeed the integration of these styles into accommodating societies. At the same
time, the recent period witnessed great growth in mass tourism and which the tourist sometimes wished or
demanded to be able to consume abroad the foods they could not easily find the authentic food of the places
which they travelled. Culinary tourism emerged as a recognized special segment of the larger market. One
example in the field of food is that in recent times, the last half-century or so the growing dominance of
bought meals tended to deny aspects of the specialness of particular food for particular meals. Restaurants
might offer all-day breakfast for example. This kind of offers erases the boarders with the different meals
traditionally eaten within the time span of a day [11]. Eating out is an ancient product of urbanism, its origin
were not so much a desire for “fast food” as a means of providing cooked dishes for the poorer people who
lacked the time and technologies to prepare food at the places where they slept, ancient Rome is a good
example to illustrate that[12].

4.

Method and questions asked

Since very little research regarding fast food in Tbilisi has been done up to date, the method used for the
article has been interviews with the owners or the managers of the fast food places and a questioner (100
copies) was left at the fast food restaurants, where it was allowed [13] for the guests to fill it in. The
questioner consisted of 10 questions and was anonymous, there is always a risk using that kind of method
since there is no guarantee for how many questioner that will be filled out and how honest the guests are. The
fast food establishments that are established in Tbilisi is Entrée, McDonalds, Kentucky fried chicken, New
York burger, Ori Lola, Elvis American Diner and Ronny´s American Pizza. Since this method is used the
article is based on empirical research.
The main question that was asked to the managers and owners of the establishments was why and how
the restaurants were established. The questions asked in the questioner was as follows: 1 What do you as a
guest think of the diversity of the menu?, 2 What is your opinion about the prices?, 3 What is your opinion
regarding the service?, 4 What is your opinion of the taste of the food that is served?, 5 What is your opinion
regarding the display of the food and beverage?, 6 What is your opinion is about the design and interior and
10 http://phys.org/news202382957.html
11 Higman, B.W, How food made history, Chichester, 2012: 156-157, 163
12 Higman, 2012: 151.
13 According to the managers at Entrée and Ori Lula their costume policy did not allow that the questioner was left for the costumers
to be filled in. Questioners was left at New York Burger but none was filled out by the costumers.
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design of the restaurant?, 7 With whom are you visiting the restaurant?, 8 How often are you visiting the
restaurant?, 9 What is the primary reason for your visits to the establishment?, 10 Is there something you
want to change with the restaurant? The questions were chosen in order to get to know the reasons behind the
establishments and what the guest’s opinions are about the establishments. If one like one can see the survey
as a marketing survey over the fast food establishments in Tbilisi as it is up to date.
Table 1. The participants that filled in the questionnaire
Restaurants

Male Female Age

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

12

13

17-41 Georgians

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

12

12

17-44 Georgians

McDonalds Sport Palace

12

12

14-46 Georgians

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

12

13

17-47 Georgians

Elvis American Diner

6

8

30-42 Georgians

Texas chicken

29

41

Georgians, Spanish, Nigeria, Iraq, Cze, Italian,
19-42 Dutch, Indian

Ronnys American Pizza

42

50

12-58

Nationality

Georgians, India, Nigeria, American, Jewish,
Indian, Sri Lanka, Russian, Danish

Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
Table 1 show the gender, age and nationalities of the costumers that answered the questioner at the
different restaurants in Tbilisi during the period of April-May 2013. The main part of the filled out
questioners are filled out by Georgians, however for the restaurant Texas chicken there was one from Spain,
two from Nigeria, one from Iraq, two from Cze, one from Italy, one from the Netherlands and two from
India. Regarding Ronny´s American Pizza there was two from India, two from Nigeria, 11 from the USA,
one Jewish, one from India, three from Sri Lanka, one from Russia and one from Denmark a part form the
Georgians. Ronny´s American Pizza is the restaurant with the most filled out questioner with a total of 92
answers and the age group are from 12-58 year of age. Texas chicken has a result of 70 filled in questioners
with an age group between 19 and 42 years of age. Elvis American Pizza customers where in too much of a
hurry to answer the questions and therefore there is a total amount of 14 answers from that restaurant.
McDonalds has four restaurants in the central part of Tbilisi and the age groups between the restaurants are
more or less equal between 14-47 years of age.
5.

Survey

Let us start with what the managers and owners can tell us about the different establishments of fast food
in Tbilisi.
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5.1.

McDonalds

The first McDonald´s was opened in Georgia in 1999 on the most central street, Rustaveli Avenue. The
opening of the restaurant was a big event since it was considered to be a window to the western world and
the USA for a small country that recently have been revealed from the Soviet Union and the communist way
of life. The design and the lightening of the restaurant, the food and how it tasted in itself had never been
seen or experienced in the country before. The restaurants itself soon became a favorite place to hang out in
in Tbilisi, both for the Georgians themselves and for foreigners that was visiting Tbilisi for different reasons.
Since the start the chain has expanded with three more restaurants in the city itself and two other restaurants,
one in the city of Kutaisi and one in Batumi. [14] 6The staffs that works at the restaurants in Tbilisi are
approximately 350 employees within the age group of 18-25 years of age and 65% are women and 35 % are
men. The employees are divided among the following positions; crew, instructor, manager, assistant,
director and hostesses. In order to get an employment at McDonalds all the employees undergo specific
training programs for the position applied for (however it was not possible to find out what kind of programs
these are). The office staffs works eight hours per day and the rest of the employees between four and eight
hours per day, five days a week. In average the restaurants have approximately 9200 guest as an average
number per day.[15] Regarding how McDonalds is marketing their business it was not possible to get an
answer to that question since that information is confidential, [16] however there is several large billboards
around Tbilisi with advertisement for McDonalds. It has not been possible to receive an answer regarding the
prices of the food served.

Fig. 5 Exterior of the first McDonalds restaurant opend in Tbilisi in 1999 on Rustaveli Avenue, ©McDonalds, Georgia

14 E-mail communication with manager Ana Ivanishvili, McDonalds, 23 may 2013.
15 E-mail communication with manager Ana Ivanishvili, McDonalds, 23 may 2013.
16 E-mail communication with manager Ana Ivanishvili, McDonalds, 23 may 2013.
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5.2.

Elvis American Diner

Elvis American Diner (EAD) first restaurant was opened in 1974 in the road from Tell Aviv to Jerusalem
and became soon a popular stop for travellers on the way to the Holy Land. However the flag restaurant
opened 2009 in the Concert Hall in central Tbilisi. The vision of the restaurant is to bring a fresh, dynamic
vibe, top of the line quick and diverse culinary experience combined with excellent hospitality and service
level. All of which through a colourful music filled ambience that relates to Elvis Presley. The value of the
chain is to provide theme cuisine by using high quality ingredients and uncompromising food preparation
process, while maintaining the highest service level and appropriate lead times while enhancing user
experience through design and atmosphere that preserves and emphazisers Elvis legacy and artwork. The
restaurant in Tbilisi has seven partners and investors as of today. [17]7 At the restaurant works 47 personal in
total which of two are chiefs (one for the Italian and one for the tai kitchen), the rest are working as helpers,
cooks, dishwashers, barmen, waiters, working on the first line when guests order and pays the food and
cleaning personal. The restaurant has 120 seats in the upper restaurant and 80 seats downstairs and there is a
fast rotation of the guest, the restaurant have between 1000-1500 guest per day, when there is a concert at the
Concert Hall the guest numbers is approximately 2000 guests. The downstairs restaurant is a non-smoking
area so there is where the families with children go. A part from the service at the restaurant there is also a
delivery service and it takes tops 45 minutes after the call until the food is delivered, the minimum order
amount for delivery is 25 lari.[18]
For marketing the restaurant there is advertisements on the delivery cars, on billboards, on the radio and
on Facebook, as of today the Facebook pages has 5 114 likes. The opening hours is between 9.00 -01.00
every day. The personal are working in shifts, someone is always in the kitchen and the personal has one day
off in the week on a rotating schedule. [19] All the food in prepared from scratch in the kitchen and consists
of different menus such as American grill (where the bread is baked in the restaurant and the food is grilled
a-la minute, there is also a vegetarian alternative to the meat burger for religious reasons), NY Pizza (where
the pizzas is baked in a pizza oven facing the guests), Italian cuisine (including traditional Italian dishes such
as freshly cooked pastas, salads etc), deli corner (containing a rotisserie, smoked meat and sandwiches), tai
cuisine (tai dished made a la minute in wok pan), sushi bar ( a large variety of sushi rolls) and deserts
(homemade ice cream). There is no Georgian food served. [20]
There is a special lunch offer for 12 laris (the current rate as of today is that 1 euro = 2.1715 lari) [21]
during the hours between 11-4 pm, there used to be a special menu for children but that has been removed.
The prizes for sushi is considered to be low, it start on two laris and the most expensive one is 4,50 laris for 6
pieces. There are also other combined menus such as a burger, fries and coke for 6.90 laris. The tai food
costs between 10-13 laris and are very popular among Georgians since the food is very spicy. The pizzas
vary in prize between 12-15 lari for a large size pizza and for a x-large pizza the cost is 20-27 lari, the salads

17 http://www.elvisamericandiner.com/about.html#ead-international 2013-03-11, interview with Manager, Victoria
Chikaidze, Tbilisi, 2013-03-09.
18 Interview with Manager, Victoria Chikaidze, Tbilisi, 2013-03-09
19 Interview with Manager, Victoria Chikaidze, Tbilisi, 2013-03-09,
https://www.facebook.com/elvisamericandiner?fref=ts, 2013-06-03.
20 Interview with Manager, Victoria Chikaidze, Tbilisi, 2013-03-09
21 http://geres.ge/currency/rates.html?lang=en, 2013-06-05
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cost between 8-10 lari. The grill menus vary between 5.50-15 lari and the Italian pasta dishes goes for 10-12
lari. The newest addition to the menu as if today is a shrimp cocktail and a soft drink for 15 lari. [22]8

Fig. 6. Interior of Elvis American Diner in central Tbilisi, Georgia. © Elvis American Diner, Georgia
5.3.

Texas Chicken, New York Burger

The first Texas chicken restaurant opened in the USA and in Tbilisi in the year 2010 and are a franchise
restaurant. The opening hours for the restaurant are from 10.30 am-11 pm, seven days a week and they
number of guests are approximately 200-250 per day. The staffs of the major restaurant consist of 22 persons
and it is a mixed staff of both men and women. The staff’s works half days on a rotating schedule seven days
a week. As the name of the restaurant gives away the main food that is served is chicken in different
variations along with soft drinks, juice, ice-cream, there is also a fasting menu. From the order is placed it
does not take longer than 2.5 minutes before the guest has the meal in its hands. There is three different sizes
of French fries that costs from 1.70 – 3 lari, fried onion rings for 1.90 lari, soft drinks from between 1.70-3
lari, chicken wraps for 5.80- 6 lari, fried chicken wings and tenders from 1 lari, chicken burgers for 4.80 lari,
veggie burger for 5.50 lari, chicken Mexicana burger for 6.80 lari, salads for 5.50 lari, chicken nuggets for
between 12-37 lari and different sorts of ice-cream for between 0.90-3.50 lari. [23] The restaurant marketing
the business with advertisements in social media such as Facebook and up till today the site has 2 910 likes,
they also advertise on TV, sales sites, billboards, radio and on busses. They also have special offers for the
food on coupons. The clientele is of mixed nationalities such as Georgian, Indian and from the USA. [24]
The same Georgian owner that has Texas chicken also is the owner of New York Burger that is located
door to door and was established in 2009 and the concept was thought of and realized because the owners
themselves like burger, the opening of the restaurants as seen as a development of Georgian business. The
guests per day are lesser then in Texas chicken and are approx. 100-150 guests and the guest can either eat

22 Interview with Manager, Victoria Chikaidze, Tbilisi, 2013-03-09, https://www.facebook.com/elvisamericandiner?fref=ts, 201306-03.
23 Interview with the owners, Texas Chicken, Tbilisi, 2013-03-11
24 Interview with the owners, Texas Chicken, Tbilisi, 2013-03-11,
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TexasChicken/107477775982465?fref=ts, 2013-06-03
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the meal at the restaurant or take it away. The food stuff are bought from local farmers around Tbilisi and the
bread are locally produced for the restaurants burgers. [25]9
The restaurant offers hot dog with bread for 2.70 lari, New York hot dog with cheese inside for 3.50 lari,
small French fries for 2.50 lari and a big fries for 3 lari, fried onion for 1.90 laris and a vegetable salad for
1.70 lari. One original hamburger costs 3 lari and a cheeseburger 3.50 laris, while a double burger costs 3.20
lari and a double cheeseburger 3.70 lari and a veggie burger 3.50 lari, if the guest wants egg, bacon or chilli
added to the burger or a side it cost 0.50 lari each, a small soft drink costs 1.70 lari and a large one 2 lari. Tea
and coffee also cost 2 lari each while three different kinds of ice cream cost 2.50 lari each. [26]

Fig. 7. Menu for Texas Chicken in Tbilisi, © Söderlind, Ulrica

5.4.

Ronnys American Pizza

Ronny´s American Pizza started in 2009 by two Americans that themselves have had experienced cross
cultures while growing up, mainly in Latin America and after spending time in the USA and travelling
around they decided to settle down in Georgia with their children in what they consider to be a similar warm
culture as in Latin America. Once of the reasons why Tbilisi was chosen for the business was that back then
there was a lack of fast food in the city and the choice of American Pizza falls back on their own
understanding of American food. There is also a vision of that Tbilisi someday will became the capital city
(as a hub) for the whole region. The business was started with very little experience of the restaurant
business and up till today the owners have done every work possible in the restaurant in order to understand
the work tasks. [27]
The restaurant has never been designed for foreigners and the guests are mainly Georgians today, even if
it was not so in the beginning, the establishment is today non-smoking with Wi-Fi access and have 60 seats.
The guests are free to write on the walls of the restaurant. The restaurant advertise the business via social
25 Interview with the owners, New York Burger, Tbilisi, 2013-03-11
26 Interview with the owners, New York Burger, Tbilisi, 2013-03-11
27 Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi, 2013-04-03
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media such as Facebook and as of today they have 22 325 likes on the Facebook page. [28]10 They also use
trip advisor, twitter, their own website, flyers, special offers and word to mouth to market the restaurant. The
restaurant is open between 11am-11pm every day except Sundays when the opening hours is 12.30-11 pm
and the busiest part of the day is between 1-3pm and 6-9 pm, the numbers of orders are more than 100 on a
daily basis.[29]
Today the restaurant have 15 employees that works 6 days a week or less with a total of 7-8 working
hours per day and the staff are all Georgian a part from the owners and the staff is trained by the owners in
order to give the best service to the costumers. The manager staff is also sent to English classes as a part of
the training. The staff gets free lunch and paid breaks and two weeks of vacation every year. There are also
six delivery drivers with cars or mopeds that carry the restaurants logo which also works as a kind of
advertisement. The staff along with the owner’s works as a team and the working moral is good. [30]
The products that are used at the restaurant are Georgian as far as it is possible since one intention for the
owners is to invest back in the country and community. That means that 80-90 % of the products are
Georgian and are fresh vegetables are for example bought at the local market on a every day or every other
day basis, the meat such as salami, pepperoni etc are also Georgian as well as dairy products. [31]
The Menus are both in Georgian and English and are in black and white. The pizzas comes in three
different sizes; small, medium and extra-large. The small size is 8 inch, the medium one is 12 inches and the
extra-large one is 18 inch. The prizes for the different pizza vary from 5-38 lari, depending on the size and
contents. Additional topping can be added for 1-4 lari as well. The most popular pizzas are the ones named
4*4 (pepperoni, smoked ham, homemade Italian sausage, onion, sweet peppers), Papa Ronny (pepperoni,
mozzarella, marinara sauce). There is also a fasting pizza that is served without cheese. Coffee can be bought
for 1.80 lari and cookies for 1.60 lari. [32]

Fig. 8. Exterior of Ronny´s American Pizza in central Tbilisi, Georgia. © Ronny´s American Pizza

28 https://www.facebook.com/iloveronnys?fref=ts, 2013-06-03, Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi,
2013-04-03
29 Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi, 2013-04-03
30 Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi, 2013-04-03
31 Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi, 2013-04-03
32 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=475055609221288&set=pb.192621160798069.2207520000.1370267082.&type=3&theater, 2013-06-03, Interview with the owners of Ronny´s American Pizza, Tbilisi, 2013-04-03
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5.5.

Entrée

Entrée was established in 2008 by former employees of the food chain Populi. The same person that
created and opened Entrée was the ones who brought in French baguette in to the bread assortment at Populi
and the Georgians loved the bread. Today the establishment has six different restaurants/cafés in different
central locations in central Tbilisi. The establishments are non-smoking inside with Wi-Fi, however smoking
as allowed outside. [33]11
Entrée was the first establishment in Tbilisi that offered take away coffee in the early morning hours for
people on the way to work and the take away coffee has been a great success among Georgians and
foreigners that are visiting Tbilisi alike. The bread is made in the early mornings by men and women are
working with the other sweets. There is also a special fasting cake that is create by and for the Georgian
society and are sold on the common fasting days of the week; Wednesday and Fridays. The fasting cakes are
very popular among the costumers. New cakes are added to the assortment on a steady base; a French pastry
cook arrives in Tbilisi and teaches the women how to make the new items. A part from the pastry, salads,
soups, sandwiches, ice cream, fresh pressed juices and coffee are offered to the costumers. The costumers
can either eat at the establishments or take the food with them. The prices on the different items are between
the ranges of 5-15 lari and even if the prices are high for Georgians, the establishment with its assortment is
very popular. The raw materials for the assortments are imported from France due to its high quality. A part
from the monthly additions to the pastry the chain are planning on expanding the menu with French dessert
wines and red wine from the same country along with a cheese and ham selection in the near future.[34]
The restaurants/cafés are open between 8 am-10 pm, seven days a week. The staff members are between
110-120 persons and they are working 5 days and are free two days and they are working 8 hours a day when
they are at work, they are working in two shifts and they are eating lunch at the establishments. [35]
The chain is marketing itself via advertisement such as its own webpage and on Facebook and as of
today the establishment has 119 followers on Facebook. There are also advertisements in different local and
international magazines such as Financial and the establishment is also depending on word of mouth from
their guests. [36]
5.6.

Ori Lula

The Ori Lula fast food chain was founded in 2005 and the first restaurant was open on the 25th of
December and up till today there are six restaurants in central Tbilisi. The guest rate on a daily basis is
approximately 800 guests. The staffs at the establishments are today 75 persons. The main menu that is
served is of the Georgian cuisine such a lobiani, Chatchapuri, fried potatoes. Different kind of kebabs costs
between 3.50-6.40 lari, lobiani (red beans that are cooked and smashed in bread) comes in different shapes
and cost between 1.70-2.70 lari, fried potatoes cost 2.70 lari, chatchapuri (bread and cheese) comes in
different shapes and forms equal to the lobiani and costs 2.90-4.60 lari, different kinds of salads comes at the
prize range of 2.70-4.30 lari. The guests also have the alternative to choose a combined menu that contains
for example fried potatoes, a salad, lobiani etc., and these menus costs between 6-7 lari. A part from the food
items there is also soft drinks, mineral water, tea and coffee for sale at prizes of 1- 2.70 lari. The prices is
33 Interview with head of marketing communications Lika Mikautadze, Tbilisi 2013-03-14.
34 Interview with head of marketing communications Lika Mikautadze, Tbilisi 2013-03-14.
35 Interview with head of marketing communications Lika Mikautadze, Tbilisi 2013-03-14.
36 https://www.facebook.com/entree.ge.5?ref=ts&fref=ts
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considered to be in the middle range, not cheap but neither expensive and the most popular dishes are kebab
“ori lula” and lobiani on a grill pan with fried potatoes. The establishment advertises the business with their
own webpage, on Facebook and in local magazines. As of today the establishments Facebook page has 5 926
likes. [37]12
Some voices from the customers
So far we have heard the voices of the managers and owners of the establishments, so let’s turn to the
customers that answered the questioners and see what they think about the different establishments. As
mentioned previously ten questions was asked and some of them had multiply choices for answers, as
mentioned earlier Ori Lula and Entrée did not give permission to hand out the questionnaires so their guests
voices are missing in this survey.
Table 2. Answer to the question what the guests think about the diversity of the menu offered
Establishment

ok

good

very good

excellent

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

6

8

5

5

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

4

5

10

3

McDonalds Sport Palace

4

10

7

4

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

5

6

6

8

Elvis American Diner

2

5

6

1

Texas chicken

12

30

24

8

Ronnys American Pizza

12

23

26

19

Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
According to table 2 the major part of the guests seems to be of the opinion that the diversity of the
menus offered is very good and excellent.

37E-mail conversation, manager Ori Lula, Tbilisi, 2013-05-16,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=47&Itemid=27,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=37,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=51&Itemid=41,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=50&Itemid=54,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52&Itemid=53,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=68&Itemid=60,
http://www.orilula.ge/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=54&Itemid=55, 2013-05-16,
https://www.facebook.com/orilula.ge?fref=ts, 2013-06-04
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Table 3. Answer to the question what the guest’s opinion is about the prices
Establishment

cheap ok

expensive very expensive

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

0

14

9

2

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

0

13

9

2

McDonalds Sport Palace

0

19

4

2

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

1

13

8

1

Elvis American Diner

0

13

0

1

Texas chicken

4

54

15

2

Ronnys American Pizza

2

65

13

1

Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
The main opinion among the customers regarding the prices at the establishments are that very few
answered that it is cheap to eat at the restaurants and the majority are of the opinion that the prices are ok
even if there is a large group that regard the prices as expensive and also very expensive.
Table 4. Answer to the question of what the guests think about the service
Establishment

Poor

ok

good

very good

excellent

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

0

3

9

10

3

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

0

1

7

10

6

McDonalds Sport Palace

0

2

8

9

6

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

0

0

7

11

7

Elvis American Diner

0

2

3

7

2

Texas chicken

2

10

23

25

16

14

34

30

Ronnys American Pizza

0 6

Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
The main opinion about the service at the different establishments is that it is very good or excellent,
followed by a good and ok service, very few of the guests thinks that the service is poor.
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Table 5. Answer to the question about the guest opinion regarding the taste of the food served.
Establishment

Poor ok

good

very good

excellent

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

0

4

6

10

5

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

0

2

7

9

5

McDonalds Sport Palace

0

2

13

4

6

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

0

2

9

8

6

Elvis American Diner

0

1

3

9

2

Texas chicken

1

10

20

25

15

Ronnys American Pizza

1

2

9

32

39

Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
In ordinance with the answers regarding the service the main part of the guest are of the opinion that the
taste of the food that is served is of very good or excellent taste, followed by good and ok, very few regard
the taste as poor.
Table 6. Answer to the question on what the guest’s opinion is about the display of food and foodstuff
Establishment

poor ok

good

very good

excellent

McDonalds Rustaveli ave

0

2

10

11

2

McDonalds Marjanishvili ave

0

1

10

9

4

McDonalds Sport Palace

0

3

11

8

3

McDonalds Tsereteli ave

0

6

12

4

3

Elvis American Diner

0

4

6

4

1

Texas chicken

1

9

28

22

13

Ronnys American Pizza

4

9

23

22

16

Source: Filled out questionnaires by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
The question how the food is displayed follows the same pattern as the answers for table 4 and the main
part of the guest regard the display of the food and foodstuff as very good or excellent, followed by good, ok
and very few think it is poor.
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Table 7. Answer to the question what the guest’s opinion is about the design and interior and design of
the restaurant
Establishment
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
McDonalds Marjanishvili
ave
McDonalds Sport Palace
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
Elvis American Diner
Texas chicken
Ronnys American Pizza

Bad
0

OK
0

Good
10

0
0
1
0
0
1
Nice/modern/cosy
/calm/special
4

4
4
2
0
4
12
Wonderful/excellent
/ beautifull
1

4
2
6
5
28
15
cool/comfortable
/classic
1

Very
good
3
5
1
8
3
13
9

McDonalds Rustaveli ave
McDonalds Marjanishvili
ave
0
2
0
McDonalds Sport Palace
8
1
3
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
4
4
1
Elvis American Diner
1
4
0
Texas chicken
8
9
2
Ronnys American Pizza
33
15
1
Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
Answers to the question what the guest thinks about the design and interior of the restaurant varies in
range, very few regard it as bad, cool, comfortable and classic. The general answer to the question is that it is
good or very good with one exception and that is Ronny American Pizza where the customers uses words
such as nice, modern, cosy, calm and special to describe the design and interior. At Ronny American Pizza
the guests are allowed to write on the walls.
Table 8. Answer to the question to with whom the guests visits the restaurants
by
with
with
with
family
Establishment
yourself friends
partner
members
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
6
16
6
16
McDonalds Marjanishvili ave
4
10
1
14
McDonalds Sport Palace
6
11
5
19
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
2
12
2
10
Elvis American Diner
0
9
3
5
Texas chicken
22
52
14
5
Ronnys American Pizza
12
70
18
14
Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
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In order to try find out if the customers came alone to the establishments or with someone else the
question was asked with whom they visited the restaurants and the answers from the guests indicated that a
large number comes with friends in the first place, followed by having no one with them and then with their
partner and other family members.
Table 9. Answer to the question how often the guests visit the restaurant
4-5 times 6-7 times/
Establishment
1-3 times/week /week
week
seldom
often
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
8
3
0
5
3
McDonalds Marjanishvili ave
8
0
2
5
1
McDonalds Sport Palace
11
1
4
6
0
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
8
0
1
8
0
Elvis American Diner
13
3
0
0
0
Texas chicken
30
2
6
14
3
Ronnys American Pizza
24
1
5
41
2
Source: Filled out questionaries’ by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
The most common visits to the establishments are between 1-3 times per week even if some of the
establishments have a large number of guests that are coming seldom, followed by frequent visits with
between 4-7 times on a weekly basis.
Table 10. The answer to the question what is the primary reason for the guests to visit the restaurant
children likes
Establishment
atmosphere/internet prices food it
service location
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
6
2
8
6
3
0
McDonalds Marjanishvili ave 2
0
12
8
5
2
McDonalds Sport Palace
6
1
13
3
7
1
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
7
0
11
5
4
4
Elvis American Diner
4
4
7
0
5
5
Texas chicken
9
3
32
0
7
28
Ronnys American Pizza
22
4
65
1
13
5
Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
It seems like the food is the major reason for the visits to the restaurants and it seems like families with
children prefers to go to McDonalds for the reason that the children likes it there more than at other fast food
establishments. Regarding Ronny’s American Pizza guests also appreciate the atmosphere and internet
during the visit.
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Table 11. The answer to the question if there was something the guests wanted to change with the
restaurant
Question 10
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
McDonalds Marjanishvili ave
McDonalds Sport Palace
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
Elvis American Diner
Texas chicken
Ronnys American Pizza

prices
5
6
2
5
1
5
1

menu
5
1
6
1
1
7
31

nothing
more or better seats
5
2
10
3
2
4
13
1
6
0
25
3
26
9
card
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
music interior/atmosphere/service terminals
smoking areas
McDonalds Rustaveli ave
3
0
0
0
McDonalds Marjanishvili ave 0
3
0
0
McDonalds Sport Palace
0
11
3
0
McDonalds Tsereteli ave
0
0
3
0
Elvis American Diner
0
1
0
0
Texas chicken
5
8
0
3
Ronnys American Pizza
1
15
0
10
Source: Filled out questionnaire by the costumers at the McDonalds, Elvis American Pizza, Texas
chicken and Ronny´s American Pizza restaurants in Tbilisi, Georgia, during April-May 2013.
The guest at the different restaurants would like to changes the prices, mainly at McDonalds where they
think it is too expensive, especially families with children. A lot of the guests do not want to change anything
at the restaurants while some wants to change the menu. Regarding Ronny’s American Pizza guests are
asking to add a fasting pizza, however that is already in the menu, it seems like the guest have missed that for
some reason. In Georgia it is very common that music is played very load at every restaurant and some guest
would like a lower volume during their visits. Smoking is something that is very common everywhere in
Georgia and the guests are asking for more smoking areas as a change at the restaurants. When it comes to
interior/atmosphere and service the main comment is to change the interior, in the case of Ronny’s American
Pizza the guest are asking to whitewash the walls so new graffiti can be added to the walls.
6.

Closing remarks

This article has dealt with fast food in Tbilisi in order to try to find out the reasons for the establishments
of the restaurants and what the costumers think of them. Even if the survey for this article might be
considered to be limited it is the first of its kind regarding fast food in Tbilisi.
To make a survey of the fast food restaurants in the capital of Georgia is very interesting from a food
perspective since it has been somewhat difficult to visit due to the political turmoil that has surrounded the
country in the past. It also has been difficult for Georgians to go abroad and still is, visas are needed for the
major part of the countries in the world. The situation in modern times has created a kind of vacuum in the
culinary sphere since little has been able to come inside or outside the boarders of the nation. Globalization
and culinary tourism has reached the country only in recent years, included in the term culinary tourism not
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only food but also beverage. For Georgia that means first and foremost a rise in the tourism interested in
wine. Along with the taste for good wine a taste for good food usually comes along and the main part of the
tourist that travels with organized vacations usually prefer the national or local cuisine.
It is not easy to pinpoint what the national cuisine of Georgia is since it has several branches that dates
back far in history, however it seems safe to say that wine, bread, khachapuri and khinkali is what can be
consider as traditional and national, even if there is a large variation of the dishes and the wine, depending on
where one is in the country. What can be considered as traditional and national cuisine stands far from fast
food. The same can be said about eating out at restaurants in Georgia in general, there is nothing fast about
having a meal out, it takes time before the ordered food reaches the table and there is nothing like a calm
conversation at the tables since load music is always played, either by a live band or singer or from radio or
TV channels.
McDonalds, Elvis American Diner, Texas chicken/New York Burger, Ori Lula, Entrée and Ronny´s
American Pizza are the fast food restaurants that are established in Tbilisi as of today and has taken part in
the survey for this article even if some of them did not allow guests to fill out the questionnaire the managers
was willing to do an interview. The interviews with the owners and managers indicates that the reason for
the establishment of the restaurants mainly was to introduce dishes that has its origin in the western part
(except for Ori Lula that is the only one of the restaurants that offers dishes that can be considered as
Georgian) of the world. Even if it has been a challenge there was an open space on the culinary map of
Tbilisi for the kind of food that the owners wanted to establish and the business is still growing. The social
media is of great importance as a marketing tool for the restaurants, especially Facebook. From the
interviews with the managers and owners the establishment of the restaurant has also offered work
opportunities for Georgians in the city of Tbilisi.
Interesting to see is that all of the establishments are taking into account the fasting rules in Georgia.
Georgia is a nation where religion plays an important role in the daily life and on feast days, on different
levels in society and fasting is one of the major personal activities that are done, mainly before Easter and
Christmas, however a lot of people fast also on Wednesdays and Fridays. The establishments that sells
sweets offers fasting cakes and the establishments that are serving burgers offers vegetarian burgers and
Ronny´s Pizza offer a fasting pizza without cheese for the fasting occasions and the answers from the
customers indicates that they are content with this offers.
The answers from the costumers indicates that they a large group are visiting the restaurants more or less
on a daily basis, even so they think that the prizes is somewhat expensive. In order to be able to visit the
establishments on that kind of level are a clientele that have a monthly salary that is over the average. The
average salary for a person in Tbilisi is between 400-700 laris on a monthly basis and that should cover all
the daily life expensive and the education fee at the University for families that have youngster that studies
there. Living costs in Tbilisi has gone up the last years and if one shops at the local markets (that are in
decline) and in the supermarkets that have the lowest prices it is not uncommon to leave the stores with
groceries’ for a week that costs somewhere around 70-90 laris. With those kinds of prices and salary it is not
possible to buy a coffee every morning for a cost of between 5-8 lari on an average wages. For the ones that
can afford the restaurants they are content with dining at the establishments, they like the atmosphere,
location, the food and enjoy the experience to dine by themselves or in the company of friends or family
members. The ones that come alone mainly do that during lunch, the main group of customers comes with
company of others.
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It might seem that the modern man stands very far from the humans that gathered to dine together as a
group for over 12 thousand years ago and maybe we do in many ways but not when it comes to share a meal
among family and/or friends regardless if it is at home, a more traditional restaurant or at fast food
establishment. Here one should keep in mind that dining out is very common in general in Georgia.
The different fast food restaurants that have taken part in this survey seem to have found a niche both in
the overall restaurant market and on the national food map, at least among the clientele that can afford it.
One needs to keep in mind that the local food stuff such as vegetables, cereals, fruits etc. are of very high
quality in Georgia and most of the restaurants in this survey are using local products for different reasons.
That in itself is an indicator of that the fast food that are served keeps a high and good quality.
It seems like that the globalization and culinary tourism in this case, when it comes to fast food in the
capital of Georgia shows a reverse pattern. The tourists are not coming to eat fast food but the Georgians
themselves are found of the fast food that has come to them. The taste for fast food can be an indication of
that the Georgians (the ones that are visiting the establishments in this survey) have a taste for food that
comes from the western part of the world, it can also be an indication of that the Georgians are stepping back
from the days of the Soviet Union and the food that was forced upon them during that time, for example one
day a week everyone was supposed to eat fish and on that day, that was all that was served in the restaurants.
There is a saying in Georgia that God took a supper break while he was creating the world and then
became so involved in his meal that he by accident tripped over the peaks of the Caucasus and as a result he
spilled his own food onto the land below and the country blessed with the scraps of Heavens table was
Georgia. That saying is an indication of how important food and beverage are for the nation and this survey
should be seen as a start to research about fast food in Georgia and it is going to be very interesting to follow
the future development of the fast food business in the country.
7.
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Abstract. This research was intended to evaluate the marketing performance as one of the food and beverage
Micro Industries (MI’s) constraints in Banten Province. We built a relation model between the marketing
performance and the customer’s relation quality and sensing by which they determined some empowerment
development strategies for independence and capable MI. Data for the model building was taken by
interview based on a set of questionnaire to the 130 chosen respondents by simple random sampling. They
were split into training and test sets. Then three regression models were applied namely best-subset, ridge,
and lasso regression model to the training set. The result showed that the ridge regression model was the
best model having the smallest MSE (Mean Squared Error). When it applied to the test set, its standardized
coefficients showed the customers’ relation quality needed to be improved for the MI development strategies.
There were keeping, offering, and maintaining strategies as the main strategies to develop the MI. The
keeping strategy related to trust and agreement, while the offering strategy was supplying products and
information. The maintaining strategy, on the other hand, was preserving emotional closeness.

Keywords: marketing, customer, sensing, relation, regression.
JEL Codes: C15, M31, Q13
1.

Introduction

Micro industries (MI’s) have a strategic role to the economic growth of both developing and developed
countries. As Hasegawa [1] said that MI’s had surprisingly performance and survival. It also became integral
part of the national business having an important and strategic position, potency and role to achieve the
national economic development goals. Many developing countries, moreover, recently looked at the
importance of MI’s existence [2] because they tended to produce a better productive worker, a product
enhancement through investment and technology changes, and a flexible firm compared to a big enterprise.
The MI’s empowerment became indispensible so that independent and capable MI’s can be created. It
had to be aimed mainly on the survival, growth, and competitiveness improvement in both national and
international markets [3]. The MI’s capability, furthermore, could be created based on their relation and
interaction connected to the other organizations and their complementary asset. They had to focus on
customers’ relation quality to market penetration as the capability founder decision [4].
Gruner and Homburg [5] showed that the relation quality between an owner and customers as in a certain
step of a product development positively affected to the success of products. As business partners, their
relations positively affected to the marketing performance in term of information sharing about the product
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characteristics that customers want. It was explained by Ferdinand [6] that marketing performance was the
main factor used to measure a company strategy result. It used activity based measure, a measurement to
explain marketing activities that produced a marketing performance. There were also a strong positive
correlation between customers’ relation management (CRM), knowledge, and main customer focus to the
marketing performance [7].
MI’s had to be able to reduce constraints that might happen to optimize the MI’s strategic role
contributions. Recently, the MI’s was competing with big industries so that its owners (marketing manager)
had to evaluate and enhance their interaction to their customers in the developing markets. The food and
beverage MI’s, for instance, had two main constraints, namely, the weak marketing performance and market
interaction. They were also found in the MI’s in Banten Province, a new autonomous province. Recent
statistics obtained from the Department of Trade and Industry in Banten Province showed that the marketing
of the MI’s products in Banten Province was 53.7% directly to the customers, 34.65% to the retailers, and
11.7% to the wholesalers. Meanwhile, the product traded within and between districts, between regencies
and provinces was 62.05%, 20.83%, 11.70%, and 5.13% of the total product respectively. It was only 0.29%
exported to other countries.
As a new province, Banten had a manufacture sector as the leading economic sector that had an
important role in the Banten Province development. The added value resulted from manufacturing industry
was the biggest contributor compared to the other nine sectors [8]. The MI’s, on the other hand, developed as
3.22% in the October to December 2011 and it was 3.00% for overall 2011. This development was important
to evaluate the MI’s marketing performance in Banten Province considering the customers’ relation quality
sensing.
In short, this research was intended to build a relation model between the marketing performance and the
customers’ relation quality and sensing. This relation would determine empowerment development strategies
for independent and capable MI’s.
2.

Methodology

This research was an explanatory research that analyzed/ tested new relations model. This model was
expected to explain the causality relation among variables and develop the relation quality between the
owner and the customers and the customer sensing to the marketing performance. The MI’s characteristics
observed in this research based on Government of Indonesia Regulation No. 8 2008 about small and micro
firms. It said that MI’s had net assets from approximately US $5.000 to $50.000 excluding land and
buildings or had sale results for about US $30.000 to $250.000 and had workers for 5 – 19 persons. Because
the MI’s population was the food and beverages MI’s in Banten Province, it was 437 MI’s (BPS, 2011).
Data was taken through interview based on the questionnaire to the chosen respondents by simple
random sampling from November 2013 to January 2014. Using pre-test result, the minimal sample, based on
Schaefer [9] formula, that had to be taken was

Meanwhile, the instruments used in this research were listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variables Used in The Model Building

Variable

Indicators

Customer Relation Quality (CRQ)

X1 = maintaining trust
X2 = information sharing
X3 = emotional closeness
X4 = giving offer
X5 = keeping agreement
X6 = using outlet
X7 = on time distribution

Customer Sensing (CS)

X1 = market supply
X2 = market taste
X3 = market environment

Marketing Performance (MP)

X1 = sales growth
X2 = sales volume

This research was intended to analyze the customer relation quality and the customer sensing to the
marketing performance. They were latent variables so that indicator (observed) variables were constructed.
The data from these indicator variables were summed, as a total score. Then they were analyzed using
regression analyses. Total score usage in this case follows test theory where as a total score was used.
There were three regression models used, namely best-subset, ridge, and lasso regression model. These
three models were applied to the training data. Then they were evaluated by their mean square error (MSE),
the squared error of the difference between predicted and actual values, to obtain their best regression
coefficient from each model. The models yielded were applied to the test data and evaluated their MSE to
choose the best model among the three models. The final model was the model having the smallest MSE.
The coefficient of the final model became the model of the customers’ relation quality and customer sensing
towards the marketing performance so that the MI’s development strategy was made.
3.
3.1.

Result and discussion
Respondents characteristics

The sample taken in this research was 130 respondents from the business owner in Banten Province. The
majority respondents were male (63%) and 74% of the respondents had a senior high school education.
Meanwhile, the business owners’ age was over 40 years old (68%). It was also found that the business
experience of the respondents were less than 10 years (69%) and the number of the employees that the
respondents had was 5 to 9 persons (62%).
The respondents then was divide into two subsets in which 65 respondents became the training data and
the other 65 respondents were the test data. The training data was intended to build the best model for the
each model of the best-subset, ridge, and lasso regression models, while the test data had a purpose to build
the final model to create the MI’s development strategy.
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3.2.

MI’s relation models

We applied three regression models in the training data considering the correlation between variables
(Table 2). The correlation between the customers’ relation quality and customers’ sensing is significant so
that the best-subset, ridge, and lasso regression models are appropriate for this data.
Table 2. The Correlation between Two Explanatory Variables
CRQ

CRQ

CS

1.00

0.55*
Sig .000

CS

0.55*

1.00

Sig .000

The best-subset, ridge, and lasso were applied to the training data and evaluated by their MSE. MSE
used was the average MSE from 5 folds cross-validation. The best model (the lowest MSE) from the three
models is presented in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the ridge’s MSE has the lowest value. It indicates the
ridge model is the best model describing the marketing performance relation.
Table 3. MSE Values from The Best-Subset, Ridge, Lasso Models
CRQ Coefficient

CS Coefficient

MSE

Bestsubset

0.11

0.25

6.57

Ridge

0.09

0.18

5.92

Lasso

0.10

0.23

6.54

The ridge model was further explored using its standardized coefficient in the test data to measure
variables contribution to the marketing performance (Table 4). Table 4 shows that customers’ relation
quality is less contribute than customer’s sensing to the marketing performance. Its smaller number of
standardized coefficient denotes its less contribution to the model. Based on this result, then we created MI’s
development model. The model would focus on the costumers’ relation quality.
Table 4. Customer’s Relation Quality and Sensing Contributions
Standardized coefficient

3.3.

CRQ

CS

0.61

0.71

MI’s strategies development

MI’s development model considered indicators representing the customer’s relation quality. Based on its
indicators, it could be seven program developments to create a new MI’s customer relation oriented. In this
model, however, we clustered them into three main focuses, namely keeping, offering, and maintaining
strategy.
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Firstly, the keeping strategy related to the thrust and agreement. Thrust is important in MI’s to create
believe to customers among the competitors. It prevents customers move to others companies. It could be
evolved by well-maintained family’s sense communication and product quality. The agreement, on the other
hand, relates to company’s service qualities. They can be an accurate delivery time, a precise reserved goods,
and a make sense price.
Secondly, the offering strategy was supplying products and information. Supplying products strategy can
be a discount price and a free delivery service for customers who purchase a lot. These strategies expectation
is to increase the seller volume. The information sharing, moreover, helps both companies and customers.
The former can obtain materials, technology, market, and regulation when they are sharing information.
Mean while, the latter get price and product specification after browsing many sources.
Lastly, the maintaining strategy was preserving emotional closeness. The emotional closeness can
emerge when company is directly involved in face to face communication and social activities. The direct
communication (face to face) usually happens in the company outlet. It means the outlet should be placed in
the most strategic position to attract visitors. The social activities, however, involves many people to
contribute. It is usually highly appreciated by costumers when crowded people are gathered, for example in
an annual cheap market.
4.

Conclusion

Among the three regression models, best-subset, ridge, and lasso regression model, the ridge model has
the smallest MSE (Mean Squared Error) so that it was the best model to depict the relation between the
marketing performance and the customer’s relation quality and sensing. Based on the best model, the MI’s
development strategies could rely on the customers’ relation quality variable. The strategies were keeping,
offering, and maintaining strategies. The keeping strategy associated to trust and agreement, the offering
strategy linked to supplying products and information, and the maintaining strategy was looking after
emotional closeness.
5.
[1]

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
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Abstract. Cotton Agro-industrial Complex is an important, profitable and leading field for our Republic. This
complex satisfies people demands for quality fabric, cloths, cotton seed oil, and soap and raw materials for cotton
processing enterprises. Increasing social-economic efficiency of cotton row materials and processed products,
especially main products is important in Uzbekistan, because, much more labor, land-water and material
resources are used in producing and selling process of cotton products. In transition market economy, it is
important to formulate of cotton complex organization system in regional scale, because, the volume of production
and service sector in cotton complex are enough in regional scale. This study provides production factors analysis
of cotton fiber which produced in Samarkand region of Uzbekistan. In order to analyze we selected cotton
cleaning plants in Samarkand region as study area.
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1.

Introduction

One of the priority directions of economic policy which implementing in Uzbekistan, is increasing
efficiency of cotton processing. Cotton is an important and a strategic product that feeds many industries.
By processing of row cotton, different fiber, cotton seed, cotton wool and other productions are
produced. They are sold due to processing to textile and light industry. After the ginning process of raw
cotton, the fiber is used mostly in textile industry, and its crust is used as an animal food (oil cake and pulp).
It is also used as cotton seed to be used in oil industry (Ebru Guven Solakoglu et.al, 2013). Cotton Agroindustrial Complex is an important, profitable and leading field for our Republic. Uzbekistan is one of the
major cotton producers and exporters of ginned cotton in the world market. It takes sixth place in worldwide
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cotton production (after China-25%, USA-25%, India-16%, Pakistan-9% and Brazil-5%) and second place in
its export after USA (39%). Cotton fiber value in 2008 share made 12% from total export of the country
(A.Alikulov, 2010). In 2013 Republic produced more than 3 million 360 thousand tons of raw cotton.
(Report President of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov, 2013)
Increasing socio-economic efficiency of cotton raw materials and processed products, especially main
products is important in Uzbekistan, because, much more labor, land-water and material resources are used
in production and selling process of cotton products.
The structure of Cotton complex should be formed according to its essence, goal and objectives. All
enterprises’ activities in cotton complex, must give attention to provide organizing production process as a
continuously. (Murtazaev, 2009)
In this process, all subjects which are components of cotton complex, must provide to increase profit of
cotton complex as a result of minimization all costs by using new technologies. In transition market
economy, it is important to formulate of cotton complex organization system in regional scale, because, the
volume of production and service sector in cotton complex are enough in regional scale.
So, in this article we try to describe the state of revenue and effect of production factors in cotton fiber in
Samarkand region. This region is one of the largest regions in Uzbekistan. It produces 6 % of cotton fiber in
the Republic.
The primary objectives of this study are to estimate revenue, and to analyse inputs of cotton fibre
production in Samarkand region.
1.1.

Literature review

The problems of using efficiency of factors in increasing profitability level of the main cotton
productions and marking prices of cotton raw materials, cotton fibre, cotton oil, fabric and other cotton
products were described in some studies.
For example, development features of agroindustry complex in the Republic of Uzbekistan were
described in N. Tukhliev’s work (1990), another Uzbek scientist K.A. Choriev studied in his research about
using resource potential in agrarian sector (K.A. Choriev, 1992). Efficiency of cotton biologic sorts was
learned by N.S. Xushmatov (2004). Besides, E.J. Yusupov studied development interactions between
participants of agroindustry complex (E.J. Yusupov, 1998). Development of world cotton fibre trade was
learned by R.B. Abdullaev (R.B. Abdullaev, 2000) and methodological issues of efficiency of cotton
complex were described many papers of O. Murtazaev (2009).
Besides, some foreign researchers also described in their work about cotton complex efficiency.
Ebru Guven Solakoglu et al., measured technical efficiency of cotton production, incorporating support
premium payments as one of the background variables to capture the effect of premiums on efficiency scores
for cotton production using stochastic frontier model in their study (Ebru Guven Solakoglu et al, 2013).
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Cotton Production and Processing by Stakeholders in Pakistan Republic
analyzed by Muhammad Bashir Khan et al (2011).
Yong Zheng and Yina Zhang studied Chinese Cotton Future Market by using cost of carry model. Their
study proposed a fitness test of the cost of carry model and investigates pricing performance of the cost of
carry model for the emerging markets-China cotton futures market (Yong Zheng and Yina Zhang, 2013).
Transition to market economy, deeply studying is demanded according to the mechanism of market
economy in cotton complex sector for increasing economic efficiency.
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2.

Data and methodology

The main syllable of cotton agro-industrial complex is primary cotton processing enterprises. Fiber,
cotton seed, cotton wool, lint and other produces are produced in these enterprises. Like these types of
enterprises are belongs to “Sampakhtasanoat” regional stock joint company (RSJC). Nowadays there are 7
cotton ginning factories (Kattakurgan, Zirabulak, Juma, Chelak, Ziyadin, Yangikurgan, Mitan), 40 cotton
preparatory points and some service limited liability companies in “Sampakhtasanoat” RSJC.
For this paper, the data collected from 7 cotton ginning factories which mentioned above in Samarkand
region. First of all, let us review producing condition of cotton productions in the region. Table 1 described
average cotton productions in cotton ginning factories during 2007-2011 years.

Table 1. Average production of cotton productions (tons)
Cotton ginning factories
Kattakurgan

Mitan

Total in
the
region

Zirabulak

Djuma

Chelak

Ziyadin

Yangikur
gan

11965.4

11142.4

14572.2

12540.6

9903.8

9388.4

10964.6

80477.4

15286

13561.4

18600.6

16592.2

12736

12168.2

13348.6

102289

1.814

3.184

6.530

2.587

3.598

2.747

3.025

23.122

Cotton linters

902

678

1,147

909

577

670

843

5.726

Gin motes
Cotton wool

250.2
2.012

203.6
2.656

454.6
2.302

306.4
2.172

186.8
1.874

271
1.604

213.6
2.238

1886.2
14.857

Cotton fibre
Technic cotton
seed (for oil)
Cotton seed

Source: Collection dates of “Sampakhtasanoat” regional stock joint company (RSJC)
Among productions in table 1 we are going to give more attention to analyze cotton fiber. This
production is used mostly in textile industry. Figure 1 show the share of each cotton ginning factories on
producing cotton fiber. The big share with 18 percent is Djuma cotton ginning factory, because, main volume
of the cotton raw materials are produced in this area.
Besides, it is important to analyze obtained revenue from cotton fiber. In this paper we planned to attain
this goal.
To achieve our aim, we used production function. Let’s briefly review about production function.
Production function shows the ratio between the quantity used and the number of factors of production of the
final product for this technique.
Consider first the classical case, when the amount of a product (P) is made with the help of n factors of
production (F1, F2,......,Fn ):
P = f (F1, F2,......,Fn)
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14%

15%

12%

14%

12%
18%
15%

Katta-kurgan

Zirabulak

Djuma

Chelak

Ziyadin

Yangikurgan

Mitan

Fig. 1: The share of each enterprises on producing cotton fiber

Consider first the classical case, when the amount of a product (P) is made with the help of n factors of
production (F1, F2,......,Fn ):
P = f (F1, F2,......,Fn)
Marginal productivity will:
Pi = ∂f/∂Fi
This is called a Cobb-Douglas function:

The quantities a, b1,b2,b3,…….., b are constant . This function can be expressed in everyday life and in
logarithmic form:
log P = loga+ 1logF1 b2logF2

bnlogFn

We now see that the elasticity is constant bi number of products in relation to the number of relevant
factors.
EP/EFi = bi = (∂f/∂Fi)* Fi / P
This can be understood as follows: if the amount of all other factors of production is constant and only
the number Fi is increased by 1 %, the amount of product will increase by about bi percent (Gerhard Tintner,
1965).
By using this method which above mentioned, we put following marks to analyse cotton fibre production
in the region: P - total fibre production (mil. UZS), F1 – labour expenses (per day), F2 - main production
costs (mil. UZS).
3.

Results

By using multiple regression model, we estimated regression equation and defined regression
coefficients and obtained following results:
The regression equation (evaluating equation of regression):
P = 0.122 + 0.04 F1 + 0.943 F2
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As a result of using regression coefficient to the formula that mentioned above, production function
obtained as follow:

According to these equations that if the cotton ginning factories in Samarkand region are increased the
labour expenses, that’s to say if labor resources increase one unit (a per day), total revenue will increase
about 22 thousand UZS. And if production costs increased by 1 million UZS total revenue from cotton fiber
will increase by 1.1 million UZS in the region.
4.

Conclusion

Efficiently activity of cotton processing enterprises of cotton complex is dependent on the distance
between cotton ginning factories and cotton raw material producers, and placement of cotton items, and
service limit of cotton ginning factories.
By increasing productivity of cotton raw materials as an intensive in agriculture, increasing quantity of
cotton fiber in the region is important. Besides, according to our analyses, to provide with new technics and
technologies of enterprises may also reason to increase the revenue.
The cotton complex has one of the high ratings among national export industries. Developing new
production technologies in combination with efficient control will provide increase of productivity. National
reformers understand that maximizing benefits requires intensive work in strategic analysis and marketing of
advantages and vulnerabilities within each of the main segments of cotton supply chain starting from grower
to textile manufacturer.
5.
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Introduction

1.

Under modern conditions, the concept of "innovation" is used extensively. However, despite this, we still
do not have the definition adopted at the legislative level.
Back in the 20th century, during many decades, economists knew that innovation was the main source of
long-term economic growth, the core competitiveness in the world markets for goods and services, and a
source of solutions to many social problems[1]

Theoretical aspects of innovative trends in transport market

2.

The term "innovation" was first introduced by scientist Joseph A. Schumpeter in 1912 in "The Theory of
Economic Development." By innovation, he meant innovation, that is applied in the field of technology or
management of a business unit. According to Schumpeter, innovation is one of the main generators of
revenue. Most often, innovation generated by research and development activities, changes market
conditions.
He drew attention on the fact that a new combination of factors of production can be a combination of
new and existing productive forces. The new combination was manifested in the form of a new product,
service, engineering, technology, etc. Joseph Schumpeter emphasized the importance of organizational
innovations in the organization of production; he saw the importance of innovation in the fact that they form
a new market. What is the theoretical basis for the development of innovations in the field of international
transport services? Schumpeter identified the five most common types of changes:





The introduction of new technology, new technological processes of specific production.



The introduction of products with new properties.



The use of new raw materials.



Changing the organization of production, including resource provision.



The creation of new markets[2].
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The next German economist who made a contribution to the development of innovative theory was
Gerhard Mensch (1880-1975). He continued Schumpeter's study and divided innovation on the: basic
innovation, improving innovation and pseudo innovation.
Basic innovations are at the heart of a new economic cycle, they form a new industry or profession.
Improving innovations are technological improvements and are manifested in the practical
implementation of the new features underlying basic innovations. It is improving innovation which is the
basis of short and medium waves.
Pseudo innovations directed to a partial improvement of outdated technology, social systems and
institutions [3]
Without the introduction of the term "innovation" in the legal turnover, talk about the impact of state on
innovation and their promotion is problematic. As part of our thesis research we will try to determine a
possible approach to developing the required definition. But first we will try to understand how the
requirements of this definition must match. First, the term must have relative stability, that is, it should not
be tied to the needs of a single normative act, and to be as wide as possible, and at the same time quite
unique. Second, it must conform to the interpretation adopted in international instrument by the WTO, EU,
etc.
In our opinion, this issue should be solved with the state's position: what it is going to encourage: activity
or result. If we talk about the scientific search, each search needs encouragement: as effective, as not. If we
speak about promotion of innovative processes, we think, it should be linked to the outcome. It is a
worldwide practice.
Moreover, what we should determine for which generally all this activity is carried out, why investors
agree to finance this activity? It is known that the investor is not investing money in any technology, any
company as such. The investor invests money in the business, i.e. in the creation of a mechanism of making
money. Therefore at the analysis any proposal he is only interested in the fact it happen as a result of its
implementation to build or improve the mechanism of making money, how much it will be reliable and
efficient.
Since the benefits, unlike profits may be both direct and indirect, that we are talking about the benefits,
rather than profits. Innovation still only creates the conditions for obtaining benefits in the future.
Consequently, the definition should include concepts such as "economic benefits" and "improving
consumer properties of a product."
For today, there are traces for global trends: the role of the state in the formation and regulation of
institutions that provide an innovative way of development of the economy increases the rate of diffusion of
new technologies and launch innovative products on the market, a rapidly growing R & D funding, increased
interaction between the business and academic sectors.
Therefore, summing up all of the above, we can formulate the following definition of innovation:
"Innovation - new or improved products (goods, works, services), process (technology) of its production or
use, innovation or improvement in the organization and (or) production economy, and (or) the sale of
products that provide economic benefits, creating conditions for such benefits, or increase work products
(goods, works, services).
According to this definition, innovation can be defined as the execution of works and (or) services for the
implementation of innovations
For the purpose of our research, based on the study and analysis of the existing definitions of the term
"innovation", we have formulated the author's definition of " innovative services in the field of international
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transport of goods." In our opinion, innovative services in the field of international transport of goods - a
system of technical, technological and organizational innovations brought to the stage of practical use and
provide commercial efficiency in a market economy.
Despite the problems, such as lack of financing innovation, primarily due to the lack of venture funding,
the lack of government guarantees in the early stages of the innovation process, a strong monopolization of
the markets, mainly due to the dominance of large companies, our country has a number of benefits that will
contribute to accelerated transition to innovative development: an advantageous geographical position,
relatively high educational level of the population, the availability of highly qualified scientific personnel for
the development of innovative industries.
The special state goal should be the promotion of innovation in all sectors of the economy, including
transport services. Popularization of innovation is a very important factor, as mastery of the broad masses of
the development of innovative ideas - one of the essential conditions for the transformation of consciousness
of society and the economy.
The development of international transport services will be facilitated by the implementation of priority
directions of innovation policies implemented by the state, consisting of the creation, development and
dissemination of techniques and technologies that lead to radical changes in the technological base. These
works are, as a rule, cross-sectoral in nature and cannot be solved with the existing single-product (industry)
the principle of organization and planning, works by major industry scientific and technical projects that
require large-scale concentration of resources that are beyond the power of individual enterprises, scientific
and technical support for measures aimed at realizing social objectives of society (through the development
of health, education, culture, environmental protection, infrastructure).
Transport in the context of globalization and the rapid growth of international trade is one of the most
important factors in the economic development of the country. An efficient transport system is conducive to
the growth of national and regional economies; it becomes an important factor in shaping the competitive
advantages of domestic carriers.
The market for transport services in the world is currently undergoing a process of fundamental changes
that have a dramatic impact on the role and scope of activities of the participants and the structure of their
relationship.
The main driving forces for the market in question are:


The globalization of client companies.



The concentration of client companies on core competencies and outsourcing non-core.


Reduction in product life cycles and new approaches to marketing and distribution of the product,
the increased role of innovation accelerated development of e-business.
Transport's production is displacement. Useful effect appears as a result of displacement, the final
outcome - delivery of goods and people to the point of destination. This is the main "product", i.e., transport
service, which has the form of consumption of immateriality. However, like all products, it is characterized
by its qualitative features, i.e. to sell it successfully you need to ensure a high level of quality of transport
services: delivery just in time, without loss, with a maximum share of facilities for customers. Provision of
all this requires considerable material, labor and financial resources. Consequently, transport services have a
certain value (use and exchange), which occurs in the transport process and is included in the price of goods
at the place of consumption. However, the price of transport products on the market, like any other
commodity, should be determined by supply and demand based on socially necessary labor and consumer
properties of traffic.
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Thus, the features of the market of transport services are:

immaterial nature of the transport production, as well as any services (inability to accumulate "in
reserve", the coincidence of processes of production and sales, etc.);


universality and mass transport market in society, its monopoly;


The role of rail transport in the transport market largely depends on its universality productivity,
placing communications, level of technology, and the freight capacity, cost, convenience, and safety of
transportation. These figures characterize the volume and quality of the proposals of transport services;

Demand for them, according to cargo shipping, shape socially necessary requirements in the material
exchange. Supply and demand for transport services by modes of transport determines the level of
participation of each of them in the transport system and at the same time is an incentive for their
development.
An important principle of the modern market is to focus on the final result. In this light, the main thing is
not the cost savings and the provision of high quality services that meet the requirements and (or) the desires
of the consumer. Such quality usually requires an increase in costs. However, due to the increasing demand
for such services, increasing the number of sales (and even more so at a slightly higher price), manufacturer's
profit may even increase, consumers will be more durable quality product (thus saving on the purchase
frequency) or the most complete and the desired service.
3.

The main trends of development of logistics services in the modern world

One of the main trends of development of modern economy is steady growth of share of services. For
many countries now the trends of increasing the volume of production of services are characterized, income
from service activities, employment growth in this sector, competition, exports and imports services [4]
The big impact on dynamic development of international services trade has high level of development of
modern information technology, the widespread use of which facilitates various types of services even for
those consumers who are far from the manufacturer. The modern market of international services is
characterized by an increasing degree of mobility of both producers and consumers due to reducing transport
costs; increasing the share of services provided remotely (without direct personal contact of producer and
consumer of the services); increase of the demand for services previously had the commodity form: it
concerns financial services, banks and insurance firms.
These changes, together with the growing trade between the countries and the ever-increasing movement
of people, determine the enhancement of the role of logistics services in today's global marketplace.
Therefore, recently, the growth in the volume of logistics services, which was typical for developed
countries, already began to be observed in almost all the countries involved in world trade in goods and
services. Moreover logistics has become to be a kind of catalyst of flowing globalization.
The global or international transport system was fully formed in the 20th century, however, and after that
it is in a constant state of development. A great importance in this system have innovative also the
information technologies, which contribute to this development. The main directions of development are:
development and introduction of new types of transport, increasing the capacity of transport routes,
movement speed increase, improve safety and increase capacity. Today, the management of the system is
connected with the implementation of a vast number of operations, such as traffic lights control, arrows
control on the railroad tracks, supervisory control of airplanes, etc. Basic quantitative evaluation indicators of
the global transportation system are cargo and passenger turnover, total length of routes and number of
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people involved in the work of the system. The elements that make up a modern infrastructure of Railways,
are transport corridors crossings, types of vehicles (Fig. 1).
Transport corridors are set of main transport communications of various transportation with the necessary
means to provide transportation of goods and passengers between countries. The system of international
corridors includes export and transit pipelines.
Transport nodes are complex transport devices in the junction point of a certain amount of transport,
which perform local and urban transportation of passengers and cargo. These nodes act as control valves,
failure of which creates a problem for the functioning of the entire system.
Big cities always are big transport nodes. In them trade, developing industry, as well as many jobs
available in transport terminals are concentrated. Most cities arise exactly at the intersection of aquatic or
terrestrial routes. For example, such city ports as London, Marseille, Paris and so on. Global transport system
contains a regional transportation system of inhomogeneous structure. For example, in developed countries,
transport network is quite dense (50 - 60 km per 100 sq. km), and in developing countries they are much
smaller (5 - 10 km per 100 sq. km.) 30% of the global extent of the ways is in North America, which is the
leader in cargo handling most vehicles.
The total length of the world's transport networks (without seaways), more than 38 million km: motorway
- 26 million km; railroad tracks - 1.24 million km; pipelines - 1.8 million km; airways - 9.6 million km, river
ways - 0.57 million km. In developed countries, the length of transport networks is about 79% of the world
total length of the transport networks. They can account for up to 75% of global turnover.

Fig. 1. Infrastructure of line of communication (created by author)
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Logistics services are specific product, bought and sold in international transport markets, which differ in
depending of the types of transport, geographic areas of carriage and types of goods. In the global import and
export of all kinds of services, the share of transport services is about 24% (5.5 trillion. U.S. dollars).
Certainly, providers of freight forwarding services to the world market are inferior in value indicators to
exporters of goods, but only the biggest ones[5]
The logistics service provider is the United States. Their export is about 80 - 90 billion dollars. But they
import freight forwarding services in the year in the amount of 90 - $ 100 billion. The largest exporters of
these services in the world is Germany (25 - U.S. $ 26 billion), Japan (40 - 45 billion. U.S.) as well as
Britain, the Netherlands, Hong Kong (22 - U.S. $ 28 billion), Korea and others [6]. Sole leader in import
logistics services are also the United States. After U.S. by volume of imports of transportation services are:
Germany - $ 52 billion (7.56% of the market), Japan - $ 42.3 billion (6.24% of the market), United Kingdom
-$ 35,8 billions dollars (5.21% market share); France -$ 29.5 billion (5.01% of the market), Denmark -$
23.9 billion (3.48% of the market), India -$ 31.1 billion (3.47% of the market); Republic of Korea - $ 29.9
billion (3.41% of the market), Italy - $ 22.6 billion (3.3% market) the Netherlands - $ 16.6 billion (2.41% of
the market), etc. (These are average volume). [7]
A large proportion of the global turnover currently applies to maritime transport (62%), second place
takes rail transport (16%), the third- road transport (8%) (Fig. 2). According to passenger turnover first
position on the world market has road transport (71%), the second - air (18%), the third - rail (10%). As
regards maritime transport, it is in last place, and it accounts for about 1% of the world passenger [8].
According to a new "Business Plan transport company - 2011 (with financial model)", developed by the
experts of the consulting company Intesco Research Group, in the period from 2006 to 2008 the market of
logistics services grew rapidly. [9]. In 2010, the economic situation changed, the market grew by 25%. Thus,
the global transport system, including lines of communication, transport companies and vehicle was fully
formed in the 20th century. However, its improvement and development today is the continuous process that
reflects the growth of values of turnover and passenger turnover, the total length of routes and the number of
people engaged in the work of the system.
4.

Conclusion

The main factors of development of the global transport system are innovation and information
technologies, the usage of which contributes to the development and introduction of new types of transport,
increase the capacity of transport routes, increase movement speed, improve safety and increase the carrying
capacity.
In today’s world a single logistics center has developed under the form of co-operation of activities of a
small number of powerful transport and freight forwarding companies and hundreds of thousands of small
and medium forwarders and logistics companies. According to the International Federation of Freight
Forwarders Associations [10] currently in this field in the world operates 35,000 large and medium shipping
firms with personnel totaling about 8 million people. Logistics companies control about 60% of traffic trunk
modes and up to 75% of international traffic.
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Abstract. Son of Dumitru Berindey architect (1831-1884), Ion D. Berindey (1871-1928) studied architecture at
the Beaux-Arts School in Paris which he graduated in 1897. Back in Romania, Ion D. Berindey opened his own
architectural office in a pioneering era of Romanian architecture. His architectural office is one of the first well
organized and modern architectural practices created in Romania. Having a native artistic talent and a great
power of work, he had also an undoubted organisational spirit and sought for perfection in all his works.
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1.

Introduction

Ion D. Berindey (1871- 1928) is one of the renown Romanian architects of the first three decades of the
twentieth century. His father, Dumitru Berindey (1831-1884) was the first Romanian architect who
graduated the Beaux-Arts School in Paris (1853-1859), being a disciple of Henri Labrouste. Dumitru
Berindey was minister of Public Works between years 1870 - 1871. In 1887 Ion D. Berindey leaves to
France to accomplish his artistic studies, as the architecture department of the Beaux-Arts School in
Bucharest was not completely organised at that time. Ion D. Berindey graduates the Beaux-Arts School in
Paris in 1897. Other Romanian architects who also studied at the Beaux-Arts School in Paris are: Ion Mincu,
Alexandru Savulescu, Dimitrie Maimarolu, Nicolae Ghica-Budesti, Petre Antonescu.

Fig. 1: Ion D. Berindey. Source: The National Library of Romania - Saint-Georges Fund, Ion D. Berindey
archive, package CLXXX, file 7, leaf 56, article Tribute and Gratitude to Architect Ioan D. Berindey, Revista
poporului, 13th year, 1904
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Back in Romania, Ion D. Berindey opened his own architectural office in a pioneering era of Romanian
architecture. His architectural office is one of the first well organized and modern architectural practices
created in Romania. The impressive amount of architect’s work, the documents kept in the National Library
of Romania, in the City Hall’s archives, in the National Archives of Romania and over 700 drawings from
the Ion D. Berindey archive within the National Museum of Art of Romania prove this fact.
All of Berindey’s projects were studied in an equally thorough fashion, from the complex public
buildings, to private houses, urban planning works or plain garages and ornamental details. His works
remark themselves by the value of the architectural ensemble, but also by integrating the painting, the
sculpture, the wrought iron art in architecture, which was conceived as a total art.

Fig. 2: Architect’s business card (written in french). Source: The National Library of Romania, SaintGeorges Fund, Ion D. Berindey archive, package CCLXXI, file 7, leaf 126

The stages of a typical project realized in Ion D. Berindey’s architectural practice, as it yields from the
documents disclosed from the archives, were:










2.

Conventions, contracts between architect and client;
Assignments (Program themes);
The pre-project;
Memoirs;
Specifications and estimates;
Contractor agreements;
The project and the building permit;
Work’s final reception;
Building site survey and execution details.

Conventions, contracts between architect and client

Before starting the work, an agreement ("convention”) according to which the beneficiary was
instructing the architect "to prepare the sketches, the pre-project, the quotation, the layouts, the details and
the specifications" was signed between the beneficiary and the architect.
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Fig. 3: Convention between Toma Stelian, Ministry of Justice, and Ion D. Berindey, to build an annex to the
Palace of Justice in Bucharest. Source: the National Library of Romania, Saint-Georges Fund, Ion D. Berindey archive,
package CLXXX, file 6, leaf 145

3.

Program themes

Each work had to be illustrated by a program theme including the building functions, surfaces, the site
constraints, facility description, associated costs, the planning of the building etc.
In the 13 pages program theme written for Queen Elisabeth Almshouse, Berindey wrote that – in order
to complete the assignment - he needed to know the number of disabled people, their gender, age and social
status, the location, the sanitary facilities.
The conditions the architect had to comply with were:
 Plenty of air and light for the patients, any unwholesomeness avoided;
 Permanent water-supply of good quality;
 Separate gender dwelling possible by an adequate location of the pavilions;
 The establishment had to contain special pavilions for the completely disabled patients.
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As for the number of the people with disabilities to be admitted in the almshouse, the architect thought
that 300 would have been half the usual for 1902 and the area of the building, of the courtyards and of the
garden had to be calculated accordingly.
The almshouse had to include:
 The administration;
 The healthcare service;
 The kitchens;
 The chapel;
 Doorkeepers and gardeners;
 Staff dwelling;
 Washrooms and hydrotherapy;
 A meeting and concert hall, a library for the disabled patients;
 Workshops;
 Water supply plumber service.
One chapter of the programme written for the future almshouse was dedicated to the planning of the
buildings. The different pavilions and wings had to communicate easily between themselves in order to
facilitate supervision, this being one of the main conditions to enable the existence of the almshouse.

Fig. 4: First page of the program theme draft for the construction of Queen Elisabeth Almshouse, carefully
drawn up on 13 pages of handwritten and stored in Saint-Georges Fund of the National Library of Romania,
Ion D. Berindey archive, package CCLXXXIII, file 7, leaf 49
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4.

The pre-project

The early stage of a project could be illustrated by a single board, containing plans, sections and
elevations presented at a scale of 1:200, such as the pre-project of Emil Costinescu’s house, drawn in June
1910, kept in the National Museum of Art of Romania’s archives.
The manner of representing the pre-projects had a more artistic nature, the architect often using the
technique of aquarelle, in combination with different colored ink and pencils. The building environment was
very important at this stage, the drawings being often added with people, trees, vegetation, cars and
carriages, horse riders and sometimes even dogs.

Fig. 5: Façade of Maria Filotti’s house (pre-project). Source: Cristina and Gheorghe Cantacuzino’s private
collection.
5.

Memoirs

A project would not start without clear indications regarding the building needed functions and costs of
the construction; the memoirs preserved in archives were quite clear in this respect, demonstrating a
pragmatic spirit and the architect’s attention to details.
For Margot Orascu’s property, Ion D. Berindey calculated the profitability of the building proposed to
be constructed, planned to accommodate four large stores and a smaller shop at the ground floor, an office at
the mezzanine (entre sol), a cinema room and a beer restaurant in the basement, three large apartments at
first floor, seven smaller apartments at second floor and seven small apartments in the attic.
6.

Specifications and estimates

The Saint-Georges Fund of the National Library of Romania stores documents that had been carefully
prepared in Ion D. Berindey’s architectural office, such as various specifications, estimates, schedules.
In the article Homage and gratitude to architect Ion D. Berindey of Revista poporului (People
magazine), year XIII, 1904, can be found estimated costs of some of the buildings designed by the architect,
such as: Alexandru Florescu’s house - 230,000 lei (445 sqm.), General Arion’s residence – 391,948 lei (448
sqm.), Colonel Andreescu’s private house - 26,000 lei.
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7.

Contractor agreements

Contracts were signed also between the beneficiary and the contractor. Some of them have been
preserved in the archives:
- The contract between Mr. and Mrs. Arion and Thoma Grant, the entrepreneur of the residence built on
Coltea Street (nowadays, 15, Lascar Catargiu Bld.).
- The plaster work and interior decorations of Toma Stelian’s house were executed by sculptor William
Dietz, as recorded in the contract between Wilhelm Dietz and Toma Stelian, signed on 24 th of March, 1914.
The contract reads: "All work will be executed as planned, detailed and directed by Mr. Architect Berindey,
charged with the direction and supervision of works." The contractor was also required to have at all times, a
project supervisor "with technical knowledge."
- The contract between contractor Toma Stelian and Tomat & Co. for the partial works of the
mausoleum designed in Bellu Cemetery.
- The contract between architect Ion D. Berindey and Mr. Torjescu for the works of the future
Disinfection Pavilion of Queen Elisabeth Almshouse.
The architect was also the project supervisor of the works designed by him. The construction was
conducted under architect’s direct instruction.
8.

The project and the building permit

Over the time, many of Berindey’s layouts underwent several changes. For example, the pre-project of
the Journalists’ Syndicate Palace was illustrated by a wonderful view in 1912. A first version of its façade
was made on 25th of January 1913, another one with the corner underlined by a raised dome dated January
1914. The building permit was obtained on 31st of October 1915. The construction of the Journalists’
Syndicate Palace stopped in 1916, during World War I, resumed in 1919 and completed in 1921/1922.
Projects that were approved by the City Hall included: site plan, plan levels, elevations and sections.
They were accompanied also by a brief description of the building where the beneficiary or his wife had
written a request to the City Hall, indicating specifically the name of the architect.

Fig. 6: Cantacuzino Palace. Front elevation.
Source: the National Archives of Romania, City Hall Fund, Technical Service, file 258/1902.
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9.

Minutes of work’s final reception

Interim or final receptions held in the Saint-Georges Fund of the National Library clarify certain stages
some projects had passed, proving that sometimes a project was spanning over several years.
The research in archives revealed:
- Minutes of interim reception (Cantacuzino Palace – 1902, Colonel Zamfirescu's house – 1922, Toma
Stelian’s vault).
- Minutes of Final Reception (Cantacuzino Palace - October 12, 1906).
- Minutes Reception (Queen Elisabeth Almshouse - 1915).
From the preserved documents, we established that the architect was involved throughout the process,
tracking all the work site activity, linking the details drawn in his office with their implementation. An
excerpt from the article dedicated to Berindey in Ilustratia magazine (XIVth year, no. 115-118, Sept. - Dec.
1925), on the occasion of the completion of work on the Administrative Palace in Iasi is relevant: "I saw him
on his site, asset and easy step as in his early years. Eternal ready to talk to each, to explain, to give attention
to the latter worker - faithful soldier of his regiment craftsmen, happy to be on the orders of their beloved
master."2
10.

Building site survey and detail drawings

The correspondence that is kept in the National Library of Romania, Saint-Georges Fund and in the
National Archives of Romania show the close relationship the architect had with his clients and Berindey’s
full involvement in all the stages of a project, particularly impressing the role he had in the supervision of
works on site. His clients (Alexandru Em. Lahovary, Toma Stelian, Marioara Voiculescu) or collaborators
(painter Nicolae Vermont, sculptor Raffaello Romanelli) wrote him in order to clarify some aspects of
construction, site or contracting work.
In a letter addressed to Ion D. Berindey, by Toma Stelian, on 23rd of July 1912 from Marienbad, the
minister asks the architect: "Please, by all means, do not stop with the supervision" of the construction
located on Kiseleff Road. The design of the house and numerous detail drawings took over seven years
(1908-1914).

Fig. 7: Letter addressed to Ion D. Berindey, by his client, Toma Stelian. Source: The National Library of
Romania, Saint-Georges Fund, Ion D. Berindey archive, package CXCII, file 2, leaf 8

2

Opera profesorului Berindey relativ la înfrumuseţarea Capitalei in Ilustraţia, XIVth year, no. 115-118, Bucharest, Sept. – Dec.
1925, p. 196.
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Fig. 8: Detail of the stained glass in Assan residence. July, 1905.
Source: Stamps Collection of the Academy Library of Romania

Ion D. Berindey remained in the posterity’s conscience as a prolific architect, having numerous works,
among which famous residencies (Cantacuzino Palace, Assan house, Toma Stelian house), the
Administrative Palace in Iasi. Some of them represent true emblems of their cities. Having a native artistic
talent and a great power of work, he had also an undoubted organisational spirit and sought for perfection in
all his works.
The quality of his creation was reasoned not only by his great talent or that he graduated the Beaux-Arts
School of Architecture in Paris (DPLG 1897), but also by the meticulous way of accomplishing his work.
The research brought to light several names of architects who worked in his office: Paul I. Cristinel,
Alexandru Baucher (Bocher), Nicolae (Filip) Banescu, Ion D. Berindey’s son - Ion I. Berindey, who was also
a Beaux-Arts graduate (DPLG) in 1924, Niculae Tonea, Niculae Covaci, Adrian Petrescu.
Ion D. Berindey’s projects archive was almost entirely preserved and is now part of the Drawings and
Engravings Collection of the National Museum of Art of Romania, today having heritage value. After almost
a century of indifference, Ion D. Berindey’s layouts finally came to light and can well serve as examples for
the next generations of architects, raising their self-esteem and the architects’ guild conscience.

Fig. 9: Professor-Architect I. D. Berindey, with his son and with Niculae Tzonea, Niculae Covaci,
Adrian Petrescu. Source: Ilustratia, XIVth year (Sept. - Dec. 1925), no. 115-118, p. 185.
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